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ABSTRACT
I This report summarizes the control data on eighteen alloys for comparison with
post irradiation test_in the Second Irradiation Series of the Materials Test Program.
• _,IThe following metals were tested:
f: /
v__:. klluminum alloys A35b, 2219, 5456, 6061, 7075 and 7079
t
2. _itanium alloy AIIOAT_
3. "Stainless steels 304, 321, 347-C,440Cand AM 350_
4-. Nigh temperature alloys A286, Ymconel 713 C, Inconel X-750, H-Nonel,
Hastelloy C, TZM Molybdenum.
The alloys were tested for tensile properties and shear strength both at room
temperature and during immersion in liquid hydrogen. Optical and electron metallo-
graphic studies were maae of the tensile specimens in the as-recelved condition and
in the strained and unstrained portions of the tensile specimens._/3
_/Comparisons of room temperature and -423°F mechanical properties were made._/
In general the alloys showed substantial increases in strength at the lower tempera-
ture and slightly reduced ductility. There are notable exceptions, namely 7075-T6,
welded, 347 brazed, AM-350, TZMMolybdenumand 440C, in which the embrittlement is
severe. Notch strength and shear strength increases were apparent in all the alloys
at -423°F over room temperature values but in several alloys the rate of increase
was less than the increase in tensile strength or yield strength. It is therefore,
necessary to have cryogenic notch and shear data on alloys when designs are required
to utilize the higher yield and tensile strengths characteristic of cryogenic tempera-
tures.
_ Metallographic and X-ray diffraction data revealed no microstructure or crystal
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the cryogenic temperatures (except for partial transformation of retained austenite to
/
martensite in 440C)."
Metallography of the strained part of the tensile specimens revealed some
microstructural differences which resulted from different mechanisms of flow and
fracture characteristic of the cryogenic temperature. Examples of this were
in the 18-8 stainless steels 304, 321 and 347 where straining at cryogenic tempera-
tures caused either partial or complete transformation from the austenite to the
martensite phase.
f
_! In addition to providing control data for the irradiation test this program
provided cryogenic shear properties heretofore unavallable_tress strain data at
-423"F were not previously available in several of these alloys. The metallographic
data pre- and post-straining at cryogenic temperatures are generally not available
in the literature.
The tensile tests were performed at General Dynamics/Fort Worth under the
cognizance of the REON Materials Department. The excellent cooperation of General
Dynamics personnel in conducting the tests and their contributions to equipment
design and modification have made these tests possible.
Many Aerojet-General Corporation personnel have contributed to this report
in areas of design and metallography. The direct contributors listed below
acknowledge and appreciate the considerable assistance of the many other contributors.
Approved iy" / ___ W._D[ Stlnnett, ManagerC REON Tee_mical Systems
Senior Department Manager
REONMaterials Department
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I. INTRODUCTION
This report discusses the continuation of the test program to determine the
effects of radiation on structural materials at cryogenic temperatures. The first
test in this series was reported in Reference i* and provided information on four
alloys and six organic materials tested ir liquid hydrogen after radiation exposures
at General Dynamics, Fort Worth, Texas (GI'R). The second test series was scheduled to
I provide cryogenic tensile data on a new series of material.
The data presented in this report includes mechanical properties of tension
and shear at cryogenic temperatures (-423°F), and tensile properties at room tempera-
ture. Parent metal and welded and brazed specimens were used in these tests. The
tests reported herein were performed to establish reference points for comparison
with properties of the same materials after irradiation.
After the tensile tests were completed, the broken tensile specimens were
microscopically examined in the strained and unstrained regions. Optical, electron
photomicrographs and X-ray diffractograms were prepared for future comparison.
*Reference i - REON Report 2473, 15 April 1963, "Data Obtained From First
Irradiation Test of Structural Materials."
RE)N
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II. SPECIMEN FREFARAT ION
A. FABRICATION AND HEAT TREATMENT
All metal alloys were obtained as 0.25-in. plate or 0.25-in. cast slabs.
Specimens were rough machined, heat treated when required, sud final machined to the
test configuration. Notched specimens of welded and brazed materials were machined
to locate the apex of the notch in the weld or braze metal. The materials tested,
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TABLE I
DET_LS OF SPECIMEN PREPARATION
MATERIAL FO..__ PROCESSING
ALUMINUM Sol. Treat Hold Age
ALLOY °F Hr.___.Quench "°F Hr_..:.°F Hr__.:.
A-356 Cast I000 i0 HW RT 24 310 18
2219 I_l Plate lO00 CW Stretch 350 18
J
5456 0 Plate 650 •5 AC - -
6061 T6 Plate 970 WQ - 330 18
6061 T6 Weld(A) 970 WQ - 330 18






ELI Plate 1125 i - -
Annealed
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TABLEI. ,.(cont. )
DETAILS OF SPECIMF.I_ _I_.AEAT_0N
MATERIAL FO___ PROCmSSING
STAINLESS Sol. Treat Hold Age





i AM 35o SCT850
Plate 1750 •5 WQ -i00 3 850 3
_ 440-C Forged +




A-286 Plate 1800 i .5 AC - 1350 16 -
Inconel
713C Vac Cast Pour 2550°F 1300 20 AC -
i Inconel
' X-750 130o 20 AC
H Monel Anneal(F) 1600 i FC to 1300 0.5 hr AC
Hastelloy
C Sol. Treat 23Oo O. 5
Mo (Tr2M) 2300 0.7 (Stress relief)
h
(A) 4C_8 filler IEI Coast 62 filley 1900"F ACS ELI fil er AMS 53 3-B
(C) 308 filler (F) QQ-288 Comp B
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B. CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
X-ray fluorescent and chemical analyses were made on as-received material_
to determine acceptability as to specification. Fluorescent analyses by comparison
with suitable standards were made for elements with atomic numbers greater than 21.
The other elements were determined either by wet chemical methods or by combustion
techniques. These analyses are presented in Table 2.
1966010846-023
II. SPECIMEN
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TABLE 2 (Sheet 1 of 3)
C_CAL ANALYSIS
Material S_.L Fe Cu M._qn Mq C__L Z__qn T.___i Z._E_r V
Aluminum5456 SpecificationL_mit rain. - ..... 0.50 4.7 0.05 ........1/4" plate max. 0.40 -- O.10 1.0 5.5 0.20 0.25 0.20 ....
(Annealed) SampleAnalysis' _] [_ "" [- -_ :- -[ _- -- [[
AGCSample min. - ...................max. 0.06 0.20 0.08 0.70 5.29 0.11 0.04 0.09 ....
AluminumA 35@T6 SpecificationLimit rain. 6.5 ...... 0.20 .... 0.1 ....114"castplate max. 7.5 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.40 -- 0. 10 0.2 ....
QQA-601 SampleAnalysis* ...... Nil. " ...........(HeatTreated) 7.23 0.12 0.02 0.36 -- Nil 0.14 ....
AGCSample 7.34 0.15 0.02 Nil. 0.50 -- 0.16 ....
Aluminum2219-T81, min. -- -- 5.8 0.20 ...... 0.02 0.10 0.05
1/4" plate SpecificationLimit max, 0.20 0.30 6.8 0.40 0.20 -- 0.10 0.10 0.25 0.15
SampleAnalysis* ....................
AGCSample 0.08 0.2 5.5 0.25 Nil. .. Nil. Nil. 0.19 0.09
min. 0.4 -- 0.15 -- 0.8 0.15 ........
Aluminum6061-T6 SpecificationLimit max.1/4" plate, 0.8 0.70 0.40 0.15 1.2 0.35 0.25 0.15 ....
QQA-327B. SampleAnalysis* ....................
Cond.T ....................
AGCSample 0.54 0.50 0.24 0.03 0.90 0.20 0.03 0.09 ....
Aluminum7075-T651 .... 1.2 -- 2.I 0.18 5.1 ......
1/4" plate, SpecificationLimit rain.max. 0.50 0.70 2.0 0.30 2.9 0.40 6.1 0.20 ....
QQA-283A, SampleAnalysis" ....................Cond.T ....................
T651 AGCSample 0.04 0.04 1.4 O.(B 2.54 0.20 5.78 0.13 ....
Aluminum7079-T651 SpecificationLimit min. -- -- 0.4 O.1 2.9 0.10 3.8 ......
I 1/4" plate, max. 0.30 0.04 0.1_ 0.3 3. 7 0.25 4.8 0.10 ....00A'367 SampleAnalysis" "" "[ ..... [- ... [- "-T651 "" .. -[ -- "" .. "_" ._ '"
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TABLE 2 (Sheet 2 of 3)
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Material Ni C Cr Nfo Mr, Si Sn S P Ta N-6 AI Ti Cu Co Fe H2 02 N2
At]0-AT. ELi Specification Limd mm. -....... 2.0 .... 4.7 Bal. ".....
t/4" plate. MIL-T-5046C max. -- 0.05 .... 0.010 -- 3.0 .... 5.6 0.25 0.015 0.04 O.12
Class 3. Grade EL] Sample Analysis " "......... Bal. 0.009 ....(Hot Rolled. Annealedl -- 0.0L_2 .... 0.006 -- 2 5 .... 5.] 0.(]8 0.0]! 0.0]4 0.0_
j AGC Sample .............. 4.5] 0. 0055 O.0045 O.08
AIt0-Ar. ELI Specification Limit m.n. -...................Weld Wire max. -...................
Sample Analysis -- 0.04 ...... 2.8 .... 5.3 0.054 0.003 0.0]2 0.03
AGC Sample ................
Type 304 t14" plate Specification Limit mm, &00 -- ]7 00 ..........AMS 5513 ASIM-A- max. 10.00 0.15 19.00 -- 2.00 1.03 -- 0.30 0.045 8al. . .....
240-58T ................
{Hot Roll_. Anneated. Sample Analysts ° 9.53 0.(}53 ]8.48 0.50 ].6] 0.58 -- 0.020 0.023 0.29 0.03 ........
anO Pickled) AGC Sample 9.40 0.05 18.48 0.2£ ].20 0.53 -- 0.031 0.012 0.0007 0.0047 0.0]48
Type 32t, ];4" plate Specification Umtt min. 9.03 -- 17.00 .... 5XC -- -.......MIL-S-672] max. 12.00 0.0_ 19.00 -o 2.00 1.00 -- 0.03 0.045 Bal. _.....
(Hot Rolled. Annealed. -...............
and P.ckled) Sample Analysis " ]0.M 0.045 17.26 0.29 1.83 0.53 -- 0.013 0.024 0.66 0.20 0.03 ........
A.GC Sample 10.30 0.045 ll.SfJ 0.29 1.8(, 0.54 0.015 0.37 0.57 0.37 -- Bal. 0.0]00 0.0010 0.0008
Type347 Specihcahon Limit mm. 9.00 -- 17.00 .... 0.g0 ......
Saqd Casting max. 13.00 0.0g 19.00 -- 2.00 L00 -- 0 QZ0 0.045 Bal. _.....
AMS 5363B Sampie Analysis " "...............(Annealed) ................
AGC Sample 9.}5 0.06 19.3 0.28 1.09 1.00 -- 0.018 0.014 0.21 1.26 -- 0.75 0.31 -- 8al. 0.0015 0.069 0.01]
440-C. 114"x2" Forged Specification Limit mm -- 0.95 16,00 ..........Bar, AMS 5630 max. -- 1,20 18.00 0.7S 1.00 1.03 -- 0.030 0.040 Bal. _.....
{Heat Treated to ................
Rockwell C-58-60) Sample Analysis * 0.16 1,05 11,_ 0.47 0.35 0._ -- 0.008 0.016 8al. . .....
AGC Sample 0.24 0.99 ]6,50 0.51 0.39 0.25 -- 0.010 0.013 Bal. 0.000_ O.0_0 0.0100
AM-350, t/4" plate SpeClflcatmnUmit mln, 4.QO -- 16,00 2.50 0.50 ........ 0.07
AMS 5548 max. 5.00 0.08 1T.00 3.25 1.25 0.50 -- 0.03 0.04 .... 0.13
SCT 85(I ................
SampleAnalysls * 4.28 0.081 16,T:1 2.78 0.75 0.32 -- 0.009 0.(_ .... 0.091
AGC Sample 3.70 0.(_ ]6.60 2.72 0.57 0.32 -- 0.006 0.0|1 0.0006 0.091 0.1|3
• VendorsAnalysis
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I I. !)IL_,LIPROGRAM MATERIALSTEST PROGRAM B. CHI  ICALANALYSISi
TABLE 2 (Sheet 3 of 3/
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Material N) C Cr Ma Mn 51 S P Ta N AI" T) Cu Co Fe B V W Cb Zr H2 02
N
A286 [/4" plate Specification Limit ram. -- -- ]3.50 L 00 ].00 0. 40 ...... 24.06 -- L 90 -- 0. 001 0. 26 ....
AMS 5525 mdX. -- 0.06 16.00 l 50 2.00 1.00 0.03 0 04 "" 27.00 0.35 2,30 -- 0.01 0.30 ....
(Solution Treatedand ..............
Aged at 13500 lor Sample Analysis* -- 0.061 14.92 [.24 ].29 0.63 0.003 0 0['9 -- 25.04 0,23 2.05 -- 0.005 0.20 ....
i ]6 hours) AGC Sample -- 0.061 ]4.87 1.15 I ][ 0.70 0.003 0.010 -- 25._ O, IQ 2.03 -- 0.28 -- 0,0005 0.(
Inconel 113C ' mln 0 _ ll.O 3.8 -- l 5 -- 5.5 0.35 -- 0.005 1,5 0.05 ....
]14" Investment Casting Specdmahon L_mlt max. Bat. 0.20 14.0 5,2 0.20 0.50 0.015 -- 2.5 -- 6.5 0.95 0.50 1.00 2.50 0.20 2.5 0.20 ....
AMS 53Ql. As Cast Sample Analysis" Bat. 0.13 [2,86 4.5l 0.(_ 0.16 0.007 -- 2.31 -- 6.22 0.73 0,03 0.73 0.85 -- 2.31 0 ]4 -"
AGC Sample Bat, 0.10 ll._ 3.50 -- 0.15 .... 2,47 -" 5.50 0.77 .... 1.13 -" 2.47 ......
InconelX-150 mm -- 0.04 14.0 ........ 0.40 2 25 .... 5.0 -- 0.70 ......
]14"plateAMS 5542t Spec=hcatlonDm_t max. 70.0 0.0_ |7.0 -- |.0 0.50 .... |.00 2.75 0.5 "- 9.0 -" 1.20 ......
lAge(Iat 1350°F for Sample Analysis " ".............
[ 20 hours) 73.4_ 0.04 ]4, q_ -- 0.5 0.34 0.007 -- 0.61 2.45 0.05 -- 6.M -- 0.92 ......
, AGC Sample
-- 00_ -- 0.34 0.0(]2 -- 0.71 -- 0,0083 O.O00l 0.
H-Manel. 1/4" Cast Plate re'n, 61,0 ........ 2. 70 .... 27.0 ......
QQ-N-288 Comp B Spe(_hcatmn trmlt max. 68.0 0.30 .... 1.50 3.70 .... 33.0 -- 2.50 -" "" "-
tAnnealedl ................
Sample Anatysls " 61 25 0.05 .... 1.04 2.80 .... 32.98 -- 1.88 -- "" -"
AGC Sample Bat. 0.04 .... l.OO 2. M ...... 31.80 -- 1.95 -- "" -"
Hasteloy C. 1/4" plate men. -- -- 14.50 15.00 .... 4.00 .... 3,00 ....
AMS 5530C _,pec#,cahon Limd max. -- 0.08 16.50 17.00 1.00 1.00 0.03 0.04 2.50 7.00 -- 0.35 4.50 ....
(Annealedl Sample Ana:ysis* ................
-- 0.05 15.75 15.73 0.5.5 0.63 0.012 0.008 1.44 5.46 -- 0.26 3.40 ....
AGC Sample -- 0.05 0.69 0.009 0.02] -- 0.22 0.0003 0.Q28 0.
1-ZM, |!4" plate $pe(fficatmn Limit rnm. "..... Bat. "" "- ""
(Stress RellevedJ max. -- 0.0] -- "- -- 0.50 -- 0.(_ ....
-- ._ ._
Sample Analysts* -- 0.012 -- Bal. "" -- 0,47 -- 0.06 ....
AGC Analysis Bat. "" -" -"
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III. EQUIPMENT MODIFICATIOI
i INERV A "PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM
III. EQUYFMENT MODIFICATION
The experimental equipment, developed for use in the cryogenic-irradiation
" tensile tests are described in great detail in Reference I.* However, several
modifications of the assemblies were made to improve accuracy of the data.
A source of error in measuring specimen strain during previous tests had
been the hydraulic linkage between the Instron testing machine and the piston rod
which pulled the specimens. To correct this, a potentiometer actuated by a rack
and pinion was installed on each piston rod. The load on the piston rod was measured
by a strain-gage load cell. Both load and movement of the piston rod were traced
simultaneously on a multichannel strlp-chart recorder. Installation of Balsel seals
i in the extensometer system prevented leakage of hydrogen. Stronger springs were
i added to the extensometers to overcome the high friction in the system. Friction
I was reduced in these tests, to 1-2_ of the applied load. Also, the dewars were
altered by removing the insulation from the outer compartment, which was then
evacuated.
*Reference i. REON Report 2473, 15 April 1963, "Data Obtained From First
Irradiation Test of Structural Materials."
1966010846-028
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"l NERVA MATERIALS TEST PROGRAMPROGRAM A. SPECIMENDESIGN
4
I IV. TEST PROCEDURE
Ii:_ A. SPECIMEN DESIGN
Gage sections of the specimens were sized so that the breaking load inthe test environment w uld be b low 15,000 pounds, the limit of the Instron i_,achine
I being used. Figures 1 and 2 show the unnotched and notched specimen design used in
the series of tests.
The specimen grip ends were widened to 2.75-in. and the gripping holes
were located 2.05-in. from the extremity of the gage length to prevent deformation
Ii of pulling slots and holes of materials which are both strong and ductile at -4230F.
.I
Unnotched specimens were a modification of the NASA type, with a test
cross section area of 0.0k-7-in. 2 and a standard 2-in. gage length.
Dimensions of notched metal specimens, except for AllOAT, were similar
I to the NASA edge-notch type with less severe notches, giving a Kt of 6.3, or about
double the maximum stress concentration of Kt = 3.0 which might he designed into a
structure. Eight of the AllOAT ELI titanium specimens were designed with a Kt = 17.0-
18.0, giving a severe stress concentration to provide more significant data for
critical components to operate at cryogenic temperatures.
|
1966010846-030
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PRO G RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM B. TENSZLETESTS
I. ROOM T_4P. _NSILE TS
B. TENSILE TESTS
I. Room Temperature Tensile Tests
Tensile tests were performed on the materials at room temperature;
both notched and unnotched specimens were tested. The AllO-AT ELI titanium, 347
stainless s_eel, 304 stainless steel, 7075-T6 aluminum, and 6061-T6 _l_ainumwere
also tested in the welded condition. Both 304 and 347 stainless steel were tested
in Lhe brazed condition also. Nominal strain rates were O.050-in./minute.
;
Stress-strain curves were drawn from the load-elongation recordings
for all unnotched specimens. Specimen strain was measured by a rod movement indi-
cator, consisting of a continuous-turn potentiometer geared to the specimen pull rod.
This strain measurement includes the elastic strain in the pull rod and specimen
holder; therefore, it is not suitable for the elastic constant measurements or stress-
strain curves to be used for engineering design purposes.
The strain measurement errors do not contribute important errors to
yield stress determinations since the slope of the stress-strain curve is low. At
room temperature a 1-in. gage length Baldwin LVDT extensometer was used in addition
to the total rod movement potentiometer strain measurements. The yield stresses
determined from the two different types of strain measurement agreed within the
scatter of the data from specimen to specimen.
In this report corrected stress-strain curves are presented for the
unnotched materials with elongations greater than one percent. Stress-strain curves
for the less ductile materials are not included because of the inaccuracy of the




OGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM B.  NSIL TESTSii II --
2. CONTR. TEST AT -_23"'
The original data are corrected by plotting the elastic region from
i room temperature elastic constant data. Deviations from this line _xhibited in the
original data are attributed to slack and elastic strain in the fixtures and correc-
tions are made.
Most materials were measured in both the notched and unnotched
I notched ultimate and notched ultimate
conditions. The ratios are: unnotched ultimate unnotched ultimate
i Although in many eases these ratios are lower at -423°F than at
room temperature, the notched strength is always greater at the lower temperature,
than at room temperature. Thus apparent increases in notch sensitivity at cryo-
genic _mperatures only reflect the fact that, on reducing the temperature, tensile
_ strength increases more rapidly than notched strength.
2. Control Tensile Tests at -423@F
The control specimens were all immersed in liquid hydrogen for at
least one hour prior to testing. The test procedures were the same as the room
temperature tests except that strain measurements were _mde only by the potentlo-
meter rod movement. In addition a few selected specimens had weldable-type strain
gages with a 1-in. active lengths. The yield-stress determinations made with the
strain gage data agreed closely with _uose determined from the total rod movement.
An accurate calibration of the strain gages was not made; thus a measurement of
elastic const&nts was not possible. It was necessary to install a load doubler on






NERVA MATERIALS TEST PROGRAMPROGRAM c. SHEAR TEST AT -42_°F.
C. SHEAR TESTS AT -423°F
A special testing fixture was designed to determine the shear
strength of all the metallic structural materials in this program. A double shear
system was designed to use the same mechanical testing equipment used for the tensile
testing program. Figure 3 shows a drawing of the specimen holder assembly. The test
specimens were O.155-in. diameter. Holders, containing test specimens, were assembled
four to a pull rod, thus enabling a total of twenty specimens to be tested on each
i pull rod. The specimen holders were attached to _he hydraulic pulling cylinder of
the tensile loading assembly. The load applied to the specimens was measured by
the load cell in series with the piston rod. All shear tests were performed o:1
specimens which had been immersed in liquid hydrogen for at least one hour prior to
testing.
1966010846-035
i IV. TEST PROCEDURESiiiii
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Figure 3
Fixture for Double Shear Measurements
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IV. TEST PROCEDURES
[NERVA ....PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM o. METALLOGRAPHY
D. METALLOGRAPHY OF MATERIALS (AS-RECEIVED AND AFTER TESTING AT -42_°F)
Specimens were sectioned from each alloy. Samples of as-received
materials were examined prior to machining of tensile coupons. No metallography was
performed on AM 350 and A-286 in the as-received condition since they were in the
aonealed state. Sections of the as-received materials were mounted, polished, and
selectively etched to bring out the microstructures. Typical photographs were taken
at magnifi_:ations of 100X and 1000X.
/
Specimens for study of control conditions of the materials were taken
from two areas on a tensile coupon. One specimen was taken adjacent to the failure
zone in the gage length area and showed the effects of straining. A second specimen
was taken from the grip area to show unstrained microstructure. Comparisons were
made with the as-received material and the strained and unstrained areas.
Electron microscopic examination was performed on all alloy specimens.
This required repolishing and etching suitably for replication techniques. A Hitachi
HS-6 electron microscope was used for examination of the replicas. Several grids
from each replica were examined in order to obtain representative microstructures.
Representative electron photographs were taken at 15,000X.
Electron microscopic fractography studies (the examination of fracture
surfaces at high magnification using the electron microscope) were performed on
tensile specimens f_actured at -423°F. To accomplish this, replication techniques
are used on the fracture surface itself. Classical methods of failure mode have
been established by other researchers using this technique. (Reference 1). Areas
of the fracture zone w_re examined from the center to the edge of the specimen.
Representative photomicrographs are shown from edge and center positions. Mode of
failure was evaluated and correlated with mechanical properties. Studies were not
performed on room temperature tensile specimens.
2o
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: IV. TEST PROCEDURES
; NERVA .........MATERIALS TEST PROGRAMPROGRAM E. X-RAYDIFFRACTION
E. X-RAY DIFFRACTION ANALYSIS
X-ray diffraction techniques were used to observe crystallographic changeE
of transformations and lattice distortions. Diffractometer traces were obtained from
as-recelved material, strained, and unstrained areas of the control specimens. From
these, lattice parameter measurements and "half-height-width" micro-stress comparison_
were made. Back-reflection Laue patterns were taken from each condition.
A North American Phillips (Norelco) X-ray diffraction geiger counter
detector spectrometer was used for all studies. Filtered chromium radiation 35 K_-
llma, was used for all studies on ferrous materials. The non-ferrous materials were
examined with filtered copper radiation at 50 K'V'P-20ma.b_
X-ray diffraction patterns were obtained from each specimen:
t
i. As-received.
i 2. After tensile test in unstrained region.
^
! 3. After tensile test in strained region.
,f
This information provided a qualitative analyses of the phases present:
and preferred orientation. Lattice parameter measurements were made in all condition,
i The absolute accuracy of the lattice parameter measurements varied for different
:_ @
alloys. In general it is estimated to be _ O.O05A. The accuracy of lattice paramete
differences between the strained and unstrained region are estimated to be somewhat
better than the absolute accuracy, _ O.O01A in most cases. The diffraction patterns
provide information about preferred orientations normal to the surface. Comparative
residual stresses were determined by measurements of the "half-height-width" of




PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM.,.,. E. x.PJ_Y DIFFRACTION,,
at half-height of a diffraction line is presented in the data as "microstress". Inter-
pretations of the meaning of this mine broadening in a particular alloy requires more
extensive studies than were justified at this stage of the investigation. It may
represent either localized stresses or fragmentation of subgrains to sizes of 0.i
micron or smaller. In instances where appreciable difference in "microstress" exists
between the control and irradiated materials, additional studies will be made, both on
%he control and irradiated alloys to determine whether the line broadening is due to
residual stress or subgrain fragmentation.
/ Laue patterns were made in all conditions using a 3-cm film-to-sample
distance. The Laue photographs are not reproduced in this report but are discussed
in the text when significant. These patterns provide information about relative grain





 NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYSi i i
i. A-35b
V. .I_-PERIMENTALRESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. ALUMINUM ALLOYS
i. A-356 (AI-Si Castlng.Alloy)
a. Mechanical Properties
Average values of mechanical properties obtained in this test
are presented in Table 3, and the detailed results are shown in Table 4. Figure 4
shows the spread of the stress strain curves for the A-356 tensile tests at -423°F.
A photomicrograph of the tensile fracture, Figure 5, _hows a normal mode of failure.
A comparison of room temperature properties with those obtained at -423°F showed
an increase in ultimate and yield strength, a reduction in elongation and a slight
increase in the reduction in area a_ -423°F. The ratio of the notched-ultlmateto
unnotched-ultimate was 0.95 for room temperature and 0.88 for -423°F when K t = 6.3.
The ratio of notched-ultlmate/unnotched-yleld was 1.23 for room temperature and
1.28 for -423@F when K_ = 6.3. The mechanical property data at room temperature
indicated lower ductility than should be expected from a thin A-356 casting in the
T6 condition. However, the increase of the ultimate and yield strengths and the
decrease elongation at -_23@F was typical.
b. Metallography
Photomicrographs at lOOX and IO00X were made to illustrate
the main features of the mlcrostructure observed during examination of the strained
fracture area, and an unstrained area at one end of the specimen.
The microstructure in Figures 6 to I0 is typical for A-356 in
the indicated conditions. Very little visible change in mlcrostructure was observed
after th material had been tested at 423@F. Fragments of the A1-Si eutectic appear
to Justify the conclusion that a slgnlflcant amount of the fracturing occurred along
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.....i A-3J56
TABLE 3
AVEI%_GE TENSILE TEST DATA
A-356-T6 ALUMINUM ALLOY
Room Temperature Control -423°I
UNNOTCHED
/ Ultimate strength psi 30,600 44,700
0.2_ Yield strength psi 27,200 31,700
Elongation in 2" % 3.2 1.5
Reduction in Area % 2.4 2.8
Ultimate Shear Strength psi 25,000 50,400
NOTCHED (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 29,200 39,700
Ratio Notched Ult 0.95 0.88Unnotched Ult
Ratio Notched Ult 1.23 1.28Unnotched Yield
24 RE(_)Nkt_,_,,"._/-% _'
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I V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
_NERVA .............
I____PROGIWAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
i. A-356
i TABLE 4
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
A-356 ALUMINUM ALLOY
ALLOY A-356 Aluminum Casting
ULTIMATE YIELD
SPECIMEN SPECIMEN STRENGTH STRENGTH _ P_DUCTION
CONDITION NUMBER (ksl) .2_ OFFSET (ksl) 0F AREA ELONGATION
Room Temperature Test Data
i
u 2-i 28.3 25.3 2.4 2 _.5
U 2-2 29.5 27.0 3.4 3.0
U 2-3 33.1 29.4 2.6 2 3.0
U 2-4 31.3 .... 1.2 2.5




2 Broke outside the gage marks
-423°F Control Test Data
U 2-7 46.1 30.i 2.5 2.0
U 2-8 46.0 30.8 3.0 2.5
U 2-Ii 44.1 31.0 2.0 1.0











Ave. 25.5 Ave. 50.4
o_ = .65 _ = 2.3
1966010846-042
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'I Typical Tensile FracturesA356 T6 Aluminum
1966010846-044
AND DISOJSSION
i ill i ii
--NNERVA MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALL_INI_ALLO'z_3PROGRAM
Material AluminumA356 T6 Lot Number 676604
Form 1/4" Cast Plate VendorCode
Specification QQA601 AGCCode , AR
Condition Heattreatedto T6 VendorAluminumComoanyof Am_IL
MICROSTRUCTURE (As Received)
MAG: IOOX
• :,_t ETCHANT: Keller's
•" Area:





Mlcros_uc_ures 100X and 500X __
Aluminum A356 T6 - As RP,celved RINTTTTTII_TU_
28
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4• V. EXPERD4ENTAL RESULTS
I AND DISCUSSIONi iii i ill
I NERVA , MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A ALUMINUMALLOYS
PROGRAM "
t_ Material _ Aluminum A356 T6 Lot Number 676604 ,,
Form i/4"Cast Plate VendorCode_
1 SpecificatiorQQA..601 AGCCode.. AR
Condition He.attreat.edto T6 Vendor AluminumCompany,ofAmerica
" MICROSTRUCTURE . (As received)
I *.W "+ • Y ' _ '_; +) % ++ "
, ' , ,++iE; 5. , ,,, . +;__?_':_!+ MAG: IO00X
. ,,.,,, + _ ANT: Keller's
. +to+ i . ,-+ . +, , . • _. ..
_,. + , +.+ + _. . .+_++, +
_,+f++,';>l_,,_+++',,+,++_+t , _,_ _p++Z++m_!_ Area. Generalstructure
" - /_,_ +,..+"'_._'t'-i_; _ " '__3_' " '_'?,i'__-- _++'_"+_
L} - , ,; , ,+-, ,_++., ',+ - ' _' ; . _..--z,_++ +.+_.,-_ +•; +p, . ,.'_ ., . . .,- .+ *
___4_,++_-,+'"' .;+_'. ,+ "_\_:'_:--_!"_ Micros_cLure showssolidm-_'zzar.+_',.':-:.,,, :._.,,',.: .,'_' ,.' ,,, .,, .._-_.,;]-_: _ :+olutionaluminummatrix
++ ,-'_- ++. , . ,_+ . _ .... , _t
,+i__ ...,, .,:.. ,. ,__;_.>_'+_ _!_ withAL-9 eutectic;
_'+_+B_JP_',_t,_ "_'._:'+___._<¢+_:_-+_:+++'--_'.... _, Note coring.
[t__+t,+,,_._• + , + ,, ,+N.p,,._+__
_¢<+ ._,-,,,: ,., + __+.;_+-+_...
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Material AluminumA.356 T6 Lot Number 676604
Form 1/4" CastPlate VendorCode
Spec.ficationQQ-A-601 AGCCode C-2-7












e "_ nfM. . .
' _ ":(_ ""_" _ _; MAG: IO00X) " "I. ' ":"" _" b "=/*;
) :: ;_'"' "_' _ ETCHANT: Keller's/ .... e• t ",_: J
• _" '* _ll ' AREA: Unstrained,
'. ,._'. GeneralStructure
• • C'"; '°' " ""*
i ..,'.:._,.,-,,,:<Microstructureshowssolid
,_.;.,'c;:' solutionaluminumwith AL-SI
; ' " :'*_": eutectic.
j Ik,=
Figure 8
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Material AluminumA356 T6 Lot Number 676604
Form 1/4" Cast plate VendorCode ill i
SpecificationOO-A 601 .. AGCCode C-2-7




, ... _.,_,_ % ETCHANT: Keller's
•:"'_,,_._._"l _. _._ Area: Strained, fracture
" 'i_=.j.,.% Microstructureshowssolid
" -'_ .¢"_,,= solutionaluminummatrix
"" ""_" _,_, ::_ • withAL-Sleutectic,fracture/" "'"_ is transgranularandoriented
__ "_;i% " alongtheAL-SI eutectic.
,_...
'"'_" MAG: lOOX
• •"_-' ETCHANT: Kellet's
b
. ,._.¢_.. AREA: Strained,
_,._%- 3;_. GeneralStructure
_.. ,. Microstructure shows sol id
I! _" " solutionaluminummatrix\"' withAL- _1eutectic.
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__,A MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMn_M ALLOYSilrl PROGRAM
Material AluminumA356 T6 Lot Number 676604
i
Form 1/4" Ca_t Plate VendorCode |
SpecificationQQA601 AGCCode C-2-7
Condition Heattreated,to T6 Vendor AluminumCo. of Americaii
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
• MAG: 1000X
L" : _,,'. ETCHANT: Keller's
• ;.-._'v GeneralStructureAREA. Strained,
q_iil_ q_ (_i : :::,_:_., Microstructureshowssolid
.,_>.,_:.. solutionaluminummatrix
> ':_'""_r'__ with AL'SI eutecticphase.









INERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMAT,T.OYS• l, l i
i. ,A_-356
c. Elec _ ton Microstructure
Electron microscopic examinations were made at 15,000X of
samples obtained from an unstrained and strained area of a tensile test coupon. The
i unstrained specimen was taken at the grip area while the strained area contained the
i fracture zone. Examinations were performed on wrought stock material. Figure ii
P_ shows the typical structure found. The AI-Si eutectic particles are present in a
matrix of solid solution aluminum. Very small particles of insoluble constituents
: were observed which is normal for A356-T6 condition. Figures 12 and 13 are typical
electron micrographs of strained and unstrained areas from a tensile coupon tested
at -423°F. There was no visible change in the microstructure of the unstrained
sample as compared to the as-received specimen. The strained area showed line
markings in both the matrix and adjacent to the A1-Si eutectic plmse.
Typical electron fractographs were taken from the edge
(Figure 14) and center (Figure 15) of the fracture of a tensile test coupon after
testing at -423°F. The micrograph from the edge of the fracture showed brittle
failure mode. The fracture shows evidence of A1-Si eutectic extraction. The micro-
structure of the center zone showed intergranular failure mode. Particles of A1-Si
eutectic were visible.
d. X-ray Diffraction
Table 5 lists relative intensities for different diffraction
lines, the lattice parameter and microstress for the as-received and control
conditions.
The X-ray diffraction patterns of the as-received A-356-T6
alumlnumpresented in Table 5 showed the face-centered-cubic crystal symmetry
structure of aluminum and the crystalline diamond structure of silicon. There was
a slight [lll] preferred orientation and a larger amount of [ 311] preferred orienta-
tion presumably as a result of the rolling operations.





_pERVAROGRAKa MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
d. A-3%
The X-ray pattern from the unstrained area of the control
: sample showed the same crystal structures as the as-received sample. Orientation
prevailed in the [31_ direction. The microstress level was lower than as-received.
The pattern from the strained area indicated orientation in the [lll] and [311]
directions. The lattice parameter increased slightly as compared to the unstrained
area. This would be associated with the straining phenomena only. There was no













A-356-T6 X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
Control Test
Lpecimen 2-7
, Pure Aluminum As Received Strained Unstrained
I[ o o o e
hkl (A)* _,-X-X- (A)* %-x-* (A)* %** (A)* %**
iii 2.338 i00 2.35 i00 2.34 I00 2.32 80
[_ 200 2.o24 47 2.03 20 2.o_. 9 2.Ol 25
_L 220 1.431 22 1.43 15 1.43 30 1.43 30
311 1.221 24 .1.22 I00 1.22 I00 1.22 I00
1_ 222 1.169 7 i.17 i0 1.17 50
I 400 1.012 2
331 0.929 8 0.930 I0
l °Lattice Parameter, A
4.o494 4.o52 4.052 4.o45
Microstress,
0.60= 0.40° 0.35°
(2@ = 116") (2@ = 78°) (2@ = 78°)
Pure Silicon
_" Ill 3.138 lOO 3.15 zoo
220 i.920 60 i.92 50 i.92 I00 I.90 i00
311 1.638 35 1.64 35 1.0_ 50 1.64 20
400 i.357 8 1,36 15 1.36 15
331 1.246 13 1.25 20 1.25 15
422 1.108 17 i.ii 15 1. ]1 15 1. ll 25








i * = "d" spacings
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Material AluminumA 356T6 Lot Number 676604
Form i,/4" Cast Plate VendorCode
SpecificationQQA6,01 AGCCode
Condition Heat Treatedto T6 Vendor AluminumCo, of America
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (As Received)
Description ElectronmicrocjraphshowsAL-S_ eutectic,phaseonba_:koroundof
solid solution aluminum.i i
i iiii
Figure ii
Electron Microstructare - 15000X
Alumlnum A3_6-T6_ As Recelved _ E_I_N, ',_,,:,,_ .
36
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I V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
FINERV A ......LLI P R 0 G RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUM_TUMALLOY
I i
hm
I AIIoy AluminumA 356-T6 Lot Number 676604
i i i i %
I Form.__ 1/4"Cast P!,ate VendorCode.....Spec=ficationQQA601 AGCCode C-2-7
i i i =1 i u
i Candition Heat treated to TO,,, Vendor AluminumComDanyof America
I0
I_ ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- Unstrained)i . i. , i, m
I I , --.
I Magnifi " _cation , _,_- '" -
Q '!: _ L-/-15000 X " " "- - -,:"'':'" 'I
I mRim _ : .
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Description Electronmicrograj.l..phshowssolid solutionaluminummatrixwith particlesof
I II I m i
AI-Si eutectic.
el I ilL I IIII IIBI I
I II I - I I II IIIIII
!
Figure 12








PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
Alloy. AluminumA 356-T6 Lot Number 676604i ii i Ii il
Form i/4"Cast Plate VendorCode .| , ,m
SpecificationQQA601 AGCCode ¢-2-7 .
Condition Heat Treatedto T6 Vendor AluminumComoanvof America




" Description ElectronmicroqraDhshowsmatrixof solidsolutionalu_inurqwi.hAl-_i
eutectic. Notestrain linesadiacerlLtoAI-Si areaandalso in m;_frix_
i iii B I II
Figure 13
Electron Microstructure - 15000X _
Aluml,,._umA356 T6 - C_utrol-Stralned REiN
38
1966010846-055
I V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
_NERVA ....PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM _. AI21MINUMALLOYS!
Jl it
I Material AluminumA356-T6 Lot Number 676604
Form ...1/4" Cast Plate VendorCode
i __ ...Specification QQA 601 AGCCode C-2-7





Ma_lnification ' '_ . .,_), _ '_1_
15000 X " ,_
.4t











Description Fractographof centershowsarea fromcenterof fracturewhereinteraranular
I t failure is detected. Several of_A_I-Si eutecticare seenas_tpe , ,. area_
...... irregular shapedparticles. ,
-- ii iii
I F_u.e 14
I Electron Fz'actog:z_ph- 15000_ RE(_)N







PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM , , /L, ALUMIh'UM ALLOYS
Material AluminumA356-T6 Lot Number 676604
,, , ii, =m
Form 1/4." Cast Plate VendorCode |ll i
Specification,.QQ,A601 AGC Code.... C-2-7
Condition Heat Treated to T6 Vendor Alun_inumCo, of America
L
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractograph) ,,
-, L ,I L ==L i I
' Description Fracto_lrap.hof edgefromelongatedgrainareashowsstepwiseflow fracture,
Failurewouldbe brittle in nature...AI-Si phasehasbeenpulledout in topof
photo.
Figure 15
Electron Fractograph - l_O001" _
Aluminum A356 T6- Edge REraN
_0
1966010846-057
I V. EXPE.,IMENTAL RESULTSAND i _.SCUSSION
_[_-N-ERVA RIALS GR ......
I L____PROGRAM MATE TEST PRO AM A. _mUM__OYS
2 22] 9 - T81
I 2. 2219-T81 (w;.ou._htAI-Cu Alloy)
a. Mechanical Properties
l:
The average values of mechanical properti_._ obtainea in thistest at( presented in able 6 nd the detailed results a e sho_n in T bl 7.
Figure 16 shows stress strain curves for the tensile tests a_ -423°F. Photogr_....
i of a typical tensile fracture for an unnotched specimen are s_, n in Figure 17.
I A comparison of room temperature properties with those ob_, _, ,_d
at -423°F showed an increase in the ultimate, yield, elongation and the reduc± _:"
in area for the -4_:3F specimens. The ratio of notched-ultlmate/unnotched-ultJmat_
was O.b8 at room temperature and 0.85 for -423°F when Kt = 6.3. The ratio of
' notched-ultlmate/unnotched-yi_Id was 1.25 at room temperature and 1.21 at -423°F
I when Kt = 6.3.
I The mechanical property data Indicate that +.hismaterial has
improved mechanical properties at -423°F with no change lh notch sensitivity. This
I alloy in the T81 condition, therefore, is recommended for _ervice at -423°F.
Adequacy of the properties of welded joints must still be establishe_, however.
I b. Metallography
I Photomicrographs at lOOX and lO00X were made to illustrate
the pertinent features of the microstructure observed auring the examination of
I the strained fracture area and an unstrained area at one end of the specimen.
As-Received Samples: The mlcrostructure in Figure 18 i_ typical for 2219-T81 con-
dition. The matrix is solid solution aluminum.
Control Samples: Figures 19, 20 and 21 illust_te the microstructure in the strained
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2. 2219 - TSI
TABLE 6
AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
ALUM_ALLOY 2219-T81
Room Temperature Control -_23@F
UNNOTCHED
Ultimate strength psi 69,200 95,_00
0.2_ Yield strength psi 48,900 67,100
/ Elongation in 2" _ 7.8 13.2
Reduction in Area _ 22.7 25.6
Ultimate shear strength psi 37,200 72,300
NOTCHED (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 61,000 81,3OO
Ratio Notched Ult 0.88 0.85
UnnotchedUlt











DETAILED TENSILE TEST DAT_
ALUMINL_ ALLOY 2219 - T81
ALLOY - 2219 T81 Aluminum
ULTIMATE YIELD
sPEc_N s_c_ s__ s_Na_ _REDU_T:O_
Room Temperature Test Data
U 2-26 69.5 48.9 22.,o 7.5




i N 2-40 59.5
-_23°F Control Test Data
U 31 97.6 67.8 25.7 13.5
,_ u 2-32 92.7 65.8 25.l 13.5
I U -35 97.5 5 12 66. 26. 12.0
U 2-36 93.7 68.3 25.4 14.0
-I= _ 2-43 87.l
N 2-44 79.4
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DETAILED SHEAR TEST DATA 2219-T6






Ave. = 37.2 Ave. = 72.3






Type 2219-T81 Wrought Aluminum Alloy
+
1966010846-063
V. _,AY_ J/%SNTAL li_bUU'fS
AND DISCUSSION
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I AND DISCUSSIONi || il i
PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYSi
Material AluminL.m2219 T8'! Lot Number 105-643 |,,
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AGCCode LU 2-32 .....











Microstructures - 100X and lO00X _
Aluminum 2219 TS1 - Control RE_NLongitudinal - Unstrained u&w..._au
_8
1966010846-066
_ IA AND DISCUSSION
N ERVA_._
PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PPOGRAM . ALUMINUMALLOYSt t
:l,
Material .., Aluminum2.219 T81 Lot Number 105-643Form 1/4" plate . VendorCode,
Specif;cation AGCCode LU 2-32
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Electron I icroscopic examinations were performed on the as-
received material and the strained and unstrained areas of a tensile coupon tested
at -423°F. Representative photomicrographs were taken at 15,000X. Figure 22 shuws
, the typical microstructure of the as-received m_terial. The normal solid solution
matrix with insoluble constituents is pr_ented. Representative micrographs fr,:_
the unstrained and strained areas of a control tensile coupon are shown in
Figures 23 and 24. The microstructure shows solid solution aluminum matrix wibh
insoluble constituents. No effects of straining were discern'hie. No micro-
structural differences were found in comparison to the as-received material.
Representative electron fractographs were taken from the
center and edge of a tensil._ fracture tested at -423"F. This is shown in Figures 25
and 26, respectively. Both areas show the domain structure which is characteristic
of ductile failure mode.
d. X-ray Diffraction
Table 8 shows the X-ray diffracti,nn data. The X-ray diffraction
pattern from the as-received material showed the face-centered-cubic structure of
aluminum. The microstress level was indicative of the wrought condition. The
orientation was in the [lO0 ] direction.
! The diffractographs from the unstrained and strained areas of












X-RAY DIFFEACTION DATA_ 2219 T81 I
Control
Specimen LU-2-32
. Pure Aluminum As Received Strained Unstrained
hkl
_. _ ** _ . _ ** _. _ ** _. _ **
ill 2.338 lO0 2.34 50 2.33 40 2.32 30
200 2.024 47 2.02 100 2.02 100 2.01 100
220 1.431 22 1.43 17 1.43 26 1.43 20
311 1.221 24 1.22 26 1.22 26 1.22 20
222 1.169 7 1.17 5 1.17 7 1.16 7
400 1.012 2 1.01 7 1.01 7 1.01 7
331 0.929 8 0.928 7
@
Lattice Parameter, A
4.0494 4.048 4.051 4.046
Microstress, AS
o.7o° o.56° o.47°
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Ii Material Aluminum2219 T 81 Lot Number 105-643| , = =,
Form ,,1/4' Plate VendorCode
i Specification AGCCode _
Condition T 8Z Vendor AluminumCo. ofAmerica
i









i! Description Electronphotomicrographs owsgeneralstructureof _llov. Notearain
]/ boundaries and large inclusion in center,
i ii
Figure 22
I_ Electr°nMicr°structure " 15000X REiN







PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUM_7[_4ALLOYS
Material Aluminum2219 T 81 Lot Number 105-643
Form , 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AGCCode LU-2-32




, Description Electronphotomicrographs owssolidsolutionmatrixof aluminum,
_" Note grainboundaryintersectionlowerright.
Figure 23
Electron Microstructure - 15000X
Aluminum 2219 T$1- Control H E_I_IIN 'Longitudinal- Strained um_:uau '
1966010846-072
I V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSAND D SCUSSION
i _[_NERVA
II_IIPROGRA M MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
I Material Aluminum2219 T 81 Lot Number 105-643
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification ACCCode LU-2-32









PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMIm_ALLOXS
Material Aluminum2219 T81 Lot Number 105-64.3
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AGCCode LU 2-32
Condition T-81 Vendor AluminumCo. of America
ELECTRON M.ICROSTRUCTURE (Fract.o.qraph)
, J
-, Description Fracto_raphof lippededcjearea showsirregular,domainstrucl;_reindicative
"" , of ductilefracture, Inclusionscanbe seenonsurfacesof domains,
Figure 25
Electron Fractograph - 15000X #II_ILII




i V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
AND DISCUSSION
i i,
_lilNERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALt__T_0YSI
i Material Alu.___[nm2219__881_ Lot Number 105-643
Form' 1/4" Plate VendorCode
i Specifi--'cation_ AGCCode_ LU'-_-3"2-
Condition T-81 Vendor AluminumCo. of America




I of typical ductile fracture.
i i
I Figure 26
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;_ Average values of mechanical properties obtained in this test
are presented in Table 9- The detailed results are shown in Table 10, Figure 27
shows stress-strain curves for tensile tests at -423°F and a typical room temperature
i stress-strain curve for comparison. Photographs of typical tensile fracture for _u
urmotched specimen are shown in Figure 28.
_ A comparison of mech_z,ical properties at room temperature with
-i
; those obtained at -423°F showed an increase in ultimate yield and elongation at -423°F1
the reduction in area remained the same. fT_e ratio of notched-ultimate/urmotched-
ultimate was 0.90 at room temperature and 0.69 at -423°F when K. = 6.3. The ratio of
notched-ultimate/urmotched-yield was 1,32 for room temperature and 1.30 for -423°F when
, Kt = 6.3. Based on the criterion of notch sensitivity, as indicated by the ratio of
notched-ultimate/unnotched-yield, this material suffers no increase in notch sensitivity
at -423°F and Kt = 6.3.J
b. Metallography
Photomicrographs (at 100X and IO00K) were made to illustrate
the pertinent features of microstructure observed during examination of the strained
fracture area and an unstrained area at one end of the specimen.
(1) As Received Samples
Because the material, as received, was in the cold worked,
H321 condition, and since the tensile tests at room temperature and at -423°F were







PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A..__ ALLOYS
3. 5456-o
TABLE 9
AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
ALL_4INUH ALLOY 5456-0
UNNOTCHED Room Temperature Control -423@F
Ultimate strength psi 53,200 83,300
0.2% Yield strength psi 36,400 43,900
i Elongation in 2" % 8.4 12.1
Reduction in Area % ll.O 10.8
Ultimate shear strength psi 30,400 59,000
NOTCHED (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 48,100 57,400
Notched Ult
Ratio
Unnotched Ult 0.90 0.69
Notched Ult





IR NERVA ....PR O G RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. AL_mU_ ALLOYS
3. 5_6-o
TABLE lO
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
ALUMINUMALLOY5456-0
, 5456 Aluminum Alloy
i ' LrLTIMATE YIELD
SPECIMEN SPECIMEN STRENGTH STRENGTH _ REDUCTION
• CONDITION NUMBER (ksll ..2_OFFSET _ksl) OF AREA ELONGATION
Room Temperature Test Data
U 2-49 53.0 35.9 i0.5 Q 7.5
U 2-50 53.8 36.9 12.:J 9.C
U 2-51 52.9 36.6 10.6 Q 8.0
i U 2-52 53.3 36.4 lO.8 9.0
, ! N 2-61 47.2
i N 2-62 48.53 .2
N 2-64 48.5
Broke in gage mark.
-423@F Control Test Data
u 2-55 85.1 48.4 5.8 8,5
U '2_-56 83.8 46.9 I0.i ii.0
U 2-57 83.3 31.9 18.1 20.5














DETAILED SHEAR TEST DATA 5456-0




/ 30.4 Ave 59.0
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Typical Tensile Fracture (-423°F)
5456-0 Aluminum








Figures 29 through 31 illustrate the microstructure in the
unstrained and strained areas. No visible change in microstructure was observed after
the material had been tested at -42B°F. Fracture was transgranular.
" i c. Electron Microstructurej Electron photomicrographs were taken of representative areas of
a control tensile test specimen. Strained and unstrained areas were examined on the
control tensile coupon. All photomicrographs were taken at 15000X.
Figures 32 and 33 are typical micrographs from the strained and
unstrained areas of the control specimen. In each case, the solid solution matrix of
aluminum is prevalent with dispersion of insoluble inclusions. There is no micro-
structural difference between the two areas of the sample. Since a sample was not
examined, prior to cryogenic testing, precise comparisons as to microstructural
change due to cryogenic environment is not possible.
Typical electron fractographs were taken of the center and
edge of a tensile test fracture. Figures 34 and B5 show the results of this study.
The fractograph from the center of the failure is typically brittle in nature. The
edge specimen shows the characteristic domain structure associated with ductile
failure. According to classical fracture theory, the total failure mode was ductile.
d. X-Ray Diffraction
The X-ray diffraction data are shown in Table ii. The
diffraction pattern of a specimen of 5456-0 aluminum in the H321 temper condition
showed the normally expected face-centered-cubic structure of aluminum. The lattice
parameter was expanded from that of pure aluminum because of solid solution alloying.
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3. 5456-o
,, i
The strained and unstrained samples showed essentially the same







5456-0 X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA Control
Specimen LU-2-56
Pure Aluminum As Received Strained Unstrained
,i
H321 Temper o oo o
hkl A :_ % *.'x- A * % ** A * % _X A * %**
iii 2. 338 lOO 2.35 5
200 2.024 47 2.03 30 2.03 30 2.03 40
220 1.431 22 1.44 i00 1.44 i00 1.44 i00





4.0494 4.071 4.068 4.067
Microstress, A 2 e
i °'75o 0.45° o.41°
(20 = i16°) (2e = 78°) (20 = 78°)
= "d" spacings





NERVA "-PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM _. __ AUNTS
Material Aluminum5456-0 Lot Number 105-651
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AGCCode LU-2-56















,,,,, : ...., inclusions.
!
Figure 29
Mlcrostructures - IO0X and lO00X
Aluminum 5456-0- Control _N





PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _UMI_re_L_YS
'1
J
- Material_ Aluminum5456-0 , Lot Number 105-651
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
! ' ', Specification AGCCode LU-2-56




Jr' _ .... :'%': '_% ..... '" _ =" ' ",_.: ' " '_ /,"
_, . ..._.,.._ , ,_:. _j..,.:_%_.;.,._,. ..;,_,_. ETCHANT: Keller's
, ,,._.,_.. _,_......_.:: .,_ .e'___.,,_w._._.._, _:_-_i_ Area:_, fracture
. _. ,,-,.*_-.. • _e;_: ." -'.:: _. _,_g _ , ..': ...., Microstructureshowssolid
-J" _.L_" .-%_"_'...+_-._-' = , "_,_i_Y'_ ':"'..,,'k"" -, ".'.;'
I) .._.r':;:..,=i x,,_. _,_,,.,'_,_." :,._,- _._#'#:;'- _ ..;;:.: inclusions,fracturewas
_._'_; :' '_"_ '_,*_" '._,ll- " ¢,aJ . '......"_".i
•_ ;" ," ',: ..... • , ,, . = • r - transgranular..._.'. ..... _,:,J _-,_i', "_, .._..,,-........."_'..... _.., ,., . ,...,.
,,..._ .,, . _...... _ , . ..... ..{._, "
.,8'. ,, ,.._.-'i'_.'.."_ ."."?,-;-..,". • . _ . i. ,.-_.. ,-
•,:_-, _. ETCHANT: Keller's
_%',_;)v :,!#.i: ,, ._ AREA:r'._.' _. ' % _._'i;," "'. '<'i._.. " .
"'"_"_"_" "i , __::._ _'_t_;:_ generalstructure
,_.i'_:<\ "_i ""....." :":" '"! '_, ',! '_E _ '1_:'' '. _' ! " "_"/_ _:_II :_
_,. _-.',,i-i ._," ' solutionaluminumwith
_'_-.,_ .",, ' " " Inclusions.
Figure 30
Microstructures - lOOX






_['_ N ERVA ....
_PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. __T__ZS
Material Aluminum5456-0 Lot Number 105-651
Form 1/4 "_Plate VendorCode
Specification AGCCode LU-2-56
Condition Annealed Vendor AluminumCo. of America
Jl
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
q_, ,. o. _),j , ,. _'Q • =) . ..o o o ,o , _, _.
• - _ . • . .t'_t .._ ... = .. )_ .... V.)- • Vlk
o -)),._s " " t • • , "_,.#_ . • s." =
.,_o. ,..o-.....• ...,-.,.,.-...,,:_-,-...... MAG: lO00X
•"_,_. . "..._ :_'_.".'-_. .,.'_" .,.. ,,.;,,r.:._ .'.'.":_.'.':• .
• T- ...: ",. • .- .... " _,." ." ' "".,.:" ;,". .... ",: ":'"'. "' ._"_" :"'." -_" ETCHANT: Keller's
. _ -- • _ :_" J)--_ -,* . • _%,_P'_)_t , _ _ _ • "___ "_'_:
'"' " -' .. --• "....'- - -- '"'_:'_-_--<.-_'-'= Area:._, fracture
•, ."...::•.,,,.._ .,. • ,..,.:-:. ",_ ._,..:,. :....t,_.._. Microstructureshowsaluminum
•":-',.¢':_-_,,;:: _. " /;'. ':: ,, "!_.::;_ :" ';_ :i'_._._ _.T¢::,,.,_.'_ matrixwith inclusions,fracture & _ |. . _ . ,..-. -, _ ,-.,.... , •_,,,. was_rans_ranu,ar.
• cp
Figure 31
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I! Material Aluminum5456-0 Lot Number 105-651
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
l i Specification AGCCode LU 2-56
Condition Annealed Vendor AluminumCo. of America
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Cnnfrnl)
1







Note flow strainmarkings and fine dispersion of insolubles t
Electron Mlcrostructure - 15000X
Aluminum 5456-0- Control R N







PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUHI_ALT.0ZS
Material Aluminum5456-0 Lot Number 105-651
i i
Form _ _4,,
-- -t-, Plate VendorCode
Specification AGCCode LU 2-56
ii
Condition Annealed Vendor AluminumCo. of America
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control),i i
Description Electron micrographshowssolid solution aluminummatrix with insoluble
_- inclusions, Noteagglomerationof fine inclusionsonright,
Figure33
Electron Mlcrostructure - 15000X _
Aluminum 5_56-0 - Control GuN




I AND DISCUSSIONi i i flU, ii iii i .
_NERVA MATERIALS
TEST PROGRAM A. AL_41_24 ALLOYS
P R 0 G r,A M
I Dote:
i
I Material Aluminum5456-0 Lot Number 105-651nil
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
! -Specification.......... AGCCode LU-2-56
Condition Annealed Vendor AluminumCompanyof America
!
" ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fracto_raph)
!
Magnification __a_ lw'_''.,._ _ o--,- _ - "F. _.a,_C]
!
_w' .k", .
Description Electronfracto_raphof edgeshowstypicaldomainstm_&greassoclat_ wlth
ductile fracture_ Varyingsizeddomainresultsfrompresenceof inclusions.
.,,. i i
Figure 34







NERVA .......PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. AL__YSi i i
Material Aluminum5456-0 Lot Number 105-651 i
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCodei,, il
Specification AGCCode LU-2-56
Condition Annealed , Vendor .., AluminumCompanyof America
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractograph)
m
, Description Electronfractograph.ofcentershowsareaof brittle fracture. "Swirl" pattern,,
_" is pssibly indicativeof a shear!oadinq.
Figure 35





jNERVA .........PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
4. 606]
4. 6061 (Wrought AI-Mg-Si Alloy)
Specimens of this alloy were tested in a variety of conditions
which included the following:
6061-T651 Tested as received
P
6061-T6L Welded perpendicular to the rolling direction of
the sheet stock, heat treated to the T6 condition
and tested in the T6 condition.
6061-T6T Welded parallel to the rolling direction of the
sheet stock, heat treated to T6 :ondition and
tested in the T6 cond±tion.
61-L Welded perpendicular to the rolling direction of
the sheet stock and tested in the as-welded
condition.
6061-T Welded parallel to the rolling directio:_ of the
sheet stock, and tested in the as-welded condition.
a. Mechanical Properties
Average values of mechanical properties obtained in these
tests are presented in Table /2 and detailed results are shown in Table 13.
Figures 36 through 40 show stress-straln cu,es for tensile
tests at -423°F. Photographs of typical tensile fractures for unnotched specimens









AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
ALUMINUM ALLOY 6061-T6
Room Temperature ConN_2ol .423°F
UNNOTCHED 6061-T651 6061-T651
Ultimate strength psi 44,500 64,700
0.2% Yield strength psi 40,900 46,500
Elongation in 2" % 11.7 24.1
Reduction in Area _ 29.8 32.4
Ultimate Shear Strength, psi 26,700 49,800
NOTC_D(_t= 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 44_000 61,400
Ratio Notched Ult 0.99 0.95
Unnotched Ult
Ratio Notched Ult 1.08 1.32
Unnotched Yield
6061T6T 6061T6L 6061T6T 6061T6L
WELDED UNNOTCHED TWU** LWU** TWU** LWU**
Ultimate strength psi 41,600 42,800 67,300 68,900
0.2_ Yield strength psi 36,900 37,400 47,300 54,300
Elongation in 2" % 3.5 3.0 9.0 6.0
Reduction in Area % 19.3 21.2 16.4 11.9
6061T6T 6061T6L 6061T6T 6061T6L
WELDED NOTCHED (Kt = 6.3) TWN** LWN** TWN** LWN*_
Ultimate strength psi 41,700 45,200 56,500 57,200
Ratio Welded Notched Ult 1.00 1.06 0.84 0.83
Welded Unnotched Ult
Ratio Welded Notched Ult 1.13 1.21 1.19 1.07Welded Unnotched Yield
>
** Heat treated to T6 after welding. L = Longitudinal N = Notched




i V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
_NERVA







Room Temperature Control -423°F
I 6061L 6061T 6061L 6061TAS WELDED UNNOTCKED LWU* TWU* LWU* TWU*
• Ultimate strength psi 30,800 29,500 61,500 54,900
I 0.2% Yield strength psi 18, 18, 26,900 33,500
8oo i00
Elongation in 2" % 4.8 4.8 13.76 6.66
'I Reduction in Area % 30.9 24.4 23.7 12.5
I AS WELDED NOTCHED (K_ = 6.3 ) LWN* TWN* LWN* TWN*Ultimate strength psi 32,100 2"(,300 42,100 31,800
I Welded Notched Ult 1.04 0.92 0.68 0.58
Ratio Welded Unnotched Ult
Welded Notched Ult 1.T1 1.51 1.56 0.95Ratio Welded Unnotched Yield
,!






--_NERVA MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM ALUMINUM ALLOYS
A.P OGRAM
&. 6061
TABLE 13 (Sheet 1 of 4)




SPECIMEN SPECIMEN STRENGTH STRENGTH _ REDUCTION %
coNonlo_ _ER (KS_) .2_OFFSET(KSl) OFARm ELONGATION
Room Temperature Test Data
j T651
U 189 44.0 40.3 32.2 12.0
U 190 44.2 40.5 29.9 ii.0
U 191 44.6 41.2 28.6 12.0
U 192 44.7 41.0 28.2 11.5





TWU** 3-25 42.2 37.3 15.5 4.5
TWU** 3-26 40.i 36.3 25.0 3.0
TWU** 3-27 42.7 37.8 18.5 3.0





LWU** 3-73 41.6 36.3 23.3 3.5
LWU** 3-74 42.7 37.4 19.6 3.0
LWU** 3-75 42.2 36.3 21.2 2.5











'NERVA! PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS iiiiii
i 4. 6061
TABLE 13 (Sheet 2 of 4)
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
AIJJMINUM ALLOY 6061-T6
6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy_ Contd.
ULTIMATE YIELD
SPECD4EN SPECIMEN STRENGTH STRENGTH _ REDUCTION %
CONDITION NUMBER (KSI) .2% OFFSET (KSI) OF AREA ELONGATION
Room Temperature Test Data (Contd.)
i LWU* 3-97 29.2 18.1 30.5 _ 4.0
LWU* 3-98 31. I 18.i 29.4 ._._ 5.0
LWU* 3-99 31.1 19.2 33.3 _ 5.5
LWU* 3-i00 31.1 19.2 33.7 _ 4.5
LWU* 3-i15 31.1 19.2 31.8 Q 5.5
LWU* 3-116 30.9 18.8 28.8 _ 5.5
LWU* 3-i17 30.9 19.2 31.0 "3_ 4.0
LWU* 3-118 31.1 19.2 30.7 _' 5.0
LWU* 3-119 31.i 18.3 30.i 3;
LWU* 3-120 30.5 19.2 29.4 _) 3.55"
LWN* 3-i09 32.2
LWN* 3-ii0 32.0
LWN* 3-iii 31. I
LWN* 3-i12 33. i
TWU* 3-265 28.4 17.5 16.i 3.0
TWU* 3-266 29.6 19.2 30 .I _ 5.0
TWU* 3-267 29.2 17.1 25.6 4.5
TWU* 3-268 30.7 18.6 26.0 6.5




* T6 material, as welded.
Broke outside weld.
1966010846-097
i V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT_
AND DISCUSSION
i
[_ NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
4. 6061
TABLE 13 (Sheet 3 of 4)
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
ALUMINUM ALLOY 6061-T6
6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy_ Contd.
ULTIMATE YIELD
SPECIMEN SPECIMEN STRENGTH STRENGTH % REDUCTION %
CONDITION NUMBER (KSI) .2% OFFSET (KSI) OF AREA ELONGATION
-423°F Control Test Data
i T6 U 2-74 67.7 48.8 25.0 35.5
U 2-79 59.0 43.4 24.0 36.1
U 2-80 68.4 47.2 26.0 35.7
U 2-81 60.0 44.3 20.0 29.2




TWU** 3-29 62.5 44.4 17.i 6.0
TWU** 3-30 69 .i 49.7 15.6 i0.0
TWU** 3-33 69.7 46.5 17.8 ii .0





LWU** 3-77 70.8 58.9 9.7 6.5
LWU** 3-79 70.8 60.6 i0.4 2.5
LWU** 3-81 67.0 47. I 16.5 7.5









F_NERVA " -PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
4. 6061i L
TABLE 13 (Sheet 4 of 4)
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
ALUMINUM ALLOY 6061-T6
i 6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy/ Contd.
ULTIMATE YIELD
sP_c_ sP_c_ ST_Na_ ST_QT_ __DUCTIO_
cO_ITION m_m_R (_I) 2_ OFFS_(KSl) OFAm _aATIO_
-423°F Control Test Data (Contd.)
TWU* 269 45.4 41.6 13.8 4.5
i TWU* 271 57.4 28.8 13.0 6.5
TWU* 273 57.4 26.2 ii.2 6.5
! TWU* 275 48.6 38.3 ii.2 5.5
TWU* 281 57.0 33.9 i0.0 6.0
TWU* 283 61.6 31.8 16.7 13.5
TWU* 285 57.0 33.9 11.4 4.0
TWO* 287 31.8
LWU* 3-101 56.6 29.6 21.0 ii.0
LWU* 3-102 68.9 23.5 29.5 _ 15.5
LWU* 3-105 57.6 29.2 14.7 13.0
LWU* 3-i06 63.1 25.2 29.7 _ 15.5
LWN* 3-i13 42. i
* Tested in the as welded condition.
Broke outside weld.
_TA_LEDSHEARTESTDATA6061-T6






Ave = 26.7 Ave = 49.8
O' = 0.9 O' = i.I




ERVA MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM
A. ALUMINUM ALLOYS
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STRAIN, INCHES PER INCH
Figure 36
Stre ss-Straln Curve s
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STRAIN, INCHES PER INCH
Figure 37
Stress-Strain Curves
Welded Type 6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy (Transverse)
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Figure 39
Stress-Strain Curves
Welded Type 6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy (Longitudinal)
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NERVA PROGRAMi,=i• 4. 6061
I Discussion of the individual categories follows:
i (I) 6061-T651
A comparison of the room temperature properties with
those obtained at -423°F showed an increase in ultimate, yield, elongation, and
reduction in area at -423°F.
i The ratio of notched-ultimate/unnotched-ultimate was
i 0.99 for room temperature and 0.95 for -423°F when Kt = 6.3. The ratio of notched
ultimate/unnotched yield was 1.08 for room temperature and 1.32 for -4230F when
Kt = 6.3.
The notched/unnotched ultimate ratio remained satis-
factorily high at -423°F; and the notched-ultimate/unnotched-yield ratio increased
appreciably at -423°F. Based on these results, it was concluded that this material
i for which involve conditions within the
was satisfactory cryogenic applications
bounds of those imposed during this part of the test.
! (2) 6061-T6L (Longitudinal, Welded)
This alloy was heat treated to T6 after welding. Fracture
occurred in the welds; thus, the mechanical properties pertain to the weld deposit.
A comparison of the room temperature properties with those obtained at -4230F showed
_i a marked increase in the ultimate, yield and elongation and a loss in reduction in
area at -423°F. While the room temperature values were lower than those reported for
i 6061-T651, the -423°F values for ultimate and yield were significantly higher than
those reported for 6061-T651 at -423°F. The ductility, however, was lower. Thus,
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i
The ratio of welded-notched-ulti_te/welded-unnotched-
ultimate for room temperature _s 1.06, and 0.83 for -423°F when Kt = 6.3. The
ratio of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-yield for room temperature was
1.21, and 1.07 for -423°F when Kt = 6.3. The notched/unnotched ratios for the
weld (heat treated to T6) were higher for room temperature, and lower for -423°F_
than those for 6061-T651.
Based on the above results, the notch sensitivity of
6061, welded perpendicular to the rolling direction and heat treated to T6, is
f satisfactory for cryogenic applications if design criteria are based on the ratio
of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-yield being unity or greater for a
Kt of 6.3.
(3) 6061-T6T (Transverse, Welded)
This alloy was also heat treated to T6 after welding.
Fracture occurred in the welds; thus, the mechanical properties pertain to the weld
deposit. A comparison of the room temperature properties with those obtained at
-423°F showed a marked increase in ultimate, yield, and elongation; and only a
slight loss in reduction in area at -423°F. While the room temperature values were
lower than those reported for 6061-T651, the -423°F values for ultimate and yield
were significantly higher than those for 6061-T651 at -423°F. The ductility, howev¢
was lower.
The ratio of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-
ultimate was 1.00 for room temperature, and 0.84 for -423°F, when Kt = 6.3. The
ratio of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-yield was 1.13 for room tempera-
ture and 1.19 for -423°F when Kt = 6.3. The notched sensitivity for 6061-T6T was
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2. 6061
i (4) 6061-L (Welded and Tested as-Welded)
Fracture occu_ed outside the welds, in the heat affectedzone of the base metal, during he r om t mperature tests. Fracture occurred
outside the weld in two of the -423°F tests; and in the weld itself in two others.
The average values shown in Table 12 do not make the distinction between those that
broke in the weld ard those that broke outside the weld. Therefore, the _verage
data are presented below:
i Fracture in Weld Fracture in HAZ*
i Ultimate Strength, psi 57,400 66,000
Yield Strength, psi 29,400 24,400Reduction in Area, % 17.9 29.6
Elongation, _ 12.0 15.5
The above data, when compared with 6061-T6L (Table 12), show how the absence of heat
treatment after welding affects the yield strength of the welded joint. Weld joints
must be designed therefore to accommodate this level of yield strength when heat
treatment cannot be applied after welding. A comparison of the room temperature
properties of 6061-L with those obtained at -423°F showed a marked increase in the
ultimate, yield, and elongation, and a loss in the reduction in area at -423°F.
The ratio of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-ultimate was 1.04 for room
temperature, and 0.68 for -423°F when K t = 6.3. The ratio of welded-notched-
ultimate/welded-unnotched-yield was 1.71 for room temperature and 1.56 for -423°F
when K t = 6.3.
6061-T651, as welded, is satisfactory for cryogenic use
if the criterion for notch sensitivity is established on the basis of the ratio of
welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-yield.
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(5) 6061-T (Welded and Tested as Welded)
In room temperature tests of this alloy, one of four
specimens broke outside the weld and three broke in the weld. The properties of
the specimen that broke outside the weld were not significantly different from those
of the other three. At -423°F all specimens broke in the weld metal. A comparison
of room temperature properties with those obtained at -423°F showed a marked increase
in ultimate and yield, only a slight increase in elongation, and a loss in the
reduction in area at -423°F. The ratio of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-
ultimate was 0.92 for room temperature, and 0.58 for -423°F when Kt = 6.3. The
ratio of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-yield was 1.51 for room temperature
and 0.95 for -423°F when Kt = 6.3.
Although the properties of the transverse welded specimens
were not as good as for the longitudinal specimens, the transverse welded properties
are satisfactory if the criterion for notch sensitivity is based on the ratio of
welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-yield.
b. Metallography
Photomicrographs at IOOX and IO00X were made to illustrate
the pertinent features of the microstructure observed during examination of the
strained fracture area and unstrained area at one end of the specimen.
Microstructure of the as-received material is illustrated in
Figures 42 and 43. The structure is typical for 6061 in the T6 condition. The
structure consists of aluminum solid solution with AI-Si eutectic and insoluble
constituents.
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NERVA MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A ALUMINUMALLOYSPROGRAM " --
Material Aluminum6061 T651 Lot Number Heat52823
; Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
SpecificationQQA327BI Cond.T AGCCode As received
Condition Agehardened Vendor Ducommun
MICROSTRUCTURE(Asreceived)
",', 't.u'._:_t'l_i-_- ;,_v.itt :,Er'_=_.,1_."..i,_. _-_."_-_,'__tI_V :,
m'm_%/,_Jl_iiP'lll_l_i¢,.l[i.__--."."t ". "-_- "" " .._ _ " ;_.'_PL',_;,Q_" ___IFJL'_
_,:._:,__ _a,_w..:_._.._._'.7:_. . Area: Generalstructure
.. , • .a _ i=¢lllei._ .. , ", . ,. 31i_,'L$.%*__' _ -,,'-
.... .,_'_lLe._,• ',1_"• "_'" " ".-_ -o ."
_ _'_4:_.;_ • .., ,..'-_.'b_& Microstructureshowsaluminum
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:.____.:'_';,7.:.:.=.,_:,'_'.._:__. -. , :__-..-% eutectic.
_ .
Figure 43
Microstructures - lO00X A
_z_m_ _ _z- As_eoe_e_R_NAge Hardened - General _:_
94
1966010846-112
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
'NERVA ....PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A ALUMINUMALLOYS
4. 6o6z
i (1) 6061-T651
The mlcrostructure is illustrated in Figures 44 through 46
I The fracture was transgranular. The microstructure was not visibly altered by
exposure to liquid hydrogen during the test.
I
" (2) 6061-T6L (Welded and Heat Treated to T6 After Welding)
I The mlcrostructure is illustrated in Figures 47 through 50
I Fracture occurred transgranularly in the weld metal.
i Note in Figure 51 the dendritic pattern weld metal at the fracture. This herring-bone-like pattern is because of the mode of solldlflcat_on rather than as a result of
the test and its er,_ironment. Note also a different alignment of the dendrites at
I the weld metal-base metal interface in 49. This is also because of the modeFigure
of solidification. The differences in dendrite orientation may be a rcsul_ of the
I stresses applied during solidification of the weld deposit. Metallographlc examina-
tion was not made of the specimens tested at room temperature and a direct comparison
i of the microstructure at room temperature with that after testing at -423°F was notmade. No metallographlc examination was made of 6061-T6T. However, no significant
difference in microstructure is anticipated for the transverse specimen compared with
I the longitudinal.
I (3) 6061-T (Welded and Tested as Welded)
The mlcrostructure is illustrated in Figures 52 through 55
The transgr_ far fracture of the cored dendrites of the weld metal are shown in
Figure 52. Th_ changes in dendritic pattern, as the weld metal is traversed from the
fracture to the parent metal, are shown in Figures 52 and 55. The weld metal consist
of a solid solution _atrix with Al-Si eutectlc. The eutectic is more abundant in the
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Material Aluminum6061 T651 LotNumber Heat5282:3
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode. Alcoa
Specification QQA327B. Cond.T AGCCode LU 2-81 i
Condition T 651 . Vendor Ducommun
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
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Figure 46
Microstructures - 100X and 10_0X A
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Figure 48
Microstructures - lOOX and lO00X
6061 T6-Control-Strained RE@NAlu_inum
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Figure 50
Microstructures- 1000X








PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A.A.T,t_Zm_ ALLOYS
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_i Material Aluminum T6 Lot Number Heat 52823606,1
Form.. 1/4" plate VendorCode Alcoa
Ii Specification OQA327B, Cond T AGCCode LWU 3-81
























OGR'AM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _uHz_ AZ_OYS
Material Aluminum6061 T6 Lot Number Heat 52823
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
Specification QQA327B I Cond. T AGCCode TWU 3-273





Area: Strained. Fracturein tl,e
weldmetal.
Columnardendritesof the weld
metalare shown. The fracture









_" _'-_ The dentriticpatternis less
_'_ severethanshownfor the
" : fractureareaabove. Otherwise
_'- the microstructureis similar.
Figure 52
Microstructures - 1OOX _IMI
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Figure 54
Microstructures - 100X sud 1000X 4_k
Aluminum 6061 T6-Control-Strained REiN
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Aluminum 6061 T6 - Control R







,ROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
4. 6o61
(4) 6061-L.(Welded and Tested as Welded)
The microstructure was similar to that of 6061-T, except
that there was less coring in the weld metal. They are not reproduced here.
c. Electron Microscopic Examination
(i) As-Received Material
The microstructure, as examined at 15000X, is shown in
Figure 56. A typical structure of insoluble constituents and A1-Si eutectic in a
solid solution aluminum matrix is shown. The structure is normal for the T6
condition.
(2) 6061-T651
When viewed at 15000X , the representative microstructure
of the strained and unstrained material did not differ from the as-received materiE
(Figure 56). There was no apparent effect of exposure to liquid hydrogen during
mechanical testing.
(3) 6061-T6L (Welded and Heat Treated to T6 After Welding)
Typical electron photomicrographs of the weld zone in
this material are shown in Figures 57 and 58. The mlcrostructure of the strained
area shows only the insoluble constituents and g - _ eutectlc. The structure of
the strained weld zone shows primarily the dendritic structure of _ - _ eutectic in
' solid solution aluminum. The eutectlc particles tend to be larger and more abundan
than in the parent material. This is probably a result of the solidification
process during welding. There i_ no apparent affect to the mlcrostructure because
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Material Aluminum$061 T 651 Lot Number Hea,l; .52_.2.3
Form ' 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
• Specification QQA327B_ Cond, T AGCCode ,,
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_ _ ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (As received)
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i_N E'RVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. AT,UMI_ ALLOYSi
Material Aluminum6061 T 651 Lot Number Heat 52823
, , J
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
Specification qqA 327B_ Cond. T AGCCode LWU 3-81
Condition Weldedzre-heattreated Vendor
to T6
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Con_ol- s_ained)
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Electron Microstructure - l[300X _





PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM I A. ALI._IIN'L1HALT.OYS
!
_. Material Aluminum6061 T 651 Lot Number Heat 52823Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
Specification QQA327B_ Cond, T AGCCode LWU3-81. Cond t on Welded,re-heat treated Vendor Ducommoni









! Description Electronmicrographshowsm_trixof alumimlmwith¢K-J_ eutecticand
f-
i! insoluble.c_rstituents. . ,_
II i i ,.g
' Figure _8
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OGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
4. 6061
(4) 6061-T (Welded and Tested as Welded)
Electron micrographs taken from the unstrained, strained,
and weld zone from this sample are shown in Figures 59 and 60. The unstrained micro-
structure is identical with that of the 6061-T651. The strained specimen shows
agglomeration of insolubles undoubtedly brought about by the cold working during
straining.
(5) 6061-L (Welded and Tested as Welded)
Typical electron micrographs taken from specimens of
the unstrained and strained areas are shown in Figures 61 and 62. A somewhat larger
amount of _ - _ eutectic was found in both areas. There was apparently no effect
from the straining or cryogenic environment.
(6) 6061-T651
Electron fractographs taken from the center and edge of
the tensile fracture are shown in Figures 63 and 64. The fracture was found to be
typically brittle-ductile at the center and completely ductile at the edge. No
examination was made of the as-received tensile fracture_ therefore direct compari-
son as to effect of cryogenic environment is not possible. Mode of fracture is
considered to be typical of ductile failure.
(7) 6061-T6L (Welded and Heat Treated to T6)
Electron fractographs taken from the center and edge of
the tensile fracture are shown in Figures 65 and 66. The mode of fracture was
brittle at the center and ductile at the edge. Fracture was typically ductile.
Elongated domains were probably resultant from the longitudinal type specimen.
I
1966010846-131
I AND DTSCUSSION.NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. LLMIN[_ALLOYSi
Material _ Aluminum6061 T 651 Lot Number Heat 52823
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification QQA327B_ Cond_T AGCCode TWU3-273
Condition As Welded Vendor
I ....
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- strained)| ,
(Weld Zone)
Matinification dlb
15000 X " '
=1 =
Description .Electronmicrographshowsmatrix.of solidsolutionaluminumandinsoluble
.. constituents, Notea.q,qlomerationf fine _nsoluble particles.
i| | i i IIII
Figure 59
Electron Mlcrostructure - 15000X fAm&lldl




_iNERV A ......PROGRAM MATE;':IALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUM_ALLOYS
Material Aluminum6061 T 651 Lot Number Heat 52823
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification QQA,327B, Cond. T AGCCode TWU3-273
Condition As Welded Vendor
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- grl_trained)






Description,, Electronmicrographshowsmatrixof solid solutionaluminumwith (_,-/_
eutectic and insoluble constituents
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L I AND DISCUSSION
ill PR _:l.-_V_l MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM ,, A., _I_, ALLOYS
t Material Aluminum 6061 T 651 Lot Number 52823Heat
Form 1/4" Plate Vendor Code Alcoa
l SpecificationQQA327B t Cond.T AGCCode L_; _-105Condition As #elaed Vendor
i ELEC' TRON MICROSTRUCTURE ..(Contro!- strained)
(WeId Zone)
i Ma@nification - , ;_15000X , ._ • " _ _ ;/ - ": : l_i
e,
| '
_ " _ o
I
.,
i 'Description Electronmicrg_lraphs ows.matrixof solidsolutionaluminum.O_- x_
I eutecticandinsolubles,
i iiii Bi • iiii
Figure 61
  ooox





_F_ NERVA .....PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINL_ALLOYS
Material Aluminum6061 T 651 Lot Number Heat 52823
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
Specification QQA327B, Cond. L AGCCode _ 3-1o5
Condition As Welded Vendor , (Control-Unstrained)
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE
i





Description Electronmicroqral_hshowsmatrixof solidsolutionaluminum.¢¢ -_




Electron Microstructure - 15000X
Aluminum 6061 T651 - Control-UnstralnedRE_N
As -Welded-Longitudinal um_:wa 7-_m.m
116
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__ TEST PROGRAM A. _uMz_ ALLOYS
', Material Aluminum6061 T6 Lot Number Heat 52823
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
; Specification_ QQA 327B r Cond. T AGC Code LU 2-81
: Condition T 651 Vendor Ducommon







"_ Description Fractocjraphfrom ed,qeof failure zone show_domainstructuretvnical of
] ductile failure. Dimp,le size is dictated by inclusion density,
,,. i ii i
} Figure 63
Electron Fractograph - 1500OX _K_





_ NERVA 'PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _Tt_ AL_O_S=,
Material Alumiqum6061 T6 Lot Number Heat 52823
,,, , =, ,,,
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification QQA327B I Cond. T AGCCode L:.U 2-81
Condition T 651 Vendor Ducommon
,|,
ELECTRON MICROSTRU_TURE (Fractograph)m,
Description Fractocjraphof center shows small fie!d of brittle fai,lureassociatedwith ,
,_ ductiledomainsonricjht.Black area in centeris replicaartifact.
Figure 64
Electron Fractograph- 15000X nl_ _
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NERVA
IBI,,PROGRAM MATERIALS,, TEST PROGRAM A. AL_I__OYS
'|_iMaterial Aluminum6061 T 651 Lot N_nber Heat52823
Form. 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
I_ Specification QO.A327B, Cond. T AGCCode LWU3-81
Condition Welded, reheattreated Vendor Ducommon
_i to T6
ELECTRO_ MICROSTRUCTURE_ (Fractoqraph)T P
i
,!
Description Fractographof centershows areaof hiqhductility onriqhtaccompanied
by brittle field on I'eft, UnusualsVuctureis resultof weldinganddensity
of theeutectic.l ,
I_ Figure 65
' Aluminum 6061 9651-1on_itudlnal





PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM. ,.. A. A_Tm_ A_OYS
Material Aluminum6.061 T 65] Lot Number Heat 52823 ......
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
Specification QQA327B, Cond. T AGCCode. LWU .3-81




Description Fractographof edgeshowselongateddomainfacetsindicativeof a ductile
.. . .. fracture. Different sizeddomainsresultfrominclusionsof varyingsize,
Figure 66
Electron Fractograph - 15000X _
Aluminum 6061 T651-Longltu_l __N
Welded, Heat Treated- F_l.ge .u._u_mu=
120
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AND DISCUSSION
gA_,vl ..........MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
4. 6061
(8) 6061-T
Electron fractographs of the edge and center of the
tensile fracture are shown in Figures 67 and 68. The transverse specimen showed
very small ductile domain structure in both center and edge locat_ons. Thi_ type
of structure is undoubtedly a result of the transverse direction of the specimen.
(9) 6061-L
Typical fractographs taken from the center and edge of
the tensile fracture are shown in F_gures 69 and 70. The structure was found to be
essentially brittle in both locations. Areas of S - _ eutectlc were visible in
the center of fracture.
d. X-Ray Diffraction
The X-ray diffraction data are shown in Table i_. The X-ray
diffraction pattern of the "as-recelved" 6061 aluminum showed the typical face-
centered-cubic structure. The lattice parameter was indicative of a solid solution
alloy. The ortentatlon was found to be in the [Iii] - [200] directions.
The 6061-T651 specimen was examined both in the area adjacent
to the tensile fracture and in the grip (unstrained) area. The crystallographic
orientation was found to be in the [lO0] direction for both areas. There was a
definite change in the [lll] plane. The strained area still indicated reflection
while the unstrained area did not have this reflection. The straining process has
reoriented the [lll] planar reflections. The lattice parameter of the unstrained
area was essentially the same as the as-received material. The cell dimension of
strained area decreased appreciably. This resulted from the mechanical straining
and distortion of the unit cell. Microstress level incz_a_ed slightly due to





 NERVA " 'PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM ALLOYSi
TABLE i_
6061 A1 X-RAY DIFFRACTION _ATA
Control
6061T6 _ _"r=, 606]T6L 6061T6T
SpecimenLU-2-0I SpecimenLWU-105_'" SpecimenIWU-2-2TJ SpecimenLWU-3-8IT Specimen11NU-Z-27]T
Pur#AlurpmQm AsReceived Strained Unstrained Strained Strained Unl;tnlined Strained Unstrained Strained Unstrained
,k, _," _,r" _," _)'" _," _" (_. _:. t_. _b.. _,. _. I_,' _l" i_" _l" t_,.' _,.. (_l. _,_'.(_l. _l..
Ill 2.3]8 100 2.34 100 .... 2.32 29 2.32 M 2.33 62 2.34 8_ 2.32 ]8 2.34 66 2.33 46 2.34 02
_=4 47 z.o_ lOO z.= 1oo z.= 1oo z.= 1® z.o_ ioo z.o3 t® z.o3 1oo z.o) 1® z.oz 1oo2.0) 1=
ao 1431 z, 1.43 1o L= zo 1._._ 67 L4) 74 LO = L41 8S 1.43 n 1.43 43 1.43 = L41 05
311 1ZZl 24 L22 8 1.21 85 l._ 34 1.22 = 1.22 40 1._ 29 1.22 54 1.22 19 1.22 35 1.20 29
222 I. 169 7 I. 17 2 I. 17 7 L 17 7 .... I. 17 7 I. 17 I0 ....
1.012 2 1.01 4 1.03 18 1.01 14 1.01 17 1.01 14 1.00 43 1.01 17 1.01 36 1.01 19 I.QO 43
i 331 O.929 8 ..... O.qZ9 Q O,_ I0 .... O.92_ 10 O.930 17 ....
LATTICE PARAMETERS (A°)
a 4.04_ 4.(B4 4.0M 4.056 4.049 4.054 4.041 4.(F_I 4.057 4.0S0 4.041
MICROSTRESS, Z_2Q
0 630 0.48 0.)6° 0.510 0.440 o.3_P 0.43° 0.330 0.450 0 390
(20- 117°) (20- 78°) (20- 78°) (L_8.78° (2e- 78°) (20- 78°) _:)e- 78°) (20. 78°_ (29- 78°1 (20.78 °)
• • "d' spacmn_







_NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS ,TEST PROGRAM A..ALUHIITUMATx,OYS
Material Aluminum6061 T 651 Lot Number Heat 52823
,k
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
Specification QQA 327B, Cond. T AGCCode TWU 3-273i
" Condition As welded Vendor ,Ducommon
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractocaph)
i
Description Fractouraphof centershowsfine dimple-typestructureindicatinqarca_
of localizedductility,
Figure 6T
Electron Fractograph - 15000X __





MATERIALS TEST A. AL_I_ ALLOYS
PROGRAM
Material Aluminum6061 T 651 Lot Number Heat 52823
Form 1/4" Plate........ VendorCode.. Alcoa
Specification.O.QA327B_ Cond.,T AGCCode TWU3-275| ' ,
Condition As welded Vendor Ducommon
...... ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fracto_araph)
Description....Fractographof edgeshowsdomainstructure typical ofductile type ,,
_" fracture. Basesof domainsare filled with eutectic.
i Ill
n n • i i
Figure 68
Electron Fractograph - 15000X
Aluminum 6061 T651- Transverse REiN
As Welded - Edge uau.:'._7-__aq"
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
i ml i ! ,
INERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. A_N_ ALTOYS
',i Material Aluminum6061 T 651 Lot Number Heat 52823
Pi Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
li Specification QQA327B_ Cond. T AGCCode LWU3-105Condition As welded Vendor Ducommon




1 "Magnification • " .',, t




Description Fracto_lrap.hshows semiductile face in centerof failurezone, Transqranular
fractureis indicatedby absenceof grainboundaries, Ares or. eute_t±_
are shown. ii i
Ii Figure 69
Electron Fractograph - 15000X
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_i NERVA MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. A_T_ ALLOYSPROGRAM , ,
Material Aluminum6061 T 651 Lot Number Heat 52823
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa
Specification QQA327B, Cond. T AGCCode LWU3-105
i













Electron Fractograph - 15000X ,Ok_,_ll
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............... m
4.
I The crystallographic orientation of both strained and
unstrained samples of 6061-T6L _ms found to be in the [100] direction. A notable
decrease in the intensity of the [lll] plane during straining is a result of
reorientation. Some increase in mlcrostress was obtained during straining. There
was no apparent change in crystallographic properties as a result of testing in a
cryogenic environment.
The crystallographic orientation of both unstrained and
strained areas of 6061-T was found to be in the [lO0] direction. The decrease in
relative intensity of the [lll ] plane was again evident between the unstrained and
strained specimens. The lattice parameter of the unstrained specimen was very low
compared to the as-recelved specimen. Localized inhomogenieties, or the heat
treatment during welding, probably accounts for this condition. The strained sample
showed an increase in lattice parameter. Evidently the conditions present in the
unstrained area were not present in the strained area. No apparent effect from
cryogenic environment was noted during testing.
Crystallographic orientation for both unstrained and strained
samples of 6061-Lwas in the [lOOIdirection. The 6061-T6 specimen was used for
comparison of unstrained areas. A decrease in lattice parameter accompanied by an
increased mlcrostress level resulted from straining. No effect from cryogenic
environment was apparent.
Laue patterns from the as-received and stralned-unstralned
control specimens were diffuse and broad. In general, only the effects of straining
were apparent. There were no effects of cryogenic environment during testin6.
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NERVA .........PR O G RAWI MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ,__
5. 7075
5. 7075(AI-Zn Alloy)
Specimens of this alloy were tested in a variety of con-
ditions including the following:
7075-T651 Tested as received.
J
7075-T6T Welded parallel to the rolling directionof the stock, re-heat t eated to T6 and
tested in the T6 condition.
7075-T6L Welded perpendicular to the rolling
direction of the stock, re-heat treated
to T6 and tested in the T6 condition.
a. Tensile Properties
Average values of mechanical properties obtained in
these tests are presented in Table 15 and detailed results are shown in Table 16.
Figure 71 shows stress-strain curves for tensile tests
I at -423°F of the unwelded specimens. Photographs of typical tensile fracturesfor unnotched specimens are shown in Figure 72. The black dots on specimen
TWU-150, Figure 72, are weld marks from the strain gage attachment.
(1) 7075-T651(AsReceived)
A comparison of room-temperature properties _Ith
those obtained at -423_F showed an increase in ultimate and yield, and a marked






_NERVA .........PROGRAM MATERIALSTEST PROGRAM _. ALUMI1TUMALLOY
_, 7075
TAB!/E 15
AVERAGE TENSILE AND S.W2AR TEST DATA
ALUMINUM ALLOY 7075-T6
R__oomTemperature Control -423 °F
UNNOTCKED (T651 Condition)
Ultimate strength psi 82,400 llO, 400
0.2% Yield strongth psi 76,000 94,900
Elongation in 2" % 12.6 6.4
Reduction in Area % 22.1 7.0
Ultimate Shear Strength, psi 52,500 95.2
NO,minD(K_- 6.3) T65Z
Ultimate strength psi 81,000 70, 500
Ratio Notched Ult 0.98 0.64Unnot ched Ult
Ratio Notched Ult
Unnotched Yield I.06 0.74
WEm_._0_ (_-6) _ _ _ T.WU
Ultimate strength psi 75,600 76,300 98,200 97,000
0.2% Yield strength p_i 67,900 69,200 88, 500 93,800
Elongation in 2" _ 3.1 2.5 0.6 0.4
Reduction in Area % 17.1 16.0 2.2 3.4
WELDEDNOTCKED(Kt = 6.3)(T-6) _ _ TWN LWN
Ultimate strength psi 80, 500 78,800 46,000 54,600
Welded Notched Ult 1.06 1.03 O.47 0.56Ratio Welded Unnotched Ult
Welded Notched 0it








I_lJ PR O G RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. AUmn_ AU_
1_. 7075 ._





CONDITION NUMBER (EB1) .2_ 0FFSET,(EB1) C_ _ ,, ELONGATION
Room Temperature Test Data
u 9651 2-97 82.o .... 21.7 13.5
U 9651 2-98 81.7 76.6 22.4 12.0
U 9651 2-99 83.6 .... 22.4 13.0
u 9651 2-1oo 82.4 75.5 21.9 12.o
N 9651 2-1o9 83.3
N 9651 2-11o 8o.4
N T651 2-111 79.7
N 9651 2-112 80.5
TWU T-6 3-121 81.7 73.8 15.6 3.0
TWUT-6 3-122 80.2 72.5 20.0 4.0
TWUT-6 3-123 71.2 64.0 17.8 4.0





LWU T-6 3-145 76.8 69.3 15.9 3.0
LWUT-6 3-146 74.9 67. :_ 16.8 2.0
LWUT-6 3-147 76.8 71.e 16.1 :'.5
LWU T-6 3-148 76.8 69.3 15.4 2.5
LWN T-6 3-157 78.7
L_ T-6 3-158 79.8
LWN T-6 3-159 79.8








PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _ _)YS
t 7075
TABLE 16 (Sheet 2 of 3)
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
ALUMINUM ALLOY 7075-T6
ALLOY 7075-T6 Aluminum (2)
ULTIMATE YIELD
SPECIMEN SPECIMEN STRENGTH STRENGTH % REDUCTION
co ITION (Ks1) or
-423°F Control Test Data
U 2-103 106.i 95.4 6.0 6.0
U 2-104 114.7 85°5 6.9 5.0
U 2-107 102.i 92.4 6.7 7.5





TWU 3-125 94.5 94.3 0.8 o
TWU 3-126 97.0 96.0 1.9 0.5
TWU 3-129 99.4 89.8 2.7 1.0





LWU 3-149 9( 6 93,0 4.0 0.5
LWU 3-150 98.8 96.2 2.9 0.5
LWU 3-153 96.8 92.6 3.7 0.5








[_ NERVA ......O/GRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _ ,_PR
5. ToT5
ii I
TABLE ].6(_heet _ of 3)
SHEAR TEST _TA 7075-T651






Ave = 52.5 Ave = 95.2
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Stress - Strain Curves
Type 7075-T6 Vrought Aluminum Alloy
1966010846-153
NERVA .......
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--- ill
5. ToT_........
The ratio of notched-ultlmate/tmmotched-ultimate for room temperature is 0.98,
?
and 0.68 for -_23°F when Kt = 6.3. The ratio of notched-ultimate/unnotched-
yield for room temperature is 1.06, and 0.711. for -_23°F when Kt = 6.3. The
low ratio of notched-ultimate to unnotched-yleld excludes this material
a from consideration for cryogenic applications.
¢
(2) 7075-T6T and 7075-T6L (Welded)
,!
i In each instance, fracture during test occurred
in the weld metal. It is noted that the room temperature ultimate and yield
! increased when tested at -423°F, but the elongation and reduction in area
markedly decreased. The ratio of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-
ultimate, and the ratio of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-yield,
were satisfactory for room te_.erature tests but q_d.te unsatisfactory at -11.23°F
_ when Kt = 6.3. The notch-sensitivity of this material at -_23°F is too high
for consideration in cryogenic applications.
J b. Metallography
I Photomicrographs at 100X and 1000X were made to
illustrate the pertinent features of the microstructure observed during
examination of the strained fracture area and of an unstrained area at one
end of the specimen.
(i) As-Received Samples
I The mlcrostructures in Figures 73 and 74 aretypical for 7075 in the T651 condition.
1966010846-156
AnDqIS!S.SZO_.
--_ NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUIVlIWu'MALLOYSii
Material _ Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1 J
Form 1/4" plate VendorCode Alcoa52779-F
Specification OOA283A; Cond, T AGCCode ..








. - % .... .._. • ° _:. . r .,,_.._ MAG: 500X
_:"*J_ " ' _t'°'" " _" "._D " "" " "'_ " P" ' ' ":_ ...... ,cJ - ETCHANT: Keller's
_" / : 41. "
...... ,. , .. " . ¢ AREA: Generalstructure
.... "_2_\ " • z - _,;,,-: - _ Microstructureshowstypical
_ _.......... __-. _---_-_ - . ..-,, ,..: . . ;, ,_ -r,,us.. withstructure
":'£_.-.-.-.-.-.-.--_._. . • --_, .. . 4- _* ._.___ .... _ inclusions.
,- _.,;-.• .-- , . . . =j_,,__,,_.&,
Flgure73
Mlcrostructures - lOOX and 500X _






_E RO_%A M MATER,AL s TEST PROGRAM A. A_"ALLOYS
Material . Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1 .
i Form..__ 1/4" Plate " VendorCode Alcoa52779-F
Specifi.cationQqA283A t Cond.T AGCCode - _ '
Condition T 651 Vendor ' Ducommun -
MICROSTRUCTURE ('As Riceived) '
_%l_J_*'Xv_2-!_.g,:,'¢:,'::::'."_._'-,_;-_- • i.. ."_..'"i.-:.'.......'' ,'.'..,:.'._.,'. :';* ' ;
• i .: . _'__' _ ETCHANT. K=,,= =,
i " _ .: - "_-_:'%'_i[-.... i- ; ...... .. .i.... - Area:Ueneralstructure" _: " ;<: " - : ' Microstructureshowstypical
"..,- ;,;-,<,:;'_.14! ,_@ ..... '" wroughtstructurefor this alloy.
f
t ....... " II i
Microstructure - 1000X _





INERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A.AT,U_aZTu-_AT,T,0YS
_. 7075 , , ,
Figures75 through77 are representative micro-
studies of the control specimen (7075-T6) without welding. The structure is
essentially the same as the T651 structure.
(2) Control Samples - Welded
(a) 7075-T6T
Intergranular fracture in the weld occurred
during tile test. Figures 78 through 82 show the microstructures observed. Note
that the weld metal consists of_ solid solution with O_eutectic. In the
vicinity of the fracture, a number of straight lines are present. These are
interpreted as evidence of stress in this region of the weld metal during solidi-
fication. They are not regarded as strain lines which occurred just prior to
fracture during the test.
(b) 7075-T6L
The microstructures of the weld zone are illus-
trated in Figures 83 and 84. The fracture was intergranular and no straight
lines were observed in the weld metal in the vicinity of the fracture; however,
intergranular cracking, independent of the main fracture, was observed. The
microstructure of the parent material is essentially the same as for 7075-T6T.
c. Electron Microstructure
Electron photomicrographs were taken at 15000X to illus-
trate typical microstructures at high magnifications. Both strained and un-
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Material Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
,m u
• Form , 1/4" Plate Vendor_ode ,, Alcoa 52779-F
Specification QqA 283A/-Cond• T AGCCode LU-2-103
i Condition. AgeHardenedT6 Vendor Ducor,!.mun ....
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
+_ ii i i i ill| i
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PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. A_ ALLOYS
Material Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa 52779=F
Specific:/.ion QQA283A, Cond. T AGCCode LU 2-103
Condition AqeHardenedT6 Vendor Ducommun....
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
ii i
_,_ _ / l.?,_ , d 4_ . ' ," _ _ f"h
_F._,I '_. , ,_1_ ' .._ _ %_ ' ".'_ ' ,,':-. • _t._k.;,
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r;;_: _: _,._;i_i_.__: ...;;_" "_:<_,li_ _'_Tf "._ Area. _ fracture
• -, _ _ )'_ .., _,. ,._,_. _(--_
N" "_i._'_" __ MJcrostructureshowstyp,cal
zf_,_ , .j_:a _...-.- • :.m_,.-:.._.,..(_._;.'_j- wroughtstructurefor this
_.._ _.,4__,),____r'>, alloy. The fractureis
_._ ..'__ __,_.-_. _I_ transgranular.
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Age Hardened - Control-Strained _u_wu
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i V. EXPE_ RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION.
NERVA .............PROG,RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _ _Zsi
Material_ Aluminum7075 T$ LotNumber F 746-692-! ..
Form 1/4" Plat_ VendorCode... Alcoa522779-F
SpecificationOOA283A, Cond,T AGCCode LU 2-].03m i
Condition AqeHardenedT6 Vendor Ducommun
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Material Aluminum 7075-T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
el, i I I IIII • • I
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa52779-F
m,i i
SpecificationQqA 283A, CondT AGC Code T.WU3-126
Condition Weldedandheattreated Vendor Ducommun
i
to T6
MICR05TRUCTURE (Control -- Weld Metal)
i , I i
MAG: lOOX
ETCHANT: Keller's
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NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM .A• ALUM_mm AU_S
Material Aluminpm7075 T6 Lot Number. F ;746-692-.1 ..
Form ]./4" plate VendorCode.. Alcoa52779 F
Specification QQA283A, Cond_T AGCCode. TWU 3-126
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Microstructures - 100X and IO00X _




NERVAP R O G RA M MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _um.mm ALLOYS
+iMaterial Aluminum7075-T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1, ii i|
Form , 1/4" Pla_ VendorCode Alcoa 52779-F
ii Specification QO,A 283A, Cond. T AGCCode TWU 3-126
_"Condition Weldedandheattreated Vendor Ducommuni
to T6
lJ MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- Weld Metal
. .+,_.., .+_._:.,+_..,.,_._ __<_ .., _ , ,+;..+_;_,++_ _ ETCHANT: Keller's
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[_NERVA! P R O C-,RAIVI MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _UJ_ _0ZSii
Material Aluminum 7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-602-1
! Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode_ Alcoa.52779-F
Specification QQA283A, Cond. T AGCCode...__ TWI,I _-126
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Microstructures - IOOX _





Material Aluminum7075-T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa52779-Fi|
Specification. QQA283.A, Cond. T AGCCode LWU 3-150 .
Condition Heattreatedto T6 after Vendor Ducommun
welding
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
.' """_ '." _'.'"" F; _. t.: ",,,-. +d • _,,az'.'%: ; ,,'d,"_,_.-_ • .:'_*':','.._' '_N
" _ b . . ._...,,_• . , ..... :. 'q_Af_;" iF_.., .,, ,_,_,_,,,+,., .,
.'%L • . . ., .. ; .... . .. _.. ._: ",2 + 1 .'', c'" _",....,,._. +i _ + . • • ,, _.i'¢ ._, _,..........
• - .._- , -_-' ..... ,... .... ','_. _-....', -..,':-.._ MAG:100X
":3">,:'._" • , ", .'_" .:., ","'.'t" , .'J_ _%." " "."._,.'" ;',,+._". ,,';...._,'_:,"
:. . . '._ -, . .; ,_ ",' , .. _...,_ , .. _ -_ i.,_ I' :_,.|., #- _:i_._:'.':%_l,.
Weld interface"%-" "_ "" _- "'' _-'z ' '"" "':'*i '" '. ' "" "'"_:" "-": _-_'_ "' - . "" "_t ; .""
....:' ..., ,>.\ ...-,:/......,, ..-_. ,.-._,r,L'_'_.,_:_ _'-_,".,_,/-.. " _e,,:
,._ .," . "_ "'" ." ; ,_"_; "'"_'_':', ..__., ,_l" ._.'._:.\ " ._,% :_._'r'_'O
.... +- ' ",-, _<.• """ _,. '"",'_ ._:,_" ..... , '.- The weld metal-.parentmetal- *_ .' - ,. ,, .4," I , .-.., _. ;. , _._\,, "+._ .... '_'Ga_7 _'. 3_..-."-.._
__ J • -" • _ i .... .. : ', • _. I_'_'.• . .'. ". ,. ,:i"::. _,.. _: -'_ ,_...-:- - "<,,'_/' ,._' _J_ _;/'J+_[" ,_.:_. _ Interface. The freer grained
.+_.a._k ...... ,___,. ,, ._ .+_,.__,,...¢:....:,_..... . ,_" _., area is theweldmetal, the
_,--,e_-._" ,'" _ ._ "¢+' • "-._ • " ".=L': "'\ ,_._' _,' "%. '-I" .'_ ,m '°,' _. q_.."_',_, _' ..
+., _._.-, , _ ; . ,, . . : . , _._+* ,- , ,, _: . . . ,,..c: . _,.< coarsergrainedarelistheparent
".. " " " :l ..... .'..r." ".,4.. ,.. ' ....! 'l-'_l,... , J,,._-"-7_, ;___..,.;.d,"i. '--_...
,..r+.... 7.._._.7 •" ._/i_,.' _.l -t, ,I. ,_,:.- .'_,; .,.:._,", - metal.
, ' ' V:' "il "" ;" -. _ -::;"_' J ..< '9 !:_:"_; _,_"-v:-
_'_ ,- _ II ,l) ,_.-_ l... , ll' • ,, -. . ,.,
_'_,,i.it'" '.. .,.. ,,. c ...... t _ .' .,r t'-'. ;t ,, _'v . ,,_.
Figure83
Mlcrostructures - lOOX
Aluminum TOT5 T6 - Longitudlnal _E_N





_1'_ NERV A ............PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _ t_,LOZS
Material Aluminum 7o75T6 LotNumber F 746-692-1 _
Form 1/4" Plat(t .... VendorCode Alcoa52779-Fm=l
Specification OOA283-A, Cond. T AGCCode LWU 3-150
Condition Heat Treatedto T6 Condition Vendor Ducommun
afterwelding
. MICROSTRUCTURE (Control-- W_eldMetal)
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Microstructure - IOOX
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5. 7075
(1) As-Recelved Samples
Figure 85 shows typical mlcrostructure of 7075 in
the T651 condition.
(2) Control Samples Tested at -423°F
(a) 7075-T6
Figures 86 and 87 are representative electron
micrographs of the strained and unstrained areas of the tensile specimen. The
microstructure shows normal aluminum matrlx with a network of fine particles of
insoluble constituents. Cold working of the strained specimen has resulted in a
fine grain network. No apparent effect from cryogenic environment was noted.
Electron fractographs were taken from the tensile fractures of representative
control specimens.
(b) 7075-T6TWelded
Figures 88 and 89 show typical areas of micro-
structure from strained and unstrained areas of the tensile specimen. Solid
solution matrix of aluminum and eutectic were primarily visible. There
were no apparent microstructural changes due to cryogenic environment or
straining.
(c) 7075-_L Welded
Typical electron mlcrographs of the strained
and unstrained areas of a tensile specimen are shown in Figures 90 and 91.
The unstrained specimen shows aluminum matrix with eutectlc and fine parti-
cles of insoluble constituents. The strained area showed agglomerations of In-
solubles with lesser amounts of eutectlc.
.===@.
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IV. EXPE_ RESULTS, A__ DISCUSSION.NERVAi PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _ ALLOYSm, i ii
Alloy .Aluminum 7075 T6 Lot Number F 1_,6-692-1 _
Form ]./4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa52779F ____
i SpecificationQqA 283A Cond. T AGCCode
i Condition T 651 Vendor Ducommon





Description Electronphotomicroflraph=how=oeneralstructureof allov. Backgroundis
.... solidsolutionaluminummatrix; s_in_lersof insolubleinclusionsindicate ,,
i directionof rol!!ng.ii i lu
F±_e 85
Electron Mtcrostructure - 1500X _
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NERVA
PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMIITLIMALLOYS
Alloy Aluminum..7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1 ..
Form 1/4', Plate VendorCode Algoa _2779F _
SpecificationQQA 283A Cond, T AGCCode LU 2-103 ....
Condition A9e Hardened.toT6 Vendor Duc0rnmon
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- Strained)iH • J i
'"V'"a"n:C:cat'°n '_ _ _ "'
. _,;._ / , :
15000 X
i
,,, Description ElectronmiorQqraohshowsfine arainsof solid solutionaluminummafri__ _
Fine structure is result of co_dwork..in9, ..ii u i
i ill
Figure 86
Electron Microstructures- 15000X R_N _
Alumimun 7075 T6 - Longitudinal




i , DISCUSSI01 .
, [_N ERVA
IBmPRQ.G, RAI_/I MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. AZUMImm ALLOYS
E
I.
Alloy Aluminum 7075 T6 Lot Number_ F 746-692,1
ii Form 1/4" Plate.... VendorCode A[c_oa52779F ,
't SpecificationQQA 283A _qnd. T AGCCode LU - 2-103
,_ Condition AqeHardenedto T6 Vendor Ducommon







Description Electronmicrographshowsgrainboundaryintersect!onof solidsolution , ,
aluminum. Note insoluble constituents in grains.I llIl I III
I I III I Ill II
Figure87
Electron Microstructure - 15000XAge Hardened - Control-Unstrained
153
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS.... AND D _SCUSSION.
PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A._ AU_S
.....................
Alloy,_ Aluminum.7075 T6 LotNumber F 746-692-1 .... :-
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa 52779F
i ii I
SpecificationQQA283A Cond.T AGCCode _ 3-126i i| a ii !
Condition.... Weldedandheattreated Vendor Ducornman ....
to T6
_ ELECTRONMICROSTRUCTURE (Control-Unstrained)
,, Description Electronmicrograph,shows,olidsolutionaluminum atrixwithcg-_/eut_cti(;
_ ,. inCenter, Fineinsolubleconstituentsarealsovisible......
F18u-_88
Electron Microstructure - I_O00X





P R O G RA M MATERIALS TEST PROGRA A.AUJHZ_R ALLOYS
Alloy Aluminum7075 T6 ,. Lot Number F 746-_92-]_
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Al¢oit52779F
SpecificationQQA283A Cond. T. AGCCode TWU 3-126 ,
. Condition Weldedandheattreated Vendor Ducommun
to T6
- ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- StrilillP,.¢l___
ml i
,t










.. , 4,1 _, _• ,j -_r
Description ElectronmI,cro,ra_hsho_t._solidsolutionmatrixwith arainsof J,- -".-_J, ir,.
...... Strainlinesale evidentin mille of .hotooranb. ____.._
i i i Nil, I
Fi@_re 89
Electron Mtcros_,ructure - 15000X_!,.-4,,m 7075T6 - Transverse REiNWelded & Heat TreatedControl-StraineS
1_
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I AND DISCUSSION.__ ......RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. LUMINUMALLOYS
• i,, H
Alley Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
i i mE Ill I = I I J
Form 1/4" Plate., VendorCode A!c£.a 52779F .
SoecificationQQA 283A Cond. T AGCCode LWU- 3-150
i
Condition Heat treatedto T6 Vendor Ducommon
• J i iJl llll •
Conditionafter welding
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- Weldzone)
|
J





_.. Description Electronmicrographshowsmatrixof solidsolutionalumin.,umwith networks ,,
_ of insolubleparticles. Notestrain line markingsat top.
II I I II El m i iii i _ i III I m
Figure 90
Electron Mlcrostructure - 15000X
Aluminum TOT5 T6-Longitudinal R=@NHeat Treat After Weld uuau.u_u/-_




j N £ _VA .... AND DISCUSSION.
- PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _umZ_u_ ALL_ZS
- l i|
* Alloy.... A!uminum ,7.075 T6 Lot Number F 746-69,2-1
Form. 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa52779F ,
Specification,QQA.283A Cond. T AGCCode LWU.3-150 ,
Condition Heattreatedto T6 Vendor Ducommon
Conditionafter welding
; ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- Unstrained)
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, Description Electronm,icrographs,,,howssolid solutionaluminumunti!o(-16_eutecticand
i ,,. fine particlesof insolubles. NoteareaofoL-.6_eutecticin upperleft
_1_ • • = i mBi Ull ii IIIi Illl
l Figure 91
Electron Mlcrograph - 15000X
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_ ToT_
(d) 7075-T6
Representative electron fractographs taken from
the center and edge of a tensile fracture are shown in Figures 92 and 93. The
microstructure from the center shows a brittle fracture with localized decohesion
striations. The edge fractograph shows cleavage failure with areas of localized
ductile failure.
(e) 7075-T6T Welded
Typical electron fractographs from the center
and the edge of the tensile fracture are shown in Figures 94 and 95. Both
fractographs indicate typical brittle failure mode.
(f) 7075-T6L
Figures 96 and 97 are representative electron
fractographs of the edge and center of a tensile fracture. The microstructure
shows typically brittle fracture in each area.
d. X-Ray Diffraction
The X-ray diffraction pattern of the as-received material
showed the typical face-centered-cubic crystal structure of aluminum. By com-
parison with pure aluminum, the lattice parameter had increased due to solid
solution of alloying elements. Orientation was found to be in the (lO0)
dlrection.
The X-ray diffraction pattern of the 7075-T651 unwelded





NERVAPROGRAM" MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A.A.T.,I._IIITuIVIA E.X)YS
Material Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcga 52779-F
SpecificationQQA283A ConditionT AGCCode LU-2-103
Condition Age Hardenedto T6 Vendor Ducommon
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE(Fractograph)
mn • ,= i
Description Fractographof edgeshowscleavagefracturewith,smalldomainsat topof
photographgradually leading into genera! ductile domain structure at
bottom.
n i n 1 I liB
Figure 92
Electron Fractograph- 15000X RE_N _
Aluminum7075_6 - Longitudinal






INERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
Material Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
Form I/4" Plat,_ VendorCode Alcoa52779-F
Specification QQA283A ConditionT AGCCode LU 2-103
Condition Aqe Hardenedto T6 Vendor .. Ducommon
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractoqraoh)
-, Description FractoqraDhof centershowsarea of brittle fracture. Decohesiontype
_'_ striationsarevisible in grainsoneithersideof boundarv.
Figure93
Electron Fractograph - 15000]_ _





[_-i_i E RVN ................PROGRAM MATERIALSTEST PROGRAM A. UMZELi i
Material Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
i ,i i ,, i
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa52779-F
_ .- =
Specification O.O.A283A ConditionT AGCCode TWU-3-Z26
=|ll
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" Electron Fractograph - 15000X REiN
I AlumlrmmTOT5_Z_- T_'ansverse





PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. AT.U_ ,_T._S
Material Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
Form 1/4" Pl_e ..... VendorCode A!q,qa52779-F
Specification QO.A_,_3A ConditionT AGCCode TWU-3-126




Magnification " ._ . '
. Description Electrontracto_lraphof centershowstypical brittle fracture, Nol_ lame
_- inclusionin centeh Failurewastransgranular,
F_gure95
Electron Fractograph - 1500X _
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_) NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALSTEST PROGRAM A.AI,b'HZNUMALLOYSi , ull .
Material Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
=HI |l , I I ,, ="t
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode Alcoa 52779-F
Specification QQA283A ConditionT AGCCode LWU-S-150i •
Condition Heat Treatedto T-6 Vendor Ducommon
after Welding










Electron Fractograph - 15000X RE_






_NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. A'r,U ]]TL,"MA OYi i
Material Aluminum7075 T6 Lot Number F 746-692-1
Form !/4" Plate VendorCode., Alcoa 52779-F
Specification QQA283A ConditionT AGCCode LWU-3-150




Description F.ractoqraphof edgeshowstypical structureof inter.¢lranulBrb ittle
. fracture, Inclusionsare shownon left; gra.inboundaryin cenfl;¢r,
i i II •
Figure 97
Electron Fractograph - 15000X _
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ml - i
5. 7075=
The strained specimen showed (i00) orientation with a decreased lattice parameter
as compared to the as-received sample. The microstrss level has increased as a
result of straining.
The 7075-T6T welded specimen was examined with X-ray
diffraction methods at both strained and unstrained areas of the tensile speci-
men. Both samples showed were oriented in the (lO0) direction. The lattice
parameters of both specimens were identical with the as-received material. The
microstress levels were also similar. No effects attributable to cryogenic
environment or straining were noted.
The diffractog__ph of the 7075-T6L welded specimen showed
(lO0) oriented face-centered-cublc structure. The lattice parameter of the
unstrained specimen was identical with the as-recelved material; the mlcrostress
level was slightly higher. The sti_Ined area showed a decrease in lattice
parameter accompanied by an increase in microstress level. The longitudinal
specimens tended to show lattice parameter decreases accompanied with increased
microstress levels as compared to the transverse samples. There was no apparent
change in crystallographic properties associated _dth cryogenic environment.









7075 X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
7075-9651 7075-T6T
Specimen LU-103 Specimen _%.J-126 Specimen LWU
Pure Aluminum As Received Strained Unstrained Strained Unstrained Strained
111 2.338 100 2.34 50 2.33 26 2.33 90 2.34 50 2.34 lO0 2.33 20
200 2.024 47 2.03 i00 2.02 i00 2.02 i00 2.03 i00 2.03 i00 2.02 i00
220 1.431 22 1.43 25 1.43 89 1.43 '('" 1.43 85 1.43 60 1.43 85
311 1.221 24 1.22 i0 1.22 2.8 1.22 13 1.22 30 1.22 25 1.22 15
222 1.169 7 1.17 5 .... 1.17 ii .... 1.17 34 --
400 1.012 2 1.01 9 1.01 7 1.01 ii 1.01 i0 1.01 65 1.01 7
331 0.929 8 0.927 7 0.93 3 0.931 17
o
Lattice Parameters (A)
4.049 4.057 4.o51 4.056 4.057 4.057 4.052
Microstress,
0.73° 0.50° 0.35° 0.35° 0.30° 0.36°
(2e = 1_o) (2e = 78") (2_ = 78") (2o = 78")(2_ =7s')
NOTE: * = "d" spacings




PR O G RAM MATERIA S TEST PROGRAM A. ALUMINUMALLOYS
6. 7079
i 6. TOT_-96(AI-Zn-Mg Alloy)
i a. Mechanical Properties
i Average values of mechanical properties obtained in this test
are presented in Table 18, and the detailed results are shown in Table 19. Figure 98
I shows stress-strain curves for 7079-T6tensile tests at -423"F. Photographs of a
typical tensile fracture for an unnotched specimen are shown in Figure 99.
I A comparison of room temperature properties with those obtained
at -423°F showed an increase in ultimate and yield, and a decrease in ductility, as
indi,;ated by elongation and reduction in area. The ratio of notched-ultimate/
unnotched-ultimate was 0.96 for room temperature, and 0.75 for -423@F when Kt = 6.3.
The ratio of notched-ultimate/unnotched-yield was 1.02 for room temperature and 0.85
for -423°F when Kt = 6.3. The notch-sensitivity of this material as indicat_.d above
is not satisfactory for cryogenic use.
b. Metallography
Photomicrographs at lOOX and IO00X were made to illustrate the
pertinent features of the microstructure observed during examination of the strained
fracture area and the unstrained area at one end of the specimen.
(i) As-Recelved Samples
_he microstructure ofthe as-received material is illu-










AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
ALUMINUM ALLOY 7079-T6
Room Temperature Control -42_°F
UNNOTCHED
Ultimate strength psi 80,200 108,800
0.2% Yield strength psi 75,400 95,900
Elongation in 2" % ll.O 6.1
Reduction in Area % 18.8 6.3
Ultimate Shear Strength, psi 493600 76,300*
NOTCHED (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 76,800 81,500
Notched Ult C.96 O.75
Ratio Unnotched Ult







PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. A_,U_ ALLOYS
6. 7079
TABLElp
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
ALUMINUMALLOY7079-_6
Ultimate Yield
Specimen Specimen Strength Strength % Reduction %
Condition Numbez (ksi) .2% Offset (ksi) of Area Elonga_;ion
Room Temperature Test Data
U 2-121 81.2 74.7 18.2 9.5
U 2-122 79-2 76.0 19.0 12.0
U 2-123 80.2 76.6 19.3 i0.5





-423 °F Control Test Data
U 2-125 107.9 97- 7 5.6 3.0
U 2-128 104.5 .... 6.3 2 6.5
u 2-131 115.2 96.0 8.7 9.0





2 Broke cutside gage marks.















Ave = 49.6 Ave = 76.3*
F_' = 1.1 d"_ 3.z
*Instron data about 10% too large.
1966010846-191
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Figure 98
i Stress - Strain Curves
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I_NERVA ........PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM _l_V_
Material Aluminum7079 T65].. Lot Number 105 847
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
SpecificationOQA367 AGCCode. AR
Condition T651 Vendor AluminumCo, of America
MICROSTRUCTURE (As Received)














Microstructures - lOOX and lO00X





NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. ALU mJMALLOYSi
6. TOT9
(2) Control Samples
The microstructure is illustrated in Figures I01 through 103
The fracture was intergranular and was explained by the discontinuous grain boundary
phase shown at 1000X. This is a zinc-rich phase which resulted from the solution
temperature employed during heat treatment of the stock. The condition appear to be
the inception of high temperature damage; but the property values indicated that the
condition has not reached a degree which is damaging to the mechanical properties.
Otherwise, the microstructure is normal for this material.
c. Electron Microstructure
Electron microscopic examinations were performed on samples of
the as-received material and control specimens, strained and unstrained. Typical
micrographs were taken a% 15000X.
Figure 104 shows a representative electron photomicrograph from
the as-received material in the T651 condition. Solid solution aluminum with insoluble_
were visible only.
Figures 105 and 106 show photomicrographs of unstrained and
strained areas of a tensile coupon tested at -423°F. The microstructure of the
unstrained area is identical with the as-received material. The strained area shows
a precipitate phase forming at the grain boundaries. Data available is insufficient
to determine if this precipitation is increased due to straining.
Representative fractographs from the center and edge of a
tensile coupon fractured at -423°F are shown in FigL_es 107 and 108. Both micro-





_- _NERVA ........PROGRAM MATERIALS, TEST PROGRAM . _U'MZm_AL OY
i Material Aluminum7079 T651 Lot Number 105-847 .....
'_ Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
i SpecificationQQA3,67 AGCCode LU 2-!32
Condition _ 651 Vendor AluminumCo. of America
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
' dl_qlr • - ".. ,@ _ ' • • ' _:;_:*_++
"'" " +';- ......... ., •++-'_'-+_"• :-+'_, MAG: 100X
.. _ • < ::. _.+_<: ,: ETCHANT: Keller'si " " " ..... "" _'_ " :' t
. ... ,_t_.,.= • ; . i :_4";
..... . ._' " " "', ,-"' _"_._1_.__-'_,_. ;'
'I " • , : _. - ', _.' _" ":'* -'" AREA:""-'--_
.... :- " ' " • " .. " _?" ":" ''_.,, ")_' ._"_'r_ GeneralStructure• '_1-_: . " " 4""•°!i_l" - . ,-," ._,,,:' _:.';_.,'.:...
-, " - :""_ • "• _'*=_";_"_ ';_:_'_<_"_'_,: Microstructureshowssolid
, --" "_ ..... " .... :.............. , , "<,.-'"_'_.'<'."-_ solutionaluminummatrix
-. • _ - ., _ .,%_ -_- _":s ,._ • I_ , V_
• . _. c_ _,."•;;- ":# -_c::,'::,T:_-':'i,_",_;._ ,z.,_,_,_._'_'_.;;_,
, _ .:-.- ..... • ,,_--' _......... , : ,._,;_,;._._xa,_.<,._.,- with '-*'""^'°,,,_,,,o,,,,,o.
Figure i01
Mlcrostructures - lOOX] Aluminum 7079-_651 -Longltudinal RE®N





NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM __ _J_LOYS
Material Aluminum7079 T651 Lot Number 105 847
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
SpecificationOQA367 , AGCCode.. LU 2-132
Condition T 651 Vendor AluminumCo; ofAmerica
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
4_ • (" # _ . : * . e . . , e • • , .,,._
.= . = .., .-. ,-:,_ .... _, .I '."..V._;) MAG: ZO00X
'" " . . ",' _."";' ' ,; "..t:".,,".'.,_' .', _',',_
." "* * ,++>-'_, . +.,I, ,, ,,.._ ',"_+,,__..,_-"_'.*,,, El'CHANT: Keller's
• v ,% _ '" " '.......... ,_ ',', '_ . ". _ .-, •_:_' -._,_n.ql
• • , , ,.'. ,.=,: .. , ;...,,,,,=.._ AREA: ..,,.aa,a._
" " T '.' , -, " ' - " .... ,"'----, GeneralStructure
- • '-" •.:-'_; "' • ',"•>"";"' / .,""_'"_-':"", Mlcrostructureshowssolid, • • "t,., . ,T;,. , _.j, ,_,,, . . ,;_, . C,._-- _._,:_ _
• y .) ,,* ,_ ,_.._o T ._ - I)e --_ % "_ ',-1 t ._'
-,, . . .._....._.,Y ,._ "_.:. _, _ .._ , 'l,v*.. _,,_..-.,_ ,_, aluminum matrix with
inclusions? } Note L J __
- • ,,.,:.. • :,., _...-. _..',;,_ ,. 9raun oounoary
• ,,," - .,.. .z,,-_ ... precipitate
_. , : '... __ .__ . *.' . :_. ,,_,,'._ . ._.,_:_;_.:, •
P
Figure 102
Mlcrostructures - 1000X _





I! PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM , AL_ AT.+,mm
: Material Alumingm7079 7651 Lot Number 105-847
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
i SpecificationQQA367 AGCCode LU 2-132
i Condition T 651 Vendor AlmninumCo. of America
tl MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
, m I
.. , • ,e
ti ' .,o.oox
ETCHANT:Kellet's
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__ ..... _AND SC_SI0_RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A ALUM NUMALLOYS
Material Aluminum7079 T651 Lot Number 105847
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification QQA367 AGC Code LU 2-152
Condition T 651 Vendor AluminumCo. of America
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (As received)
i i i i ill










_'I NE RVA JPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. A_ ALLOYS
li Material Aluminum7079 T651 Lot Number 105847
Form,, 1/4" Plate VendorCode
i Specification QQA3(;,7 AGCCode LU 2-132
t. Condition T 651 Vendor AluminumCo. ofAmerica
I
1 ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
i+
Ma,,n_r..ca+_on .+ . .. ,,_ , -_.... ,_, .'.!_
ii - '°' ++ "'-. "15000X +_'_I",_. .'_.__ :_.,. . ".




I " "+ " 2_+Y+<_ I
+, .. +'+ ++. ,
" "" 4' "
, =
./ + ,.... -. _.'+_ ' .+.,,_
++
+ Description Electronphotomicro_lraphs owssolid solutionaluminummatrix_vith
I! agglomerate.-ofinsolubleparticles.
I! Figure 105
i Electron Microstructure- 15000X RI_N
.- T-651 - Con_ol-Unst ained m_.."._
li " "17'9 <'
1966010846-200
I AND DISCUSSIONi = |, , t
IEniO1:4 :_v/'- IIHI-_-Kt,,GRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM ,A. __ AU_O_
Material Aluminum7079 T651 Lot Number 105847
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification QQA367 AGCCode LU 2-132







• Description Electronphotomicrographs owssolidsolutionaluminq(nmatrixwith
_,, precipitatephase . ,
Figure 106
Electron Microstructure - 15000X E_IN N _
Aluminum 7079-T651 - Longitudinal R




if .... _ Di_C_SloN
_NERVAi PROGRAM MATERIALSTEST PROGRAM A. ALUM_ _T,o_
!1 Material Aluminum7079 T 651 Lot Number 105847
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
i| Specification Q0A 367 AGCCode LU 2-132
iJ Condition T 651 Vendor AluminumCo. of America
I ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractograph)
I
Description Electronf,racto_lraphfromedgeshowsareaof typicallybrittle fracture,
n
Figure 107
Electron Fractograph - 15000X




PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A, AT,U_m_ A_OYS
,-- -- ,u
Material Aluminum7079 T 651 Lot Number 105847
Form .... 1/4" ,Plate VendorCode
Specification QQA.36.7........ AGCCode LU 2-132
Condition T 651 Vendor _ __AluminumCo. of America
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractograph)
±,_=__ J_ __ ,i , ,,,
Description Electronfractographfromcentershowsfield of brittle failure. Fracturewas
_, it ii m n n n|l nil ii .u! im iii ii all I I == I
aroundinclusiononright,
ii i • ml_ iii i i H I Hill
n,nl ...... III III II IIIB_ Illll I _, II
Figu__ 108
Electron Fractograph - 15000X









The X-ray diffraction data are tabulated in Table 20. X-ray
diffraction patterns of the as-received material in the 9651 condition showed the
i face-centered-cubic structure of aluminum. The lattice parameter was shifted due
to so]id solution alloying effects. Orientation was in the lO0 direction.
i The uattern from the unstrained area of the specimen tested
at -_23°F showed orientation and lattice parameter to be the same as the as-received
specimen. The pattern from the strained area showed an orientation change to the









RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. _um:mjl_ALLOYS
6. 7079
TABLE 20
7079-T651 X-ray Diffraction Data
Control
Specimen LU-132
Pure Aluminum As Received Strained Unstrained
O O O O
hkl A* % ** A * % _ A * % ** A * % _
Iii 2.338 i00 2.34 50 2.33 29 2.33 60
/
200 2.024 47 2.03 i00 2.02 75 2.02 I00
220 1.431 22 1.43 35 1.43 I00 1.43 30
311 1.221 24 1.22 11 1.22 26 1.22 15
222 1.169 7 1.17 3 .............
400 1.012 2 l.Ol 6 1.01 7 1.01 15




4.0494 4.0529 4.0549 4.0549
Microstress,
0.62 ° 0.48 ° 0.33 °
(20 = nTo) (20 = 78°} (20 = 78°)
28 28 28
• = "d" spacings
_ = Relative intensities
RE(I)Nu_.'_,_/--t _"
1966010846-207
A ...........................MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM TTTZUM. oYsIIRI PROGRAM
#
B. TITANIUM ALLOY (AIIO-AT, ELI)
Specimens of this alloy were tested in the as received (annealed) con-
dition and after welding parallel to thc rolling direction with ELI filler rod.
J i. Mechanical Properties
Average values of mechanical properties obtained in this test are
presented in Table 21, and the detailed results are shown in Table 22.
Stress strain curves for the unnotched specimens are presented
in Figtu'es 109, llO, and lll.
Photographs of typical tensile fractures of unnotche& specimens
are shown in Figure ll2.
a. Transvere Specimens as Received
A comparison of room temperature properties with those
obtained at -_23°F showed an increase in ultimate, yield and elongation, and a
decrease in the reduction in area at -4230F. The ratio of notched-ultimate/
unnotched-ultimate was 1.16 for room temperature, and .80 for -_23°F when Kt = 17.
The raio of notched-ultlmate/unnotched-yield was 1.24 for room temperature, and
.86 for -423°F when Kt = 17.
b. Longitudinal Specimens As Received
These specimens were tested only at -423°F. The ratio of
notched-ultimste/unnotched-ultimste was 0.88 for -423°F, and the re_io of notched-
ultimate/unnotched-yieldwas 0.97 for -423°FwhenKt = 6.3. These ratios indicated
some notch sensitivity for this material at -423°F.
mMAMm_M
1966010846-208
M I AND DISCUSSIC_'NERVA "PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRA _, TIm.UZUMAU_Si •
TABLE 21
AVERAGE TENSILE AND SHEAR TEST DATA
TITANIWJM ALLOY A-110 AT, ELI
Room Temperature Control -423°F
UNNOTCKED
Ultimate strength psi TU ]22,500 214,000
0.2% Yield strength psi 114,800 199,500
Elongation in 2 in. % 15.5 17.1
Reduction in Area _ _0.0 17.8
Ultimate shear strength psi 86,100 130,600
N0_Cm_D(Kt : 17)
Ultimate strength psi i_2,800 171,020
Ratio Notched Ult 1.16 0.80
Unnotched Ult




Ultimate strength psi 114,200 214,600"
0.2_ Yield Strength psi 109,800 198,000
Elongation in 2 in. _ 12.5 5-9
Reduction in Area % 39.5 9.4
WELDEDN0_Cm_(Kt = 6.3) _W_
Ultimate strength psi 130,700 ll8,100
Ratio Welded Notched Ult 1.14 0.55
Welded Urmotched Ult
Welded Notched Ult
Ratio Welded Unnotched Yield 1.19 0.59
i
TU Transverse Specimen Unnotched
TN Transverse Specimen Notched
TWU Transverse Specimen, Welded, Unnotched
TWNTransverse Specimen, Welded, Notched





r_NERVA "' _____MATERIALSTEST PROGRAM z_ TI_'_T_ ArrO'ZS! _I.___['_OGRAM
ii i
TABLE 21 ,(cont.
i Room Temperature Control -423°F
_ UNNO_'_JI'I_
-, Ultimate strength psi LU 239,140
0.2% Yield strength psi 217,000
p
Elongation in 2 in. % 12.. 5
Reduction in Area % 15.1
N(YI_I) (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi _ 2103200
Ratio Notched Ult 0.88Unnotched Ult
Notched Ult
R tio Unnotched Yield 0.97
1966010846-210
AND DISCUSSION
MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM _. _TZ_ZUMALLOXS
m
TABLE 22
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
TITANIUM ALLOY AlO0 AT, ELI
Alloy AllO AT - Titanium Ultimate Strength (Ksi)
Specimen Specimen -423"F Control Yield Strength % Reduction
Condition Number Test Data 0.2.%Offset (ksi.) of Area % Elongati(
LU 2-257 218.6 202.0 16.1 14.0
LU 2-258 243.2 225.7 15.0 lO. 0
LU 2-260 242.4 220.7 15.6 14.5
LU 2-262 240.7 219.0 15.6 15.5
/ LU 2-2@ 250.8 217.5 13.3 9.5
TU 2-283 224.8 209.1 19.3 19.0
TU 2m284 210.3 190"9 17.3 15.5
TU 2-287 220.2 207.1 18.2 17.0
TU 2-288 210.3 190.9 16.5 17.0
Kt
LN 6.3 2-306 211.9
LN 6.3 2-307 206.1
LN o.3 2-310 212.6
TN !7 2-331 171.5
TN 17 2-332 170.2
TN 17 2-335 177.5
TN 17 2-336 164.9
TWU 2-295 211.7 192.0 ll.1 7.5
TWU 2-296 222.3 203.8 11.9 6.0
TWU 2-299 211.3 195.3 7.6 6.0
TWU 2-300 213.1 200.8 7.0 4.0
TWN 6.3 2-3J+3 120.6
TWN 6.3 2-3_d_ ]20.8
TWN 6.3 2-347 i02.5





- ' .......PR O G RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM B. TnA_ZUMA_O_
TABLE 22 (cont.)
AlloE AllO AT - Titanium
Ultimate Strength (ksi)
Specimen Specimen Room Temperature Yield Strength % Reduction
Condition Number Test Data ".02%Offset (ksi) of Area % Elongati,
TU 2-280 122:5 ll4.8 40.0 15.5
, Kt
TN 17 2-325 123.4
TN 17 2-326 141.6
TN ].7 2-327 143.7
TN 17 2.328 142.4
TWU 2-289 i16.8 lll.4 37.1 3 12.0
TWU 2-290 1]_1.4 108.9 39.9 3 ii.5
TWU 2-291 114.7 -" 39.9 3 12.0
TWU 2-292 113.8 109.1 40.9 3 14.5
TWN 6.3 2-337 131.2
TWN 6.3 2-j38 130.0
TWN 6.3 2-339 128.8
TWN 6.3 2-340 132.8
3 Broke outside weld







Ave = 86.1 Ave = 130.6
_'_ = 7.5 ¢ = 4.3
i




TEST PROGRAM B TITANIUM ALLOYS
Figure 109
Stress-Strain Curves
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PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM 8. TITA I  LOYS
== I
c. Transverse Welded Specimens
The unnotched specimens tested at room temperature broke
outside the weld in the heat affected zone of the parent metal. The unnotched
specimens tested at -423°F broke in the weld metal. Therefore, proper comparison
of the room temperature values with the -423°F values cannot be made, except that
the ultimate and yield at -423°F increased sufficiently to divert the locale of
fracture from the base metal to the weld metal.
J
The ratio of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-ultimate
for room temperature was 1.14, and the ratio of the welded-notched-ultimate/
welded-unnotched-yield was 1.19 when Kt = 6.3. These ratios at -423°F are 0.55
and 0.59 respectively. The high notch sensitivity of the weld metal excludes this
material from consideration in cryogenic applications.
2. Metallogr_phy
Photomicroglaphs at lOOX and lO00X were made to illustrate the
pertinent features of the microstructure observed during examination of the strained
fracture area and of an unstrained are_ at one end of the specimen. As received
samples of this material were tested and reported in Report No. 2473.
a. Transverse Specimens Tested at -423°F
Failure was by transgranular fracture. The microstructures
are shown in Figures ll3 through ll5. Microstructure was normal for this alloy and
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I=; Material TitaniumAllOAT t ELI Lot Number Heat D 3272
Form 1/4" Plate . VendorCode
Specification MIL T 9046C I Class 3, GradeELI AGCCode TU 2-264
Condition Annealed Vendor TitaniumMetalsCorp.
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' Figure 113
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Material TitaniumAll0AT, E.LI Lot Number Heat D 3272i,
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
J
Specification MIL T 9046C Class3 GradeELI AGCCode TU 2-264
Condition Annealed . Vendor TitaniumMetalsCorp.
of Ame'rica
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I "
Material_ TitaniumA_.IOAT ELI Lot Number Heat D 3272
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification Mi T 904hC. Class 3 GradeELI AGCCode, TU 2-264
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P OGRAM .... •
_. Electron Micrastr.
b. Welded Specimens Tested at -423°F
Although welded specimens were tested at room temperature and
at -423°F, only the -423°F specimens were examined metallographically. The micro-
structures are shown in Figures i16 through ll9.
Fracture occurred in the weld zone of the -423°F specimens.
The ELI weld metal consisted of acicular alpha. Regions of the base metal, which
were heated above the beta transus during welding, experienced grain growth and,
upon cooling, transformed to acicular alpha also.
The precipitate in the grain boundary and in the crystallo-
graphic planes, as shown in Figure lO (lO00X picture of fracture), was not identifie
This precipitate did not appear elsewhere in the weld metal. It is possible the
black spots are dislocation etch pits rather than precipitates.
3. Electron Microstructure
a. Microscopy
Electron mlcrographs at 15000X magnlfication were taken of
representative areas of the as-received and control specimens. As-received samples
of this material were tested and evaluated in Report No. 2473.
(i) AllOAT-Transverse
Figures 120 and 121 show typical electron micrographs of
the strained and unstrained area of a tensile specimen tested at -423@F. The micro-
" structure of the unstrained sample shows large grains of _ - titanium. The grain
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Material T=tan=umAl10 AT ELi Lot Number ,,,Heat D 3272
I Form -' 1/4" Plate ' VendorCode...
Specification MIL T 9046 C Class_..3,GradeELI AGCCode .. TWU 2-296
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Material Titanium AllO AT, ELI Lot Number_ Heat D 3272 _
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode ........
Specification MIL T 9046C_ Class3, GradeELI AGCCode T_qJ 2-296
Condition Welded Vendor TitaniumMetals,,,,Corporation
OfAmerica
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)





_-W matrix of parent
L,leCa3..
. "
) , . , ,: .i __.,_ ...'_,AO=zooox
-_ : , _, "t/-",/" )_ ETCHANT: Kroll's Reagent
structure
._ . ..,.... j.--_.... ... ,4. _ __\_ Microstmctureshows(_-TZ
-_/ - _-- • _,_ _ __,_ matrix. Notetwinninglines.
Figure 117
Microstructure-lOOX and lOnOX _
AllO-AT, ELI, %r_Itaalum-Tz_nsvez_eREiNWelded-Control-Stre/ne_, General
200
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'1 i NERVAPR0'GRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM lIB. T;TANIUM ALLOYS]
Mat_:ial .. TitaniumA.110-AT, ELI Lot Number Heat D_.3272Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
lj CSpecificati°nonditionWeldedMILT 9046 C Class3, GradeELI VendorAGCCode.. TWU2-296 .TitanmmMetalsCorporation
I of Americal
, MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
' oc:,,,:" '._ _ _,,, • t Area._ Fracture
i!'l_J"_l Microstmctureshowsfusion:_,,.,_ zoneat fractL,xe.Note
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Material Titanium AllOAT ELI Lot Number Heat D 3272
• Jim
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCodei =. i
Specification MIL T 9046C, Class3 GradeELI AGCCode TWU 2-296
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'I'! Material TitaniumAIIOAT Eli Lot Number Heat D 3272
: Form ,, i/4 P,late VendorCode
ii'i_'. Specification Mil T 9046C, Class 3 Grade Eli AGC Code TU 264
,, Condition Annealed Vendor TitaniumMetals Corp;of
America












_I Description Electronmicrographshowsgrainsof t_.- titaniumwith _lraintexture
e characteristic,, of wrou_ht,¢tr._etore.Notecarbideat bottomof micro_lraph.
.J
_' Figure 120
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Material TitaniumAllOAT Eli Lot Number Heat D 3272
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode.....
Specification Mil T 9046C, Class,3 GradeEli AGCCode TU 2-264
Condition Annealed Vendor TitaniumMetals Corp. of
America
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- strained)
Maconification
15000 X
• Description ElectronmicroaraDh=howsstrain linesacrosso(.-titaniurn _. Nnf__
"_. double,qrainboundarvwhichcouldbe resultantof ¢K -_ transformation
Figure i_i
Electron Micros tructure- 150OOX _-_m




V e EXPERIMENTAL R_SULTS
NERVA "'
i_ PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM B. TITANIUMAI_OYS
,q , i
l microstructure of the strained area shows strain l£nes in grains of O_ - Titanium.
There were no abnormalities in microstructure attzibutable to cryogenic environment.
im
II (_) _lOAT-Tra_=sverse-Welded
_I Representative electron photomicrographs from strained
and tmstrained areas of a tensile specimen tested at -423°F are shown in Figures 122
I_ and 123. The unst,'ained area shows normal _ - Titanium wrought structure. The
strained-weld zone microstructure shows acicular (_ - Titanium which has formed from
I above the_ transus and then into the 0(
heating during welding cooling zone.
i b. Fractography
,i
'_ (1) AIIOAT - Transverse., Tested At -423°F
Figures 124 and 125 show typical fract_graphs taken from
the center and edge of a tensile test fracture. In cases,
both classic domain
_I structure of ductile failure mode is present.
(2) All0AT - Transverse-Welded, Tested At -423°F
,,| Representative electron fractographs taken from the edge
i amd center of a tensiel test fracture specimen are shown in Figures 126 and 127.In both a eas, th typically ductile failure mode i presented by domain structure.
4. X-Ray Diffraction
The x-ray diffraction data presented in Table 23 show the typical
hexagonal-close-packed structure ofOQ- Titanium. The orientation was found to be






[N_.NERVA "PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM B. TI_AZ_TM_I_YS
due to the solid solution of aluminum (5%) and tin (2.5%) in the titanium matrix.
The diffraction pattern from the transverse unwelded specimen, unstrained area,
was essentially the same as the as-received pattern. The microstress level,
however, was slightly higher. No appreciable change other than increased micro-
stress level occurred in the strained sample.
The diffraction pattern from the strained area of the transverse
welded specimen showed no crystallographic changes. There was no effect which could




Description Electronmicro_lraphshows_-titanium matrix, The graintex_weis
a resultantof orientationdirection, Noteprecipitationin grainboundary
. at upperri_lht.
Figure 122
Electron Micros tructure-15OOOX _[E
AIIO-AT_ ELI_ Titanium-Transverse RE__
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Material TitaniumAll0/_T Eli Lot Number Heat D ;)272
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification Mil T 9046C_ Class3 GradeEli AGCCode TWU 2-296
Condition Welded Vendor TitaniumMetalsCorp, of
America
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- strained)
Description Electronmicrographshows '"ac,cular _ tif;_piummatrix. Text.res _ee
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Material TitaniumAllOAT Eli Lot Number Heat D 3272
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification Vii T 9046C I Class3 GradeEli AGCCode_ TU 2-264
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Material TitaniumAll0AT Eli Lot Number Heat D 3272
Form.._.__ 1/4" PI.ate VendorCode.
Specification Mil T 9046C I Class3 GradeEli AGCCode.. TU 2-264.







. Description Fractoqrap.hltakenfromcenterof f_ilure zone, showsductiledomain
_.. structure, Structureis typically ductit¢,
Figure 125
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r.u,_,M,_,v, ..........
Material TitaniumAllOAT Eli Lot Number HeatD 3272
Form. 1/4" Plate VendorCode
I Specification Mil T 9046Cr Class3 GradeEli AGCCode TWU 2-296Condition Welded Vendor TitaniumMetalsCor.p.
III
i of AmericaELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (fractograph)
E| , ! =,,
I.
n
Matinification __E._ _.;__ __ ;-.;_,. , ...
• . ° ° .. ¢ " .._, " _-,37_. -
-_ Description Fractographfromedgeof failure zoneshowsdimplestructurecharacteristic










A,,ND ISCUSSIO,N|,. i ,• , . . ,iel
__ NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM B. Tn_-_ _oYs
Material TitaniumAllOAT Eli Lot Number HeatD 3272
Form , 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specif!cation Mil T 9046C_ Class3 GradeEli AGCCode TWU2-296
Condition Welded Vendor TitaniumMetals Corp.
' of America
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fracto,qraph)
m , , l, =, =
Description Fractographfromcenterof failure in weld showselongateddomainstruction.I
-4
_.. Microstructureis typicallyductile. ..
i i i i
Figure 127
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Titanium As Received Strained Unstrain,=_ Strained
ma ° _** ° _** ° _** ° _** ° _*--A* A* A* A* A*
i OIC 2.557 30 2.54 3 2 56 3
: 002 2.34 26 2.34 i00 2.32 i00 2.32 i00 2.32 i00
011 2.24 lO0 2.23 14 2.22 25 2.22 25 2.22 50
012 1.726 19 1.72 7 1.71 14 1.71 15 1.72 25
ii0 I.$75 17 1.46 lO
i 103 i.332 16 i.33 18 1.33 _5 1.32 30 1.33 25
112 1.247 16 1.24 5
004 i.171 2 i.17 6 i.17 5 i.17 15 i.17 i0
4 01_ 1.065 3 1.06 3 1.06 5 1.06 7 1.06 i0
i Lattice Parameter, A°
1 a 2.950 2.9_ 2.95 2.9_ 2.9_
c 4.683 4.68 k.678 4.674 4.672
Mlcrostress, _ e
0.25° o.58" o._o° o.3_°
(2e= 82") (2e=82°) (2e= b_°)
* = "d" spacings
•. = Relative intensity
RE N
1966010846-236
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I Average mechanical properties obtained in these tests are
shown in Table 24 and detailed results are shown in Table 25. Figures 128, 129,
and 130 show stress-strain curves for tensile tests. Photographs of typicaltensile fractures of unnotched specimens are shown in Figure 131.
I (1) As Received, Annealed and Tested at -423°F.
I Tests scheduled at but difflculties
were room temperature,
with the strain measuring equipment postponed the room temperature tests. At -423°F,
i the results were similar to other 18-8 type stainless steels. Data from Reference 2
i are included for comparison. The ratio of notched-ultimate of unnotched-ultimate
was low, 0.48, but the ratio of notched-ultimate to unnotched-yield was high, 2.O1.
i (2) As Welded (with 308 weld wire); Tested at Room Temperature
and -423°F.
The welded unnotched specimens, when tested at room
temperature, ruptured in parent metal, and all specimens tested at -423°F broke
in the weld because the ultimate strength of the base metal was higher than that
of the weld metal at -423° . The reverse of this was true at room temperature.
The notch sensitivity of the weld at -423_was low, as indicated by high notched-







i_pN ERVAROGR M MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c. STAINLESS STEELS
TABLE 24
AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL
Room Temperature Control -423°F
UNNOTCKED
Ultimate strength psi (85,i00 )* 251,000
0.2% Yield strength psi ((36,950)) 66,200
Elongation in 2" % (59) 38.8
Reduction in Area _ (59) 27.5
Ultimate shear strength psi 71,100 141.O
NOTCHED(Kt : 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 79,900 121,400
Ratio Notched Ult 0.94 0.48
Unnotched Ult
Ratio Notched Ult 2.16 2.O1
Unnotched Yield
WELDED UNNOTCHED
Ultimate strength psi 86,100 209,700**
0.2% Yield Strength psi 49,400 71,900
Elongation in 2" % 67.5 36.9
Reduction in Area _ 66.2 21.9
WELDED NOTCEED (Kt : 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 86,200 110,200
Ratio Welded Notched Ult 1.O0 0.52
Welded Unnotched Ult
Ratio Welded NoLched Ult 1.74 1.53
Welded Unnotched Yield
*Data in parenthesis taken from BEON Report 2473
**Broke in the weld.
1966010846-239
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' NERVA ........PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c. STAINLESSTEELS
TABLE 24 (cont.)
Room Temperature Control -423°F
BRAZED UNNOTCKED
Ultimate strength psi 48,200 ll9,100
0.2_ Yield Strength psi 35,800 79,600
I Elongation in 2" % 3.2 9.6
Reduction in Area % 5.4 7.4
_P_ZEDNO_CRED(Kt = 6.B)
Ultimate strength psi 61,800 86,100
Welded Notched Ult
Ratio Welded ,Unnotched Ult 1.28 0.72








__NERVA MATERIALS TEST c. STAINLESSTEELSPROGRAMP OGRAM ....
TABLE25
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL
Alloy Type 304, Stainless Steel
Ultimate Strength (ksi)
Specimen Specimen Room Temperature Yield Strength % Reduction







BU 3-217 50.1 35.O 6.8 6.0
BU 3-218 46.9 36.3 5.8 2.5
BU 3-219 45.8 35.6 5.0 3.5





wU 3-241 86.4 48.2 66.0 3 67.5
WU 3-242 87.4 53.3 65.0 3 64.0
WU 3-243 8._-3 44.8 66.9 3 81.5






3 Broke outside weld
* Data not available at this time
llU11_mu_
1966010846-241
i V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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, PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM ;. STAINLESSTEELS
i TABLE 25 (cont,..)
i Alloy Type 304, Stainless Steel
Ultimate Strength (ksi)
Specimen Specimen -423°F Control Yield Strength _Reduction
i Condition Number Test Data .2% Offset (ksi) of Area % Elongation
U 2-460 274.9 63.0 47.5 26.8
U 2-463 250.0 66.4 33.5 28.5
U 2-464 244.6 37.0 26.3





BU 3-221 ill.3 86.8 8.9 8.5
BU 3-223 76.i -- 2.i O.5
BU 3-225 194.3 65.3 16.1 26.0





1 WU 3-245 194.7"* 79.6 18.3 33.5
WU 3-247 215.4** 73.6 21.4 37.0
WU 3-249 -- 70.0 27.6 40.0
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(3) Brazed with Cast Metals 62 Filler Alloy, Tested at
Room Temperature and -423°F.
Fracture occurred in the interface b_een the braze
base metal. This reflects the weakest llnk to be the braze filler. Yielding
occurred in the parent 304 on either side of the brazed Joint. The ductility was
low, and resulted from deformation in the 304 prior to fracture in the brazed joint.
The detailed test data at -423°F (see Table 25) showed
a wide spread in ultimate strength in both the notched and unnotched specimens,
which was believed to be a result of the wide differences in the quality of the
brazed Joints. A similar spread was not observed in the brazed 347 specimens.
Because of the wide spread in ultimate strength at -423@F
9
the ratios of notched to unnotched values should be used with caution; all Joints
were butt brazed. In normal applications, brazed Joints are overlapped to cause
shear loading. Such lap Joints, when properly made, are filleted by the surface
tension of the molten braze metal and the base metal. Notch is less significant
in filleted Joints.
b. Metallography
(I) As-Recelved; Tested at -_36F
General structure of base material is shown in Figure 132
and consists of twinned grains, having ASTM size _. The fracture was transgranular.
The microstructure at the fracture, Figure 133 shows strain markings on individual
grains, and Figure 134, at higher magnification, shows evidence of martensite
transformed from the original austenite. In the unstrained area, seen in Figure 132
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Material StainlessSteel Type304 Lot Number F-71552 EasternStainless
Form 1/4" PIate VendorCode
Specification......AMS 551,3 ASTM-A-240 58T AGCCode LU-2-46QF
Condition Hot Rolledt Agnealed Vendor ... Earle M Jo,',qensenCo,andP=ckled
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
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i :. Material _ StainlessSteel Tyoe304 Lot Number F 71552 Ea_t,=mStainless
Form 1/4" Plaf;e .... VendorCode
Ii Specification AMS 5513 ASTM-a-240-58T AGCCode LII 2-4hl1
Condition=,.__L__.._ll_.__ Vendor Earle M_ Jor a@n_enP.n.
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(2) Welded, Tested at -423°F
The microstructures of a -423°F speclm_n are illustrated
in Figures 135, 136, and 137. Fracture occurred transgranularly in the weld metal.
The microstructure of the weld metal consists of high-chromium ferrlte pools in a
matrix of austenite. The x-ray diffraction indicated transformation from austenite
in the weld metal, but this is not apparent in the as-cast micro3tructure. Defor-
mation of the base metal OCCurred adjacent to the weld and the microstructure,
/
Figure 137, contains considerable evidence of martenslte transformation. The
unstrained area was similar to that of the unstrained area of the as-received
specimen, and is not illustrated.
(3) Brazed; Tested at -423°F
The microstructures of a -423°F specimen are illustrated
in Figures 138 and 139. Fracture occurred mainly in the braze-metal-to-base-metal
interface, but it was observed in the micrograph of the fracture surface (Figure 1381
that the failure at the edge of the fracture occurred in the base metal. Figure 139
shows the fracture in the stainless steel, and the austenite to martensite trans-
formation near the fracture; but no apparent transformation occurred in the unstralne
area. The absence of precipitated carbides in the unstrained area proves that the
cooling rate from the brazing temperature was _ufflclent to prevent precipitation
of chromium carbides. This requirement of adequate cooling rate is an important
factor in any brazing cycle for non-stabillzed stainless steel grades which are to
be brazed without loss of corrosion resistance.
c. Electron Microstructure
Figures 140 and 141 are representative electron photomicrograph
of the strained and unstrained areas of a tensile test coupon (as-recelved) tested
at -423°F. The unstrained area shows the typical large grained structure of
austenlte free of martensite. The difference in grain texture is a function of the
228
1966010846-251
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, Material StainlessSteel Type 304 Lot Number F-7].552 EasternStainless
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode....
, I, Specification SM.5 - 5513, ASTM-A-24 ^ 58T AGCCode LWU-3-247
Condition Hot RolledAnnealed_Pickled Vendor Earle M. JorgensenCo.
andWelded '
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,_:: islandsin thecast struct-
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II Figure 135
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Material StainlessSteel Type304 Lot Number F 71552 EasternStainless
:. Form 1/4" Plate VendorCodei
Specification AMS-5513 ASTM-A-240-58T AGCCode LWU-3-247
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I Material StainlessSteel Type 304 Lot Number F 71552 EasternStainless
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode i
Specification AMS 5513 ASTM-A-240-58T AGCCode LWU-S-247
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Material StainlessSteel Type304 Lot Number F 71552 EasternStainlessi i
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AMS 5513 A$TM-a-240-SBT AGCCode LBU3-221
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I Material Stainless Type304 Lot Number F-71552 (EasternS_tainless)Steel ii
Form 1/'4" Plate VendorCode
I Spec'iiication AMS 5513 ASTM-a-240-58T AGCCode. '-LBU-3-22'lCondition__ Brazed Vendor Earle M. Jorgensen
I -_ICROSTRUCTURE - (Control)
I
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Material .... StainlessSteel Tvoe304 Lot Number F 71552 EasternStainless
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
SpecificationAMS 551;), AsTM-A-Z40-58T AGCCode LU 2-460
Condition Hot Rolled, Annealedand Vendor - EarleM. Jorgensen
Pickled
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- Unstrained)
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crystallographic orientation within the grain. The micrograph from the strained
area shows transformation products of austenlte to martensite. A classic example
of gross slip is only in the faulting of the slip band.
(i) As Received; Tested at -_23°F
Figures 142 and 143 show representative fractographs of
!
f the center and edge of a tensile failure. Both center and edge fractographs shows
the domain structure typical of ductile failure.
(2) Welded - Tested s_ -423°F
A typical electron fractograph of the cen.er of a tensile
fracture is _hown in Figure 144. The microstructure shows a dimple (domain) effect
which is characteristic of ductile fracture. The irregular shapes of the domains
could be a result of the austenite to martensite transformation. The edge structure
consisted of very large domains similar to Figure 143 and indicative of ductile
failure.
(3) Brazed - Tested at -423°F
Figures 145 and 146 show representative fractographs
taken from the fracture of the braze-metal to parent-metal interface. The edge of
the failure, Figure 146, shows a structure believed resultant from an event wetting
of the parent metal by braze metal. The failur_ appears to be entirely brittle.
The microstructure of the center Figure 146 shows ductil_ failure zones accompanied
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I Material StainlessSteel Type304 Lot Number F-71552 (EasternStainless)
wlli , •
Form 1/4" Plate Vendo_Code.
I Specification AMS _513 ASTIM-A-240-58T AGCCode LU-2-460
Condition Hot Roiled, Annealed Vendor ........Earle M. Jorgensen..
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Description Fractographof centerfromcenterof failure showslargedomainductile
I fracture. _.
Figure 142
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Material 3tainlessSteel Type304 Lot Number F-71552 (EasternSta!nless)
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
• l ii
Specification AMS 5513 ASTIM-A-240-58T AGCCode LU-460
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Figure 143
Electron Fractograph-15OOOX
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Description Fra,ctograp,hof centershowstypicaldimplestructur_froma dup_E!efailure. _
ii In_omocjene,it),in shapeofdimplescouldbe resultof cryogenic
transformation of austenite. The edge of this specimen was $imil_r t;_i L II II II
Figure 143
Figure 144
Electron Fractograph-15000XII Type 304 SS-Longltudinal REiN• Hot Rolled, Annealed, Pickled & _:._gelded-Center
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Material StainlessSteel Type304 Lot Number F-71552 (EasternStainless)
Form 1/'4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AMS 55],_ ASTIM-A-240-58T AGCCode LBU-3-2;_l
Condition Brazed Vendor Earle M. Jorgensen
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractoaraoh)
=|ill i i i i J
; Description Fractographwastakenfromedgeof failure in brazezone. Unusualstructure
_-. is presumedto be unevenwetting of the 304 by the braz¢[n¢l_l,
w i ii .i
Figure 145
Electron Fractograpn-15OOOX _-_
Type 304 SS-Longitudinal _N
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i Material _ StainlessSteel Iype 304 Lot Number F-81552 (EasternStainless)
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCodei
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Description Fractographof centershowssemi-ductilemicro-domainstructureat top
t adjacentto purebrittle field at bottom.
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I Figure ik6
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: d. X-Ray Diffraction
X-Ray diffraction data are shown in Table 26. The x-ray
diffraction pattern of the as-received materials showed the typical face-centered-
cubic structure of austenite. The lattice parameter and microstress level were
typical of annealed 304 stainless steel.
The diffraction pattern from an as-received specimen,
/ unstrained area, tested at -423°F, showed the normal austenite structure. The
lattice parameter and microstress level did not change appreciably. The pattern
from the strained area showed complete transformation from austenite to martensite
Comparisons of lattice parameter and microstress level did not apply due to the
phase change. The staining of 304 stainless steel at -423°F caused a phsse trans-
formation from the normal austenite to a martensite phase.
The unstrained area of the welded tensile coupon tested at
-4_3°F was not examined. The diffraction pattern from the weld zone showed only
the martensite phase. Complete transformation had occurred.
The x-ray diffraction pattern from the unstrained area of
the brazed specimen after testing at -423°F showed the same structure as the as-
received sample. Lattice parameter, microstress level and orientation were also
essentially the same. The pattern from the stained area, showed no transformation
of the austenite phase. Only austenite was detected by x-_'ays, although micro-
graphs showed martensite was present. The phase change evidently did not take
place because of insufficient cold working prior to failure of the joint.
Microstress level was higher, indicating a strained lattice, and orientation had










gammairon alphaire,1 SpecimenLU-460 SpecimenLBU3-_1 BCazed SpecimenLWU3-247 Welded
austenite martensite asreceived strained unstrained strained unstrained strained
o o o o o o o
hkl A % A % A % A % A % X % A % A % .
III 2.08 100 2.09 100 2.07 85 2.08 80 2.07 100
1l0 2._68 100 2.03 100 2.03 100
20" 1.80 80 1.433 19 1.80 69 1.44 80 1.80 100 1.80 90 1.80 3P 1.43 5
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Microstress 6
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2. Type 321
a. Mechanical Properties
Average values of mechanical properties obtained in this test
are shown in Table 27. Detailed mechanical properties are shown in Table 28. Figure
147 shows stress strain curves for tests. A photograph of a typical tensile fracture
' for an unnotched specimen is shown in Figure 148. A comparison of room temperature
i properties with those obtained at -423°F showed the increase in ultimate and yield
i which is typical for 18-8 type stainless steels at -423°F. The ratio of notched-
ultimate/unnotched-ultimate dropped from 0.95 at room temperature to 0.69 at -423°F.%
The ratio of notched-ultimate/unnotched-yield was 2.6 at room temperature, and 2.4
_ at -423°F. These data showed that this material is satisfactory for cryogenic appli-
cations.
b • Metallography
Photomicrographs at 100X and 1000X were made to i].lustrate
I the pertinent features of the microstructure observed during e_mlnation of thestrained fracture a a and an unstrained area at on end of the spec men.
The microstructure of the material as-received (see Figure 1491)
consisted of twinned austenite grains (average size ASTM 5) with random distribution
of carbides.
Figures i_0 and ]51, at and near the fracture, illustrate the
transformation of the austenite to martensite due to deformstion at cryogenic tem-
perature. Microstructure in the unstrained area was similar to the as-received
material shown in Figure 149. The twinned austenite grains were unchanged by the
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AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
TYPE 321 STAINLESS STEEL
Room Temperature Control -423°F
UNNOTCKED
Ultimate strength psi 81, 500 244,800
f 0.2% Yield strength psi 35,500 66,300
Elongation in 2" % 63.2 41.8
Reduction in Area _ 61.6 29.2
Ultimate Shear Strength psi 68,400 133,400
_o_c_D(Kt =6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 84, 300 168,200
Ratio Notched Ult 1.03 0.69Unnotched Ult
Notched Ult
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DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
TYPE 321 STAINLESS STEEL
Alloy Ty?e 321, Stainless Steel
Ultimate Strength (ksi)
Specimen Specimen Room Temperature Yield Strength _ Reduction
Condition Number Test Data ._ Offset (ksi) of Ayea _ Elongatio
u 2-147 82.0 35.0 60.7 64.0




-_23°F Control Test Data
U 2-150 249.8 63 27.2 50.5
U 2-151 237.6 30.5 37.0
u 2-155 253.3 72 30.3 38.0
U 2-156 238.5 64 28.8 41.5
N 2-164 164.7
N 2-167 171.6
DETATLED SHEAR TEST DATA 321 SS.
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c. Electron Microstructure
(1) Microscopy
Electro:q nicroscopic examinations were performed on as-
i received material and strained-unstrained areas of the control specimens. Repre-
sentative photo micrographs were taken at 15000X. Figure 152 shows a representative
._ electron photomicrograph from the as-received material taken at the intersection of
3 grains. The microstructure shows the austenite matrix phase. The varying texture
in grains is a function of the crystallographic orientation within the grain.
Representative electron photomicrographs taken from
I strained and unstrained areas of a tensile specimen tested at -423°F are shown in
Figures153 and 154. The unstrained microstructure is essentially the same as the
as-received material, that is, austenite. The structure of the strained specimen
_ showed definite indication of austenite to martensite transformation, characteristic
of a strained area. The proportion of transformation was related to the degrees of
i
straining plus cryogenic environment and not to the -423°F temperature only.
(2) Fractography
Electron fractographs were taken from the fractured face
of a tensile coupon tested at -423°F. Figures 155 and 156 are typical fractographs
taken from the edge and center of the fracture of a tensile failure. The micro-
structure at both areas is primarily that of domain type, indicating ductile failure
mode. There is no evidence of any phase transformation in the fracture structure.
d. X-Ray Diffraction
Table 29 shows the X-ray diffraction data. The X-ray diffrac-




-_ V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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cubic structure of austenite. The lattice parameter and microstress-level was indica-
tive of annealed 321 stainless steel. Orientation was found to be in the [lll] direc-
tion.
The diffraction pattern from the unstrained area of the control
tensile coupon showed the same crystallographic structure as the as-received specimen.
The X-ray diffraction pattern from the strained area showed that complete transforma-
tion from austenite to martensite had occurred. Comparisons of orientation and micro-J
stress levels were meaningless, since the transformation had occurred.
1966010846-278
AND DISCUSSION
_NERVA ...............PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM _. s_Tmss S_E_
321 STAINLESS STEEL X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA
f.c.c. b.c•c. Control
Gamma-Iron Alpha-Iron _ecimen 2-150
Austenite _rtensite As Received Strained Unstrained
0 0 0 0 0
hkl A(*) _C**) AC*) _(**) A(*) _(a-_) A(*) _(**) A(*) _(**)
lll 2.08 100 2.08 100 2.08 i00
ll0 2.0268 i00 . 2.03 i00
200 1.80 80 1.433 19 1.80 25 1.44 20 1.80 30




3.60 2.87 3.594 2.872 3.596
Microstress, A@
0.50° 0.60° 0.27_
(2@ = 129°) (2@ = 79°) (2@ = 69°)
• = "d" spacing
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Material StainlessSteel Type321 Lot Number X60671 EasternStainless
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification Mii-S-6721 AGCCode
Condition Hot RolledAnnealedand Vendor Earle M. JorcjensenCo.
Pickled
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (As received)
-, Description Electronphotomicrocjraphs owsgeneralstructureof alloy. Note, grain
_-. boundaryintersection. Artifact is noticeableat intersection.i
Figure 152
Electron Microstructure -15000X _[
REiN
Hot Rolled, Annealed, Pickled m_.".==
2%
1966010846-280
I i AND DISCUSSION
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A MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c. STAINLESSSTEELS
I i u
1 Material StainlessSteelType321 Lotl';Jmber X60671 EasternStainless
Form 1/4",P!ate Vendor Code
SpecificationMii-S-6721 AGCCode LU-2-150Condition Hot Rolled Annealedand Vendor Earle M. Jorgensen Co.i i
Pickled




! ,L.i . %
Magnification , /15000 X
"' i J "
/,
#
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Description Electronmicrographshowsmicrostructuresultingfromaustenitetomarten_site--U'ansfxmtion du ings_ining at -423°F, The lowerright phase .is
I! undoubtedlythecentralma,r_nsltephase.
Figure 153
I Electron Mtcrostructure -15000Xi_ Type 321 SS-Longltu_inal Control"E_N
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MATERIALSTEST PR_ STA NLESSTEELS
Material.. , StainlessSteel Type3Zl Lot Number X6_671 EasternStainless
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
ii ill i
Specification Mii-S-6721 AGCC.de LU-2-150
Condition Hot RolledAnnealedand Vendor Earle M. Jorgenser.Co.
Pickled
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- unstrained)
i ii m i ,
f
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-, Description Electronmicrographshowsthe intersectionofaustenitegrains. Replica
_'- artifactsare visible as globularparticles. The textureof the different
i
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i1 Material St;ainlessSteel TvDe321 Lot Number X 60671.E.astern Stainless
Form 1/,4" Plate .. VendorCode.. .
ii Specification Mil S-6721 AGCCode LU-2-150
. Condition HotRolled_nneale4 Vendor Earle M, Jorgensen
andPickled
I ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTUPE (F'.ra..c.toqraoh): i ii iii
!
.............................. _' , i .i









Description Fractograp.hfromcentershowstypical domainstructureidentifi_ wtf;h
!, ductilefracture. Domainsareelonoated, _..._
i i i ii
i
Figure 155Electron Fracto6raph-15OOOX
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Material StainlessSteel Type321 Lot Number X 60671 EasternStainless
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification Mil S-6721 AGCCode LU 2-150




-, Description Fracto_raphfromedgeshowstypical larqedomainstructureindiqativeof ..,




Type 321 SS-Longltudinal RI@N
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_ 3. Type347
Specimens of this alloy were tested in a variety of conditions which
included the following:
Cast 347 in the annealed condition
Wrought 347 Brazed
_-' Wrought 347 Welded
,!
a. Mechanical Properties
Average values of mechanical properties obtained in these
] tests are presented in Table 30, and detailed results are shown in Table 31.
Figures ].57 and 158 show stress strain curves for tensile tests at -423°F. Photo-
graphs of typical tensile fractuz'es for unnotched specimens are sho_m in Figure 159.
i Discussion of individual categories follows:
_ (1) Cast 3L _ In the Annealed Conditio:_
The average properties of the cast 347 are lower than those
of wrought 347 (see Report No. 2437, Page 148). A comparison of the room temperature
properties with those obtained at -423°F showed an increase in ultimate and yield
1 and a marked decrease in elongation a_ud reduction in area at -423°F. The reduced
| ductility at cryogenic temperature was probably due to the presence of ferrite
at grain boundaries.
J
The ratio of notched-ultimate/unnotched-ultim&te wasi
• 0.83 for room temperature and 0.85 for -423°F when Kt = 6.3. The ratio of notched-
ultimate/unnotched-yield was 1.79 for room temperature and 1.20 for -423@F. The
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3. TYPE347
TABLE 30
AVERAGE TENSILE TEST AND SHEAR DATA
TYPE 347 STAINLESS STEEL CASTING
Room Temperature Control -423°F
UNNOTCHED
Ultimate strength psi 85,600 117,300
0.2% "field strength psi 39,900 83,000
Elongation in 2 in. _ 30.9 7.7
Reduction in Area % 25.4 8.8
I Ultimate Shear Streng_ch psi 74"_500 163,400
NOTCHED (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 71,300 99,200_
Ratio NotchEd Ult 0.83 0.85Unnot ched Ult
Notched Ult
Ratio Unnotched Yield 1.79 1.20
Wrought Type 347 Staiuless Steel (Brazed Joints)
BRAZED UNNOTCHED
Ultimate strength psi 52,000 92,800*
0.2% Yield Strength psi 40,500 79,600
Elongation in 2 in. % 2.5 0
Reduction in Area _ 6.2 1.6
BRAZED NOTC}KED (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 55,600 56,800
Welded Notched Ult
Ratio Welded Unnotched Ult 1.07 0.61
Welded Notched Ult
Ratio Welded Unnotched Yield 1.37 0.71
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i TABLE 30 (cont.)
Wrought Type 347, Stainless Steel (Welded Joints)
Room Temperature Control -423°F
WELDED UNNOTCHED
_ Ultimate strength psi 92,800* 224,200*
Q
0.2_ Yield Strength psi 52,400 97,000
Elongation in 2 in. % 43.9 27.1
Reduction in Area % 56.3 20.8
WELDED NOTCHED (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 96,000 136,500
Ratio Welded Notched Ult 1.03 0.61
Welded Unnotched Ult
















TYPE 347 STAINLESS STEEL CASTING
Alloy Type 347 C, Stainless Steel - Cast
Specimen Specimen Ultimate Yield Strength % Reduction
Condition Number strength (ksi) .29 Offset (ks_) Of Area % Elongation
Room Temperature Test Data
U 2-169 83.9 38.7 29.2 28.0
I
j U 2-170 86.6 42.8 21.9 28.0
U 2-171 86.4 40.2 25.6 32.0




-423@F Co._trol Test Data
U 2-175 122.2 52.3 8.7 6.0
U 2-176 116.4 98.1 8.8 8.5
U 2-179 111.2 84.8 -- 2 --
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T_LE 31 (2of4)
Alloy T_pe 347 - Stainless Steelt Brazed or Welded
Specimen Specimen Ultimate Yield Strength _ Reduction
Condition Number Strength (ksi) .29 Offset (ksi) Of Area % Elongation
-Room Temperature Test Data
i BU 3-169 51.2 38.4 7.6 2.5
BU 3-170 50.3 4O.5 4.8 2.o
BU 3-171 54.4 42.7 6.1 3.o
BN 3-181 52.9
i BN 3--182 54.0
BN 3-183 65.3
BN 3-184 49.9
wu 3-193 91.3 49.9 57.0 41.0
WU 3-194 96.0 53.5 56.3 49.0
WU 3-195 91.9 51.2 58.7 45.5
WU 3-196 91.7 . 54.8 53.2 40.0 ,
WN 3-205 96.0
' WN 3-206 96.0
-423°F Control Test Data
BU 3-173 88.9 88.9 1.6 0
BU 3-175 79.3 79.3 2.1 0
BU 3-177 77.2 77.2 1.3 0
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TABL_31 (3of4)
T_pe 347 Stainless Steel Brazed or Welded Joints
Specimen Specimen Ultimate Yield Strength % Reduction
Condition Number Strength (ksi) .2% Offset (ksi) Of Area _ Elongation
-423°F Control Test Data
WU 3-197 244.2 I06.6 20.2 29.0
WU 3-199 208.0 89.6 20.0 22.5
WU 3-201 -- 88.5 25.8 3 32.0
t
J
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i TABLE31 (4of 4)
DETAILED SHEAR TEST DATA
i 347-CASTULTIMATE SHEAR STRENGTH (ksi)
I Room Temperature -423°F
II 74.4 167.20 5 6
76.8 157.3
Ii 76.3
Ave = 74.5 Ave = 163.4
i *_ 3.4 "o = 5.3
I 347-Wrought Plate
i Room Temperature -423°F7_.9 157.3
73.2 15o.09 7 46 o
80.3 156.2
Ave = 77.0 Ave = 152.4
-O = 3.1 *(_ = 5.3
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INERVA - 'P RO G RA_/I MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c. s_mu_ss s_z_s
3. TYPE347
ratio of notched-ultimate/unnotched-yield at -423@F suggested that this material was
satisfactory for cryogenic applications. However, since the room. t_mperatu_ yield
was considerably lower than either the -423@F notched ultimate or the -423°F
unnotched yield, &esign criteria must include room temperature loading below the
room temperature yield.
(2) Wrought 347 , Brazed
All of the brazed specimens broke ii.the braze metal at
room temperature and at -_23°F. Therefore, the ultimate strength reported was, in
each instance, a measure of the strength of the brazed Joint rather than of 347
, stainless steel. Yielding at room temperature occurred in the 347, adjacent to
the brazed joint, and the yield strengt _ value in each instance was the yield
_ strength of 3_7. At -423"F, the yield and ultimate were reported as equal, there-
fore, it must be concluded that the yield strength of the 347 in each instance was
either equal to or greater than the breaking strength of the braze metal.
The ratio of notched-ultlmate/uru_otched-ultimate _t
room temperature was satisfactory but the ratio at -423°F was not. The ratio of
notched-ultimate/unnotched-yield was a high 1.37 for room temperature and a low,
0.71, at -_23=Fwhen Kt = 6.3. The high notch sensitivity of the braze me_al at
-423"F was determined on both brazed specimens. Since this type of brazed Joint
is rather tu_common in practice, it is suggested that additional data on overlapping
Joints, loaded in shear, be obtained. Such joints, when properly made, are filletedand notch sensitivity would be exp cted to be les significant.
(3) Wrought3_7,Welded
3
Fracture occuzred in the weld in each specimen at room
temper&tu_e _ at -423=F. Therefore, the data represented the weld metal rather
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3. TYPE 347
The ratio of weld-A-notched-ultimate/weided-unnotched.-
ultimate was 0.61, and the ratio of welded-notched-ultimate/welded-unnotched-
yield w&s 1.41 at -423°F when Kt = 6.3. These values are similar to those reported
for welded and non-welded specimens at -423°F in Report No. 2473, Page 148. The
notch sensitivity_ therefore, is not high in either the weld metal or the b6_se
metal and 347 is considered satisfactory for cryogenic service when sotlndgelds are
involved.
I b. Metallography
Photomicrographs at lOOX and lO00X were made to illustrate the
pertinent features of the microstructure observed during examination of the
strained fracture area and an unstrained area at one end of the specimen.
(i) Cast 347
The microstructure of the casting as received is illustra
in Figure 160 st IOOX_ and 1000X. The microstructure is a dendritic pattern of high
chromium ferrite islands in a matrix of austenite. Some carbides and nonmetallic
inclusions are also present.
Figures 161, 162, and 163 illustrate the microstructure
observed in a specimen tested at -423°F. The fracture is transgrsmular and random
with respect to the ferrite islands. There is some evidence of tr6msformation of
austenite in the area. This was confirmed by X-ray d_=fraction. It is observed,
however_ in the photomicrograph of the fracture at lOOX (Figure 162) coring has
occurred in the matrix during solidification and non-uniform tr_msformation makes
this coring more apparent. The microstructure in the unstrained area has been
unaffected by the cryogenic temperature.
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Figure 160Microstructures-lOOX and lO00X
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I (2) Wrought 347, Brazed
I Fracture occurred at the interface between the braze
alloy and base metal. After fracture there was not enough of the braze metal
I adhering to the stainless steel for it to show in the photmicrographs of the
P fracture, Figure 164. The photomicrograph of the fracture at lO00X, Figure 165,
appears to show an intergranular attack. This, however, is an intrusion of the
braze metal constitutents along the grain boundaries. The same specimen, when
I, examined before etching, displayed no grain boundary phase.
The tensile specimen necked down on both sides of the
I brazed joint before ultimate failure and this deformation, along with the cryogenic
• temperature, probably produced some transformation of the matrix from austenite to
'_" martensite. This would be necessary for a yield strength of 79,600 psi at -423°F.
However, this transformation is not apparent in tne photomicrographs of the fracture,
I and the X-ray diffraction pattern does not indicate the presence of martensite.
The regions of necking down were narrow and it is believed that failure to detect
ferrite by X-ray diffraction was due to the small amount of ferrite in relation to• the ar a of' sample (3/4 in. long and 1/4 in. wide ) sca ned during the X-ray
i diffraction study.
The unstrained area was unaffected by the cryogenic
temperature. The microstructure consists of austenite matrix with scattered
carbides and some nonmetallic inclusions.
(3) ught 347, Welded
Microstructures observed in the welded unno_ched specimens
are shown in Figures 166 through 169. The weld metal, Figure 167, consists of an
austenitic matrix with islands of high chromium ferrite, some scattered carbides and
nonmetallic inclusions.
J
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Transgranular fracture occurred in the weld metal and
the microstructure at the fracture does not indicate transformation of austenite
to ferrite. However, the increase in ultimate strength from 92,800 psi at room
temperature to 224,000 psi at -423°F could only be accomplished by transformation
of the austenite due to deformation and low temperature.
c. Electron Microstructure
J (i) Microscopy
Electron microscopic examinations were performed on
specimens of Cust 347 in the annealed condition, Wrought347 Brazed_ an& Wrought 347
Welded. Both strained andunstrained areas of each condition were studied.
Representative photomicrographs were taken at 15_O00X. As-received wrought material
was previously studied and reported in Report No. 2473.
(a) Cast 347, Annealed
Figure 170 shows a micrograph of the as-received
material before testing.
Figures 171 and 172 are typical micrographs from
the strained and unstrained areas of a tensile coupon tested at -423°F. The
microstructure consists of an austenite matrix with a high chromium ferrite phase.
There was no evidence of a transformation in the strained specimen, even though
X-ray diffraction examination did show a phase change.
(b) Wrought 347, Brazed
A representative electron photomicrograph from
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I Description Electronp,hotomicrographshowsgeneralstructureof alloy, Ferritic phase ,,
7 in centerof austenitematrixis seen.
.t i
_I Figure 170
1 Mic rost ructure s-15000X
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of the unstrained area shows only austenite. This is similar to microstructures
found in as-received material. The microstructure of the strained area shows the
result of an austenite to martensite transformation. There was no particular
change in the microstructure as a result of the brazing operation. Results were
similar to those reported in Report No. 2473.
(c) Wrought 3_ Welded
Figure 174 shows typical microstructure of the
strained areas of a tensile coupon tested at -423@F. The strained, weld zone,
micrograph shows thepresence of austenite and high chromium ferrite. The ferrite
is finer and more evenly dispersed than in the cast structure, (see Figures 171 and
172). Changes in texture of the austenite matrix could be a result of a transforma-
tion of the austenite to martensite. This phase change would be a result of the




Electron fractographs were taken from the fractured
surface of control specimens after tensile testing. Representative photographs
were taken from the edge and center of the fracture at 15,000X.
(a) Cast 3_7, Ar_uealed
Figures 175 and 176 show fractographs taken from
the center and edge of the fracture, respectively. The microstructure at the
center of the failure is semi-ductile in nature; the decohesion striations indicate
localized ductility. The fractograph from the edge shows ductile domains.
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Material StainlessSteel Type347 Lot Number Ht 3440858 RepublicSteel
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification Mil S 6721B AGCCode LWU3-203
Condition Welded Vendor Earle M. Jorgensen
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control-Str_i,ped)
J
., Ip=" . , .
Magnification '-; "-




Electron Microstructure s -15000X lilY.,= _,,






Material ..... StainlessStee! Type347 Lot Number.... _
Form SandCasting VendorCode_
Specification AMS _3631_ . AGCCode C-2-176
Condition Annealed Vendor PerfectoCast
-' ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fracto9raph)i, i= i
illl -
Magnification 1 _ - .
# ¢ ,
_ ,,_e_, ,__a.,_.:=W=_- ......
, r . . r:' : 57;
'" ._'_.."l " " _- • " - "
i '
, j_.
• , . _,.
Description Fractographof centershowsdecoh.esionductileareasat top leadingto
irregulardomainsat bottom, Structureindicatessemi-ductility ,,
; | i i ii
Figure 175
Electron FractosTaph-l_000X _
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MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM
Material Stainless Steel Type 347 Lot Number
Form SandCastin9 VendorCode
Specification AMS 5363B AGCCode C-2-176i









, Description Fractographof eddie.showsvaryin_lsizes of ductiledomains, Structure
_" is indicativeof ductility,
Figure 176
Electron Fractograph-15OOOX _
_rpe 347 SS-Armealed RECltN











Representative electron fractographs taken from
the center and edge of a control tensile test coupon are shown in Figure 177 and
178.
The microstructure of the center area is brittle in
nature. Localized striations are present. The structure of the edge fractograph is
also brittle, and shows striations which are probably localized areas of ductility
resulting from the braze operation. The failure mode appears to be entirely
brittle.
(c) Wrought347, Welded
i Figures 179 and 180 are typical electron fracto@raphs
taken from the center and edge of a control welded tensile coupon. The micro-
structure at the center of the failure, Figure 179, shows the domain structure
characteristic of a ductile fracture. The edge zone, Figure NN, shows gross
decoheslon striations resulting from ductile failure in progressive steps. Both
structures are probably distorted due to the austenite to martensite transformation,
although none is visible in the fractographs.
(d) X-Ray Diffraction
The X-ray diffraction data are shown in Table 32.
Examination of the X-ray &Iffraction pattern
obtained from the as-received material, revealed primarily face-centered-cubic









martensite austenite AsReceived Specimen2-176-Cast SpecimenLWU3-203-WeldedSpecimenLBU3-179-Brazed
alpha- iron _mma- iron (SheetStock) Strained Unstrained Strained Unstrained Strained Unstrained
O O 0 O 0 O 0 O 0
hkl A(') "gW**) A(*) 9W**) A(') 9W'*) A(') 9W'*) A(*) _*') A(*) 9W'*) A(') _*') A(*) 9W*') A(') 9W")
I!I 2.08 100 2.09 100 2.07 100 2.08 11 2.07 100 2.07 1.08 2.07 100
110 2.027 1.00 2.04 50 2.03 12 2.02 1.00
200 1.433 1.9 1.80 69 1.80 24 1.79 1.2 1.80 20 1.80 33 1.80 35 1.80 50




2.87 3.60 3.P_ 3.595 3.595 2.861 3.593 3.592 3.592
Microstress,AB
1.0° 0.530 0.60° 0.620 0.60o 0.70° 0.5_°
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Material ...... StainlessSteel Type347 Lot Number 3340585 RepublicS..teel
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
i
SpecificationMiLS 6721B ..... AGCCode LBU-3-179
Condition Brazed .... Vendor Earle M. Jorgensen
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractoaraoh)





















V. EXPERIMEI?fAL RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
I,!_ MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM C. STAINLESSTEELS
Materia! Stainless Steel Type347 Lot Number 3340585 RepublicSteel
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification Mil S 6721B AGCCoc;=. LBU-3-179
Condition Brazed Vendor Earle M. Jorclensen
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractoclraph)i i
; Description ElectronFractoclraphof edcleshowsbrittle fracturezone_ Isolateddecohesio,
_-_ striationsare visibleon top of photograph.
Figure 178
Electron Fractograph-15OOOXType 347 SS-Longitudina± _Bra zed-Plate -Edge _:"-_
_96
1966010846-320
i AND.DISCUSSION! .............PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c. STAINLE TEELS, l
!
i ,,, StainlessSteel Type547 LotNumber Ht3440858 RepublicSteel
Material
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode ,.,
Specification,Mil S 6721B., AGCCode LWU-3-203Condition .....Welded Vendor _J'_rgensen
ol ELECTRONMi ROSTRUCTURE (Fractograph)
1 agnification i
] r: "_-----_-'Z; --" ___
| _ X,. -
*. _& ,-
Description , Fractoqrap,h,ofCentershowsdimplestructureindicativeof ductile
i
• fr_tur_
ii i o II
Figure 179
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Material StainlessSteelType347 Lot Number Ht 3440858 RepublicSteel
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
SpecificationMil S 6721B AGCCode LWU-3-203




Ma(]nification h.. _ , ! , •
15000x
> Description Fracto_IraPhof edgeshows tepwise_lrossdecohesionstriations(areas ,,
"" ofductilefailurein progressingsteps.) Structureis probablydistorted
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I 347
The diffraction pattern obtained from the cast
specir._en,unstrained area showed only austenite. No ferrite was detected although
it was evident in microscopic examinatior_s. The lattice parameter was identical
with the as-received material. The pattern from the strained area showed the two-
phase austenite-ferrite system. The lattice parameter of the austenite was
unchanged. Insufficient_- data was available to obtain parameters and stress levels
for the ferritic phase.
Diffractograms from the welded condition, of the
unstrained area of the wrought 347 grip specimen showed the austenite phase only.
Lattice parameters and microstress level were essentially unchanged. The pattern
from the strained area showed only the martensite No austenite detected.
phase. W_S
The combination of straining and cryog_,lc environment had brought about complete
transformation from the face-centered-cubic austenite to the body-centered-cubic
I martensite phase. Comparisons of parameter and stress lavel were not valid, since
a new phase was present.
The X-ray diffraction patterns obtained from the
wrought 347stainless steel in the brazed condition after testing at -423°F (in both
strained and unstrained areas) showed the face-centered-cubic austenite phase only.
Lattice parameters were identical. A slight change was noticed in microstress levels
It is apparent that in 347 stainless steel, the
i transformation of the austenite to martensite is dependent upon the amount of energy
supplied during straining and not on the cryogenic_ environment. The welded specimen
elongated 25% while the brazed specimen did not elongate. Complete transformation
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4. Type 440-C (Martensitlc Stainless Steel)4
a. Mechanical Properties
The average values for tensile properties obtained in this
*_ test are presented in Table 33, and the detailed results are shown in Table 3_.
4
Photographs of a typical tensile fracture are shown in Figure 18
Room temperature properties were lower thau those reported by
AEMCO for bar material (that is, Ftu = 280 ksi, Fty = 270 ksi, Elong in 2 in. = 2%).
At -423°F none of the tensile specimens broke in a manner
acceptable for determining tensile properties, so no average values are given. The
values in the detailed data (Table 3_), labeled "ultimate strength", represent the
loads at which specimens failed in grips or by multiple breaks, as divided by
i minimum cross sectional area in their test sections. While these values are not
useful for engineering purposes, they do indicate a brittle tendency. Normally,
the tensile strength of a material at cryogenic temperatures exceeds that at room
temperature. However, when stress concentrations are present, this may not hold
true. The 440-C specimens undoubtedly had some form of stress raisers present,
q1_te possibly in the form of inclusions, such as those shown in the photomicrographs.
Another source of internal stress was the retained austenite which transformed at
cryogenic temperat_¢e. This may have caused the "notch effect" resulting in the
extremely brittle fracture which occurred. Because of the brittle failures, no
stress-strain curves cotuld be drawn. Notched tensile specimens were not tested.
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TABLE 33
- AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
TYPE 440C STAINLESS STEEL
Room Temperature Control -423°F
UNNOTCI__J)
Ultimate strength psi 260,300 *
0.2% Yield strength psi 243,300 --*
Elongation in 2 in. _ 0.2 --*
/
) Reduction in Area % 0.8 --*
Ultimate Shear Strength, psi
NOTCKED (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi
",,_
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TABLE3_
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
TYPE 440C ST._INLESS STEEL
Alloy Type b_OC I StairLless Steel
Room Temperature Test Data
Specimen Specimen Ultimate Yield Strength % Reduction % Rockwel:
, Condition Number Strength (ksi) .2% Offset (ksi) of Area Elongation Hardnes_
! U 2-193 257.5 24_.9 0.8 0.0
U 2-194 257.4 236.0 1.3 O. 5
U 2-195 266.0 248.9 0.3 2 0.0
-423°F Control Test Data
!
U 2-199 246.6 .... 1 --
i U 2-20o 2lO.4 .... 1 -- 057-58
U 2-203 188.2 .... 1 --
: U 2-204 170.8 .... i --)
J
i Broke in grip or multiple breaks in reduced section.
2 Broke outside gage marks.
1966010846-327
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Typical Tensile Fracture - _O-C
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b. Metallography
Photomicrographs at IOOX and 1000X are shown in Figures 182
through 185. These show the microstructures of heat-treated material used in
Control Tests, includ/ng both general structure and fractured edges. In all cases,
the structure consists of martensite containing numerous chromium carbide inclusions,/
as is common with steels of this composition. The grain structure revealed by
_ Vilella's etchant (i pt KN03, 2 pts KF, 3 pts glycerine) is that of prior austenite
having a size of AS_4 #8, and the aar.ealing twins are still readily visible. It
is of interest to note that the fracture paths, seen in Figures 183 and 184, follow
the boundaries of prior austenite grains.
! Figure 185, taken from the grip area, shows evidence of
surface decarburization which occurred during heat treatment, and had been removed
i from the gage length of the specimens. The lighter areas of martensite represent
untempered regions which consisted of retained austenite which transformed to
martensite during cooling to -423eF.
c. Electron Microstructure
Electron micrographs at 15,0OOX of control test specimens
taken from strained and unstrained areas are shown in Figures 186 and 187 respectively
The texture of the martensite matrix is the same in each micrograph. The massive
globular constituents in Figure 186 are permanent carbides. The smaller elongated
phase, predominant in Figure 187, may also be carbides which precipitated in network
pattern at sites or prior austenite boundaries.
Electron fractographs a_ 15,0COX, shown in Figures 188 and
189, were taken at the center and edge of the fractured surface of a tensile specimen.
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Material StainlessSteel 440C Lot Number Heat 806215
_, i ill
Form I/4" x 2" bar VendorCode CarpenterSteel Company
Specification AGCCode LU 2-200ii















_'_' _ Microstructureis the samehere
as in the fracturearea.
Figure 182
Microstructu_es-iOOX a_ 10OOX Type 4_0-C, _@
LongitudlnaA-Control Heat Treated-Ba_- N
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P R O G RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM . SWAZ_SS S_
Material StainlessSteel 440-C Lot Number Heat 806215
Form 1/4" x 2" bar VendorCode Carl_ntgr Steel co. '
i m
Specification AGCCode| I m i ii
Condition Heat Treated to Rockwell Vendor Esco Cor._ratiQn
} C 58-60
" MICROSTRUCTUkE (Control)





. "._ of temperedandunt_npered
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Material StainlessSteel 440C Lot Number Heat 806215
Form 1/4" x 2" Bar VendorCode CarpenterSteel Company
Specification AGCCode




lllp_!. MAG: IO00XETCHANT: Vilella's
Area: Strained. Fracture
_' Matrix consistsof tempered
martensitewith untempered






__ particlesare carbides. The
_" ;_ ,,P '_)' ,_ fractureis intergranular
, J), , ,j






Type 440-C, S.S.-Control R
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r
Material _ Stainless Steel 440C Lot Number Heat806215
Form 1/.4"x 2" Bar VendorCodeCarpenter
i Specification ......... AGCCode._ ....
Condition_ Heat Treatmento . Vendor ESC0 Corporation ....
RockwellC, 58-60
" MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
i, m , , ,, , i i ,,
I
I MAG: IOOX
i _.z :-;':" ETCHANT: Vilella's
Area: _ outeredge
I of specimenMicrostructure show
decarburizationthat hasoccurre
I duringheat treatment. This
conditionwasnotpresentin the
2" gagelengthof the specimen.
I However,the presenceof thedecarbu ization,plusthe
retained austenite throughoutthe
rest of thesection, resultedin
,t stresswh,chpreloadedthe








| Type 440-C3.S.S.-Control RF@N
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Material Stainless Steel 440-C Lot Number Heat 806215
Form 1/4" X 2" Bar VendorCode_CarpenterSteel Co,
Specification AGCCode LU-2-200
Condition Heat Treatedto Vendor Esco Corporation
Rockwell C 58-60
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- strained_
> Descril:._ion Electronphotomicrocjrapns owsmartensiticmatrixwith sphericalshaded
_, carbides.
Figure 186
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I_NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c. STAINLESSSTEELS
,I
' Material . StainlessSteel 440-C Lot Number Heat 806215|. • i
Form 1/4" X 2" Bar VendorCode.CarpenterSteel Co,
Specification ., AGCCode LU-2-200
Condition HeatTreatedto Vendor EscoCorporation
t RockwellC 58-60





f " b, '
' i _ _,.. "" 2",,.t,,
,,, _ ,/_, ._._
...... , .-..i ............ _ ........... :.::.-.. ........ ',,a _--" ......I,
! Description Electronphotomicrographs owsmartens[ticmatrixwith precipitateat
prioraustenitegrainboundaries. Precipitateis probablycarbidephase.
Figure 187
J Electron MIcrostructure-,15000X "
Type b,-4-O-C,S.S.-Longltudlna±-ControlR_(_! Heat Treated-Bar-Unstralned _:'J_
_ll
1966010846-335
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_N E RVA ....... __m___TSC_'_SZO__TPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c. STAINLE STEELS
Material Stainless Steel 440C Lot Number Heat 806215
; Form 1/4" X 2" Bar VendorCode CarpenterSteel Company
Specification AGCCode LU-2-200
Condition Heat Treatedto Vendor Esco Corporation
Kockweii C 58-60
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractoqraph)
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BLBI_PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c. S_AnESss S_EL
Material StainlessSteel 440C Lot Number Heat 806215
m, i m,
Form, , 1/4" x 2" Bar VendorCode CarpenterSteel Company
Specification AGC Code LU-2-200
Condition Heat Treatedto, Vendor Esco Corporation
RockwellC 58-60
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractograph)i , i i
Macjnification
i Description Electronfracto_raphof edgeshowsareaof partialductile failure,
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failure mode characterized by flat surfaces. Figure i89, taken at the edge of
fracture, also indicates a generally brittle failure. However, some ductile
regions are evidenced by a series of domains, which maybe associated with a shear
lip.
d. X-Ray Diffraction (4_0-C)
Table 35 shows a tabulation of the X-ray parameters. The
X-ray diffraction pattern of the as-received material indicated t_e normal body-
centered cubic structure of tempered martensite and one weak line giving evidence
of some retained austenitic phase. There was no preferred orientation. The
microstress level of 6.2° in 2@, at 2 @ = 156 °, indicated extreme internal
microstrains.
The diffractograms from the unstrained portion of the tensile
specimen showed only one martensite diffraction liDe [llO I which was relatively
broad for such a low angle line, 2@ = 68@. A wes_ aus_enite line was also present.
It is presumed the absence of higher angle diffraction lines
are a result of high internal strains. These are to be expected _f any retained
austenite is transformed to martensite as a result of the cryogenic temperatures.
The micrographs, Figures 182, 18_and 184 are in agreement with this possibility.
In view of this transformation one should be concerned about possible dimensional
changes due to the cryogenic environment.
The diffractcgrams of the strained sample near the fracture
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TABLE35
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA 440C
f.c.c. b.c.c. Control
Gamma-Iron Alpha-Iron Specimen Lu-200
Austenite Martensite As Received Strained Unstrained
O O O O O
hkl A (*) %(**) A(*) %(**) A(*) %(**) A(*) %(**) A(*) %(**P
lll 2.08 100 2.08 10 2.08 l0
2oo 1.8o 80 1.8o 5
220 1.27 5o
110 2.03 100 2.04 300 2.03 i00 2.0_ 100
200 1.43 19 1.44 20 ].._ 5
211 1.17 30 1.17 35
o
L%ttice Parameter A
2.87 2.88 2.88 2.88
Microstress _i @
6.2° 0.81_ 0.93(2e = 154o) (2e = 68o) (2e = 68o)
* = "d" spacings
** = Relative intensity percent
315 RE)N
1966010846-339
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5. 35o
5. AM 350 (Precipitatlon Kardenin5 Stainless Steel)
a. Mechanical Properties
Average values of mechanical properties obtained in this test
are presented in Table 36; the detailed results are shown in Table 37- The stress-
strain curves are not reported because of the inaccuracies at low strains.
Macro-photographs of a typical tensile fracture for an
umlotched specimen are shown in Figure 190.
A comparison of room temperature properties with those obtained
at -423°F showed an increase in ultimate and yield strength at -423°F. The elonga-
tion and reduction of area decreased by a striking amount. The ratio of notched-
ultlmate/unnotched-ultlmatewas 1.01 at room temperature and 0.99 at -423°F
(Kt = 6.3); no appreciable difference. Like%_se, the ratio of notched-ultimate/
unnotched-yield was 1.13 at room temperature and 1.05 at -h?3°F at (Kt = 6.3).
The notched/ur_notchedratio indicated that this material suffered
little or no notch sensitivity at -423°F or at room temperature. The material did,
however, become brittle in the cryogenic environment.
b. Metallography
Photomicrographs were made at 100X and 10OOX to illustrate the
i pertinent features of the mlcrostructure observed during examination of the strained
i and unstrained areas of a tensile coupon after testing at -_23°F.
I
: Flgure_ 191 through 193 are repr_sentatlve photomicrographs
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5. AM 350
AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
AM 350 ALLOY, SOT
Room Tempe rature Control - 412i_° F
UNNOTCEED
Ultimate strength psi 208,200 330,500
0.2_ Yield strength psi 186,700 313,300/
Elongation in 2" _ 11.6 1.0
Reduction in Area % 35.1 1.3
Ultimate Shear Strength psi 135,200 178, 300
N(ZfCI4]_D(Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 211, 300 327,900
Notched Ult
Ratio Unnotched Ult 1.O1 0.__"
Notched Ult














Specimen Specimen Ultimate Yield Strength % Reduction
Condition I_m'_er Strength (ksi) .__2.%Offset (ksi) of Area _ Elongation
Room %emperature Test Data
u 2-,o29 209.2 182.2 36.o 12.5
U 2-230 211.1 191.5 32.9 ii.O
u 2-231 2o9.5 19o.5 34.5 13.o




! N 2-244 210.6
-423°F Control _st Data
, u* 2-235 325.9 318.3 !.o o.6
' U* 2-239 335.0 308.4 I.0 2.6
U* 2-240 .... 1.O 0.7
N* 2-252 327.9
*During pulling of the other unnotchea specimens, the impact at failure was
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TABLE 37 (cont. )
DETAILED SP2AR TEST DATA AM 350 SCT






Ave = 135.2 Ave = 184.4
= 2.1 _ = 7.7
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Material StainlessSteel AM550 Lot Number Heat 55473
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AMS ,5548 AGCCode LU-2-239
Condition SCT 850 Vendor AlleghenyLudlumSteel
Company
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
, ' ..... '. ...... MAG: Z00X
.... .'" ._ _ ;, _ ,;,_ '_ ,, - . j ." .,- :...-. , ;" Ammonium
.... ,..... ,-._... ' __luugNn:10%
,_.'1"' ' ' , ' - ,-,,' ." :' :;4;,.' ' ,'. ;
, ,. .... . .-. _ .-.-..._, -,-.-,: Persulfate
;.:' >, ". Q .:_..' - , .:,. e'/ ",., _ . ",;" ._., _;_. .</',-.. Area: IInct),=int_d _
-:'.. :... -: -,.-: ,-._;'. • " _.,.._: .... _.*: . ....v-:, _ 'o:,__-". Generalstructure
-. " ' " ," " . • • :_. ' ','" ,'- . "-'_:-_, "'.",C; ,,,_r"."
..-- . : • ,. _ • , ..:,,-. ,.,.._ ,_.,:,....-•.•j,_.
•"" ; _ -:" " , ,- Microstructureshows
, "_, "- "" ; , f , '_, ". • _?" "_'-._', _, 't.;;_,.'- ' _." _- _,.
.', ._.-,. ., :,.-.. , ..... • .>',_,", ,/,.: :, ..-'4 , martensiticmatrix with
•- ...... ;::'_,:,-....,. "',..:_' _.- _ . , ,_:,,"_d-'; ,'::;'-"_'¢ , ".,-;.. ferrite stringers
'-.'_':.."._":'/._.v,_:' "::. " " :""* " " _'._ "-.'_" *""-! X ' '
.._ • -._" _ -_ . •.., . , - ,.;" _ .... • .,_ ._._ .z,_
-2" , -' . " "' --" ,' ".v•.,'-,..'J "- , ._" - , . ' ,-'. _0 ." ../'.'_. _ _.,_, .'
...... ............. _, .,..... ,_', .;_ .,:.., _, ._.
'"--""/""
, "/,.., _.. - "
"_" _ " "_ _ MAG: 10O0X
": "J' ('"" ¢2"" t.3 ETCHANT: 10% Ammonium
.', ..._-_, ,_ ".._ ,_._.." Persulfate
_..,\ "' ,-. " "_._._; _" ._ AREA: Unstrained.
" , _ : _)"/":'::'/',.,_ )% Generalstructure
'_"_" '" "4''_ ? '"f"- '{ "%L.'_'_ff Micorst.ructureshows
,,. _, ,_" A ", " ",.ii martenslticmatrixwith
> .Q , _ .,_-',.._-,.,_,- _ "_- ferrite fields.
Figure 191
Microstructt_es-100X and lO00X
Type AM350, S .S.-Longitudinal.Control _ E@ N
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I Material Stainless Steel AM350 Lot Number Heat 55473
Form _t_---_ VendorCode
I Specification AMS 5548 AGCCode " LU-2-239
Condition-- _Z VendorAlleghenyLudlumSteel Corp.
I MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
I .._,, . . " i' , ;%_
,_ UAG. lnnY
_. , _, , ;. _,-.. _,, ...._.,J. Persulfate
'_'_¢¢. :_,:.?"" , ":, _ i2_.q._ Area:Strained.i tracture
;__"_._. _ _ "_" "' tr cr.uresnowsmar_en-
. , , _ . • ... ,,. -.. ..... • ,.__. -. Micros u
r." :;::_";'_' '"; "_': "_'"_."_t_ ,:_: ' c ' i_ " ._, sztzcmatrixwith ferrzte
-- .,.,._._:'--' -°%:, ._._i_"_.• : .. ,- ._5"-: .,. -; . _." . : stringers,fracturewas
,- " " ;'.,."" ,':" ".. ; ::1_"" " <'-_re-_; ..,: _" .:.'._", .,.L_._.": L'C. •
• ;': . , , ."'. " ' , -'." ..'_ .:.'_v_. "'_'o,_, t .: "."" • ;K;:c ' _,.%" "1
I
• ', , . #, , , , .. f -, . .
........ ;°, .... ="J" "__" _ ......_ " ::'--" " - _o " Persulfate
"_'_"_""_ _"_ ';_ ":..... _ '.... " ' ' " " " " "" _ Generalstructure
,_.:,,. • .,; ;. , .- .. : -. ;,,.<_ ,.z_,:, ;:-'..-:_' Microstmctureshowsferrlte
" ' ' -, , ." " , _ ,z" ,'_ , ,.:',%_- . '' . ".," , ,., .... .': *"l._,,I;'L,_ '_"_ _ ." " %_' _'_.',.
_._..o_,,a:._:_._,:,,,.,.._ ,.a,.',,,:.:._;_ ,.-s_._L_<<...,_.._.,;.= stringersin martensitematrix.
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Figure 192 '
Microstructures-lOOXil Type AM 350,S.S.-Longltudinal.ControlRE(_l_Pl_te-Stralmed m_w.:_
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSAND DISCUSSION.|, |. ,
PROGR/_M MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c. s_I_ss s_
Material StainlessSteel AM350 Lot Number Heat 55473
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AM$ 554(_ AGCCode LU-2-239











_NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c s_z_ss s_'_
Material StainlessSteel AM 350 Lot Number Heat 55473
lira
Form..... 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AMS 5548 AGCCode LU 2-239
Condition SCT 850 Vendor Alle_lhenyLudlumSteel Corp.
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- _nstrained)ii ii n i J i i n
i Description Electronphotomicrographs owsmartensiticmatrixwith,ferrit¢ fields.
Carbides,-.,eshownringingt,h,eferrite phase, ,,
i is i i
Fibre 194
Electron Microstructure-l_OOOX
Type AM 350,Plate.UnstralnedS"S"L° gltudlnal'C°ntr°iR E_Nu_...._u
qp_
1966010846-350
E RVA I AND DISCUSSION.
I
PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM .Ic. s_m.Ess S__.ELS
Material Stair,less Steel AM .350 Lot Number , Heat 5547_
Fo,'m 1/4_' P.late VendorCode ........
Specification AMS 5548 AGCCode LU 2-239
Condition SCT 850 Vendor AlleahenvLudlumSteel Corp,
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- strained)
Description Electronphotomicrographs owsmartensitematrixwithferrite field_, ,
_'- , I=erriteareasare circledwithcarbideorecinitate.....
Figure 195
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5. AM350




Electron microscopic examination was performed on strained
and unstz_ined areas of a tensile coupon tested at -423°F. Representative photo-
micrographs were taken at 15,000X.
Figures 194 and 195 show typical electron micrographs for
the strained and unstrained areas of a control specimen. Both micrographs are similar
and show the martensitic matrix with ferrlte fields ringed by precipitated carbides.
! (2) Fractography
Electron fractographs were made from the center and edge
of a tensile specimen fractured at -42B°F. Representative mlcrographs were taken
at 15,000X.
Figure 196shows typical photomicrographs of the trans-
granular fracture at the edge of a tensile specimen. The structure of the center
area, shown in Figure 197, was primarily brittle in nature, but small localized





NERVA,,PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM . c. s_i_ss s_
Material Stainless Steel AM 35_ Lot Number Heat 55473
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AMS _548 AGC Code LU-2-239
Condition SCT 850 Vendor, AllecjhenyLudlumSteel____Corp.
ELECTRONMICROSTRUCTURE(F,,_ctocjral:h)
, , | ,, i, |,




ElectronFractograph-l_OOOXTy_e _@I350,S.S..Longltudlnal _E_NPlate-Edge =aA_=U
328
1966010846-353
I -- i AND DISCUSSION.__.___._
I
I Material ,StainlessStee.IAM 350 Lot Number Heat 55473i m imForm
• .. 1M._,,. ,,, oa_,.r,a=_.... VendorCode.....
i SpecificationAMS 5548 AGCCode LU-2-239Condition SCT 850 Vendor AlleghenyLud_mSteel Corp.
i ELECTR.ON' MICROSTRUCTURE (Fract.ograph)
I
14-- ".£: L!
,_ - x : . _. . , ., (°
..... ' , _l'. (' ._..:- -- '
I! <
-_ ,_, , . ,
I! D: 'C_ll I pt iolll_ Frac'ocj,aPlh of cen'e" .how. area nearl center of tensile @ Structurl e i.' . brittle trnsgra. u,_artype.!racture. SmallareaOf ductility is noted at
upperright,
I _ | I III ill illi -- I I ii I III II
Ylgure 197




--N NERVA ' - 'PROGRAM _,, MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM c. STAINLESSSTEEL
d. X-Ray Diffraction
Table 38 shows the' x-ray diffraction data for the as-received
and control specimens.
X-ray diffraction patterns of AM-350 material in the annealed
condition (before SCT treatment) bhowed both face-centered-cubic structure of austenit,
and the body-centered-cubic martensite.
J
Diffractograms of the unstrained area of a SCT heat treated
control tensile specimen showed a two-phase system of austenite and martensite. The
strained-area diffraction pattern showed only the martensite phase. This probably
includes both martensite and ferrite as seen in the photomicrographs (Figures 191,
192 and 193). However, it ks not simple to distinguish crystallographically between
the two. Examination of the martensite phase in strained and unstrained areas showed
similar orientation, microstress levels _i lattice parameters. Apparently, trans-
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5. AM 350
TABLE38
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA, AM 350
f.c.c, b.c.c. Control (SCT 850)
Gamma-Iron Alpha-Iron As Received Specimen LU-2-239
Austenite Martensite Annealed Strained Unstrained
0 0 0 0 0
" hkl A(*) %(**) A(*) _(**) A(*) T("H') A(*) %(**) A(*) _(-x-_)
iii 2.08 i00 2.09 i00 2.08 20
200 1.80 80 1.80 69




ii0 2.03 i00 2.03 i00 2.04 ibc 2.04 i00






0.79 e 0.88 °0
!
(2_= lO6°) (2_ = lo6°)
* = "d" spacings
** = Relative Intensity
1966010846-356
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i. Allo_r A-286 (Iron-Base Allo_)
a. Mechanical Properties
Average values of mechanical properties obtained in this test
i are presented in Table 39 and the detailed results of tensile tests are shown in
Table _0. Figure 198 shows stress-strain curves. Photographs of a typical fracture
for an unnotched specimen a1_. shown in Figure 199.
i A of with c_ogenic properties show
comparison room temperature
that tensile, yield, and percent elongation increased at -423°F while area reduction
was essentially unchanged. The room temperature values for ultimate, yield and elonga-
1 tion were about the same as re_or_ed by other investigators.* However, at -_23°F,
the elongation increased to _bout double the reported room temperature values,
accompanied by equal yield strengths and lower ultimate strengths (that is, lower by
about i0,000 psi). The increase in percent elongation from room to cryogenic tem-
Peratures was normal behavior for this alloy, but doubling of the value had not been
reported by other experimenters. The attainment of this advantageous degree of
ductility resulted from the heat treating procedures used in this program. Alloy
A-286 is sensitive to both heat treating temperatures and titanium content. Although
maximum strength attainable increased with the titanium content, considerable variation
in properties was achieved by varying the solution and aging temperatures and the time
*vlz, Dropp, C. J. and Foor, E. R., Mechanical Properties of Heat Treated A-286
Allo_ at Various Testin_ Temperatures, Astronautics, Div._ General Dynamics Corp.,








AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
A-286 ALLOY
Room Temperature Control -42_°F
UNNOTCHED
Ultimate strength psi 154,300 223,600
I 0.2% Yield strength psi 99_i00 135,900
Elongation in 2" % 19.2 37.5
Reduction in Area % 33.7 31.0
Ultimate Shear Strength, psi 100,900 168,200
NOTCHED, (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 152,900 185,800
Ratio Notched Ult
Unnotched Ult 0.91 0.83






R-VA MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM n. HIGH TEMP. ALLOYSAL,LIPROGRAM
1. ALLOYA-286
_tBLE 40
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
ALLOYA286
Ultimate Yield
Specimen Specimen Strength Strength % % Reduction
Condition Number (ksi) .2% Offset (ksi) Elongation of Area
Room Temperature Test Data
U 2-205 153-2 98.9 19.0 33.2
U 2-207 155._ 98.7 k 24.5 33.6
u 2-208 154.3 99.8 2 14.o 34.3
N 2-217 15o.6
N 2-218 151.9
N 2-219 154.6 •
N 2-220 154.6
-423°F Control Test Data
U 2-209 229.0 12'/. 2 39.o 35.7
U 2-212 225.0 140.1 37.5 33.9
U 2-215 218.5 136.8 36.0 33.8
U 2-216 222.3 139.6 37.5 30.5




2 Broke outside gage marks.






OGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. }{Ia_ _. ALLOYS
1. ALLOYA-286
=m_ , , ,
TABLE 40 (cont.)







Ave = 100.9 Ave = 168.2
*(_ = 2.1 (f = 12.0
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,_ '_ A-286
Fig_'re 199






PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. ALLOYSii
i. ALLOY A-246
at these temperatures. The material reported herein was solution heat treated at
1800°F for 90 minutes, which was a longer holding time by 30-60minutes than the
standard practices. After air cooling, the material was aged for 16 hours at
1350°F rather than the usual 1325°F.
Notched ultimate strengths (Kt = 6.3) were lower than unnotched
ultimate strengths at both room temperature and -423°F, in the ratios of 0.91 and
0.83 respectively. However, at both temperatures the notched ultimates were sufficientl
higher than the yield strengths to indicate notch toughness.
b. Metallography
l_iotomicrographs of general structure are shown in Figure 200 and
of the fracture area in Figures 201 and 202. Each area is shown at both lOOX and lO00X.
The general structure (Figure 200) consists of austenite with numerous armealing twins
and speckled with titanium carbide (TIC). Grain size is AS_4 No. 7. The fracture
areas show, in addition, both strain lines and elongated grains. _he fracture itself
is transgranular.
c. Electron Microstructure
Electron micrographs at 15,000X are shown in Figures 203, 204,
and 205. Figure 203 shows a triple-point at the intersection of three grains. The
grain boundary contains precipitates of possibly two compositions. The two large
globular particles are probably nickel-titanium silicide (Nil3Ti8Si6) , known as
"G phase." Figure 905 shows another type of precipitate, Ni3Ti(eta) , which takes
a lamellar form when well-developed. Other precipitated particles which might be
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Material A-286 Lot Number Heat 24164
i
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
SpecificationAMS 5525 AGCCode ' LU "-'212
=
Condition SolutionTreatedandag... ed Vendor Al!e_llenyLudlumSteel Co.
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Figure 200
Microstructures - lOOX and lO00X
A-286 Alloy-Longitudinal- Controi __e





LsN E R VA ..............G RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. XI_ _. ALLOYS
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Materia: A-286 LotNumber HeatW 24164
I
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
m. i .,i i li m i -ram
Specification AMS -. 5525 AGC CodeII i lib
Cm;Jition Solution Treated anda ed Vendor__ Allegheny LudlumSteel Co.
at z_u-e for zo hours
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Material A-286 Lot Number HeatW 24164
m i i nl
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AMS 5525 AGCCode LU-212
Condition SolutionTreatedand Vendor Allegheny-LudlumSteel Corp.
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"_A_NERvA MATERIALS D. HIGH TEMP.'-P R O G RAM TEST PROGRAM ALLOYS! ,
I Material A-286 Lot Number Heat W 24164
Form. - 1/4" Plate VendorCode ....
I Specif!cation AM$ 5525 AGCCode_ LU-212
Conditmn Solutiontreatedandaged Vendor "' AlleghenyLudlumSteel Corp,
at 1350°F for 16 hours ""
i _ ELEC.,TRONMICROSTRUCTURE (Control) _.
!
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Description Intersectionof three_rains..The two_llobularparticlesare probablymckel-
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_NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D HIGHT_4P.ALLOYS
Material A-286 Lot Number HeatW 24164
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
SpecificationAMS 5525 AGCCode LU-212
Condition Solutiontreatedi abedat Vendor AlleghenyLudlumSteel Co.
1350°F for 16 hours
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control - strained)
J
" ""Magn.icatmn .... -
1-
. t





; Description Two Brain.sare shown, The parallelstriationsare strain linesononeof
"_, i II
the qrains, whichstopat the com,_onboundary.
Figure 204
Electron Microstructure - 15000X
Type A-286 Alloy-Longitudinal-Control_E@N
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I Material --__ A-286 Lot Number HeatW 24164
Form 1/4" Plate _ VendorCode --
I Specification AMS 5525 AGCCode _2_'2
Condition Solutiontreatedi aged at Vendor
I 1350°F for 16 hours-
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- str.ained)
!
Magnification




Electron Mlcrostructure - 15000X





NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIOH.. ALLOYS
i. ALLOY A-286
of the form M23C6, and Laves phase (AB2 type where A = Mo, Ti and B = Cr, Mn, Fe, Si)*.
Some or all of these may be present in Figure 203, but positive identification is
d_fficult and was not attempted. Figure 204 was included to show sub-microscopic
strain lines on a grain in the vicinity of tLe tensile fracture. Note how the lines
stop at the boundary of an adjacent grain.
Electron micro fractographs of the tensile-fracture surface are
shown in Figures 206 and 207 as taken at specimen center and edge respectively. Both
pictures are nearly identical in form, showing that the same fracture mode occurred
across t_u entire break. The dimpled pattern is characteristic of ductile failure.
Current theory** ascribes the origin of each dimple to a void, nucleated at an inclu-
sion. Thus, the relative size of dimples is dependent upon size, nature, and distri-
oution bf the inclusions. Materials containing particles of two different sizes show
duplex dimple sizes, as seen in Figure 205.
d. X-Ray Diffraction
Table 41 shows the X-ray diffraction data. X-ray diffraction
patterns were not obtained from the as-received material. Diffractograms from the
strained and unstrained areas of a control specimen showed the face-centered cubic
structure of austenite. The orientation of the unstrained specimen was _n the
Iii direction as compared to Ii0 for the strained area. The increase in micro-
stress indicated substantial random internal strains in the fractured specimen.
*I. Heydt, G. B. Investigation of Notch Sensitivity in A-286 Alloy, AS4 Trans. 54,
No. 2, 1961
2. Beattie, A. F., Jr., and Hagel, W. C., Intermetallic Compounds in Titanium
Hardened Allo2s, AIME Trans. 1957
** Cottrell, A. H., "Theoretical Aspects of Fracture," Fracture, John Wlle_








A-286 - IRON BASE HIGH T2KPERATURE ALLOY
f.c.c. Control
• Austenite Specimen LU-212
gamm_ - Iron As Received Strained Unstrained
@ @ O
_kl A (*) % (**) A (*) % (**) A (*) % (**)
111 2.08 100 * 2.08 30 2.07 100
200 1.80 80 1.80 25 1.80 40







(*) = "d" spacings
(**) = Relative intensity
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Material A-286 LotNumber HeatW 24164
Form 1/4"Plate VendorCode
SpecificationAMS 5525 AGC Code LU-212
Condition Solutiontreatedandatled Vendor AlleghenyLudlumSteelCorp.






Electron F2aetograph - 15000X
Type A-286Alloy- Longitudinal RE__.Treated and Aged - Center _:
348
1966010846-373
i V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
NERVA ....




_rd and_aed AlleqhenyLudlumSteel Corp.
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I Fi&ure 207
Electron Fractograph - 15000X
I Type A-286 Alloy- Lonsltudln&l RE_NTreated and Aged - Edge
1966010846-374
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NERVA ' 'PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGH ALLOYS
2. INCONEL 713-C
2. Inconel 713-C (,Investment Cast)
a. Mechanical Properties
The average values of mechanical properties obtained in this
test are presented in Table 42, and the detailed results of tensile tests arc shown
in Table 43. Figure 208 shows stress strain curves for the tensile tests. Photo-
graphs of a typical fracture for an unnotched specimen are shown in Figure 209.
Large dendritic grains are easily visible even at this magnification of about 3X.
A comparison of average tensile properties at -4_3°F with those
at room temperatures showed apparently unusual behavior. Except for a slight increase
in yield strength, there was no noticeable change in ultimate strength, elongation or
area reduction as a result of the cryogenic temperature. So, the yield strengths
increase narrows the gap between yl_id and ultimate from about 8,000 psi at room
temperature to about 4,000 at -423°F. The -423°F notched ultimate strength, however,
showed a distinctive increase of some i0,000 psi over the room temperature value.
The ratio of notched-to-unnotched ultimate strength (Kt _=6.3) was approximately
1.0 at room temperature and increasing to 1.14 at -423°F. This was indicative of
a tendency towards notch toughness.
It is interesting to compare the cryogenic properties of the
cast Inconel 713-c with Type 347-c cast stainless steel (Table 30 ) At -423@F,
Inconel 713-c has appreciably higher yield strength, a slightly lower ultimate,
and nearly equivalent ductility. The ratio of notched ultimate to unnotched yield
strength is approximately the same for each material at -4a3°F (i.e., 1.18 for






PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGHTEMP.ALLOYSi|mm IIi
2. INCONEL 713-C
TABLE42
AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
INCONEL 713-c CASTING
Room Temperature Control -423°F
UNNOTCHED
Ultimate strength psi ii0,400 iii,600
O.2% Yield strength psi 104,900 108,000
I Elongation in 2" % 4.0 3.0
Reduction in Area % 8.0 7.0
Ultimate Shear Strength, psi 121,900 144,500
NOTCHED (Kt : 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 116,800 127,700
Ratio Notched Ult 1.05 1.14
Unnotched Ult
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2. INCONEL 713-C
TABLE 43
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
INCONEL 713-c ALLOY
Alloy Inconel 713 C
Ultimate Yield
Specimen Specimen Strength Strength Reduction
Condition Number (ksi) .2_ Offset (ksi) Elongati9n,% of Area,_
Room Temperature Test Data
! U 2-397 liO.3 104.3 4.5 i0.4
U 2-398 112.9 104.9 3.5 6.1
U 2-399 113.7 105.4 4.0 7.3




i _ 2-41o z15.7
! N 2 -412 121.5
-_23=F Control Test Data
u 2-403 122.2 n8.4 2.0 5.4
u 2-ho4 lo3.o 99.4 4.0 lO.2
U 2-407 118.8 115 .i 2.5 6.5
I
U 2-408 102.2 99.0 3.5 6.0
N 2-415 132.9
j N 2-416 114.7









PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. H_aH_m_. Au,OYS
2. Iq_CONEL 713-C
TABLE43
DETAILED SHEAR TEST DATA Inconel 713 Cast







Ave = 121.9 Ave = 144.5
= 5.4 _ = 12.9
q = Standard deviation
1966010846-379
! V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
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Photomicrographs taken at IOOX and IO_JOX are shown in
Figures 210, 211, and 212 and give typical views of both general structure and
fracture area. The dendritic structure, characteristic of castings, is easily
identified. The grain-composition matrix is probably Ni-Cr (alpha + beta) euteetic,
and may contain some Ni-AI (epsilon + zeta) peritectic. Particles seen in the grain
boundai'ies are carbide types. The fracture is duplex in nature, following a trans-
granular path at some points, and an interdendritic path at others. The cast grain
size was large, and since the fracture path did not preferentially appear to follow
it, the term "generally transgranular" is applicable.
c. Electron Microstructure
Electron micrographs at 15,000X are shown in Figures 213 and
214. Figure 213 is a closeup of Ni-Cr eutectic. Figure 214 shows a boundary zone
between two eutectic areas and probably represents an interdendritic area. The
straxght line marking which extends from the upper left edge to the center may be
associated with deformation or twinning.
Electron microfractographs at 15,000X are shown in Figures 215
and 216. The fractograph taken from the center of the specimen Figure 2_3 shows
parallel markings characteristic of brittle cleavage-type fracture. However, one
of the lines terminates in a rounded zone which may be an inclusion site, or may
represent plastic deformation, possibly at the tip of a propagating crack.
Figure 216, taken at the edge of the fracture shows, ductile appearance associated
with a "shear lip." Note the similarity of this pattern with that of the electron
micrograph of Figure 213 which shows eutectic particle domains approximately the
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Material Inconel 713C Lot Number 452219
Form 1/4" InvestmentCasting VendorCode HaynesStellite Co,
SpecificationAMS - 5391 AGCCode 2-408
i
Condition As Cast Vendor HaynesStellite Co,
_ i . i i
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
• " " T ' " '- _ '_ " #P"t t " - • ,_'_. _
_. _.,._ ,, ,+. , _._,... ...=_. .,.=,._,,+.,..../
.x" ,'- .... ' ....., .. -'"_'..-,.
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I _I_PROGRAM MATERIALSTEST PROGRAM D. HIGH ALLOYS
w_
Material Inconel713C tot Number 452219 ,
Form I;'4" InvestmentCasting VendorCode HaynesStellite Co" "
I Specification AMS 5391 ...... AGCCode " 2-408
Condition As Cast ....... Vendor HaynesStellite Co.
i
MICIOSTRUCTURE , (Control)
| .___,_" ;...'.:'_.,_iJ"._ '._ ' _. ETCHANT" 10% Oxalicacid,
I •_.__ ._-;_:_.._: _,_.-...,:, _.. . , . , Electrolytic
____:,... _,_,!_:_!_; , ._",,- Area; _ fracture
:__!;.;,:. ,_._.:_: ,,., _ ..... . Microstructureshowseutectic
i or peritecticmatrixwith carbide
I[IK__'... _ " :;_i" -. i , / precipitates,fracturewas
...__._.... ._,_,:.,,.,....., _.:..;_ ; ,_ ,, transgranular.
,- .._,;..q_..,F._.._.- ; --.:/ : .
_. , .,,_,_... .
, : . ,_L_, - ... • El'CHANT: 10% OxalicAcid,
me,,.., -'"'_'_' - " _ '- FlecfroIvfic:-_:_.... ,_:.;.. ,. -L " " AREA: _C'ra:ne-',,,.)L,u 9=erm--n-'-'
_,,N_,:_;_._._:'., _._, structure
...._;,._;,_./...;:_-,,. Microstructureshowseutectic
. ,..<. _._. -. or peritecticmatrixwith
_-'. ';' • carbideprecipitates
_,,,:, _
" J ; v';'' _ -'_ • _ ,
k,,,,_ .....___ .........._ ..' .. .....................................
Figure 211
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Material Inconel713C Lot Number 452219
Form i/4" InvestmentCasting VendorCode HaynesStellite
Specification AMS 5391 AGCCode 2-408
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I Material Inconel7130 LotNumber 4_221_
Form 1/4" Investment Casting Vendor Code Haynes Stellite
i SpecificationAMS 5391 AGCCode. 2-4o8II
Condition As cast Vendor Haynes Stellite
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Material Inconel 713C Lot Number 452219
Form.... 1/4" Investment Casting Vendor Code Haynes Stellite
Specification ._vls 5391 AGC Code








, Description Electron photomicrograph shows boundary area between two eutectic
areas.
Figure 214
Eleclron Microstructure - 15000X
Inconel 713C- Control REiN
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I ......... •
I Material Inconel713C Lot Number 452219J, i
Form 1/4" InvestmentCasting VendorCode HaynesStellite Company
I Specification AMS-_391 AGCCode 2-408
Condition... As Cast Vendor Ha),nes5tellite Company
I







I \ '\,k.. , '
i IlL ' \.
i Description Fractoaraohof centersl_nws teptype ;leavaqe characteristicof brittle
fracture. White lirl¢_(_q_¢d by shadowing)are indicativeof the hei_lht
i , of _itCPS,Notethe rounded uctile indicationwhichterminatesthe line at
l the lowerrightcornerof the picture.
_, Figure 215
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Material Inconel713C Lot Number 452219
Form 1/4" InvestmentCasting VendorCode HaynesSteilite Compan),
Specification AMS-5391 AGCCode 2-408
Condition As Cast Vendor HaynesStellite Company
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractograph)
i ill=
, Description Fractographof edgeshowsareaof ductiledomainstructure. Particlesare
_" undoubtedlyeutectics;:ructure.Whitecracksare replicaartifacts,
Figure 216
Electron Fractograph- 15000X RE_N
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-i PROGRAM .....
_ 2. _iCONEL 713-C
d. X-Ray Diffraction
Table 44 presents X-Ray diffraction data of the as-received,
and strained, _peclmens. The as-received diffractogram showed the face-cent rred-
i cubic structure of nickel with considerable lattice expansion, because of alloying and
i a _elatively high microstress level. The unstralred specimen showed no diffraction
lines because of the large grains. A Lane photogram of this specimen _howed the
I structure of a single crystal. The strained specimen showed only a we_k (i]I)












Nickel As Received Strained Unstrained*:
O O O
_kl A(*) %(**) A(*) %(_) A(*) %(**)
iii 2.034 i00 2.07 i00 2.07 i00
200 i .762 42 i .79 12
I 220 i .246 21 i .27 20
311 i .062 20






(28 =129°) (2 @ =69°)
* = "d" spacings
** = Relative intensity




MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. ALLOYSAM
5 3. Ineonel X750
3. Inconel X750
.;_. a. Mechanical Properties
_ Average values of mechanical properties at room temperature
'_ and -b,23°F are presented in Table 45; detailed results for all conditions are shown
in Table 46. Figure 217 shows stress strain curves for the Inconel X750 tensile tests
at -_23°F.
A comparison of room temperature properties with those obtained
,r
at -423°IFshowed an increase in ultimate and yield strength with a decrease in reduc-
_ tion of area. The elongation increased slightly.
;?
The ratio of the notched-ultimate/unnotched-ultimate was 0.93
"4
i for room temperature and 0.75 for -k,23°F when Kt = 6.3. The ratio of notched-ulti-mate/unnotched-yl ld was 1 38 at room temperature and 1.41 at -423°F when gt = 6.3.
The mechanical property data indicated higher strength levels
,_ with no appreciable loss In ductility for liquid hydrogen environment. These data showethat Inconel X-750, precipitation hardened 20 hours at 1350°F, was acceptable for a
,;_ cryogenic structural material.
_! b. Metallography
Metallographic examinations were made on representative samples
of the as-received and control material. Fhotomicrographs were taken of typical areas
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3. Inconel X750
TABLE45
AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
INCONEL X750 ALLOY
Room Temperature Control -423'
UNNOTCKED
Ultimate strength psi 175,100 253,300
0.2% Yield strength psi 117,800 135,800
/ Elongation in 2" % 25.0 31.2
Reduction in Area % 37.8 27.1
Ultimate Shear Strength, psi 118,000 152,800
N0_C_(Kt:6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 163,300 191,600
Ratio Notched Ult 0.93 0.76
Unnotched Ult





_N ERVA TEST PROGRAM I D. =aS _MP. ALLOYSMATERIALSPROGRAM
'
_ TABLE46
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
INCONEL ,Z750 ALLOY
,_ Ultimate Yield
Specimen Specimen Strength Strength _ Reduction
Condition Number (ksi) .2% Offset (ksl) of Area % Elongation
Room Temperature Test Data
u 2-373 175.6 126.4 36.9 21 .o
u 2-374 174.5 114.9 38.7 26.0U 2-375 175.4 114.8 38.2 26.0
U 2-376 175.O 115.2 37.3 27.0
N 2-385 173.O




-423°F Control Test Data
I U 2-379 244.1 118.2 26.9 33-5
U 2-380 235.5 150.4 27.0 28.5
U 2-383 295.2 132.9 27.1 32.0
U 2-384 238.4 141.6 27.4 31.O
N 2-393 196.4
N 2-394 185.2
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TABLE 46 (cont.)
DETAILED SHEAR TEST DATA Inconel X 750






Ave = i18.0 Ave = 152.8
*_ = 2.4 *_ = 1.4
* _ = Standard Deviation
1966010846-395
I V. EXPEEMENTAL RESULTS
I AND DISCUSSION
PROGRAM .... MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. _TOH_.
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[NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGHTEMP.ALLOYS
3. Inconel X750
The microstructure of the as-received material (Figures 218)
shows the precipitation hardened condition of Inconel X-750, that is, a solid solution
Ni matrix with grain boundary precipitate. Spherical shaped carbides are also present.
The microstructure (Figures 219) of the unstrained area from a
tensile coupon tested at -423°F shows the same structure as the as-received material.
The strained microstructure (Figures 220 and 221) show the effects of elongation
during straining; grains are elongated. The fracture wa_ transgranular. The cryogenic
environment does not appear to have caused any microstructural changes.
c. Electron Microstructu:e
Electron microscopic examinatier _s performed on as-received
material and strained-unstrained areas of a control sample. T_ical photomicrographs
were taken at 1500CX. Figure 222 shows the microstructure of the as-received mazerial
and indicates normal large grained solid sol_hion nickel matrix with dispersed carbide_
The structure is norm_l for Inconel X-750.
Representative photomicrographs of the unstrained and strained
areas of a tensile coupon tested at -423°F are shown in Figures 223 and 224. The
microstructure of the unstrained specimen is identical with the as-received sample_
that is, nickel matrix and dispersed carbides. The structure of the strained sample
shows distorted slip lines across the nickel grains culminating at the grain boundary
precipitate phase.
Electron fractographs (Figures 225 and 226) were taken from the
edge and center of a fracture of a typical tensile coupon tested at -423°F. Repre-
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Figure 218
Micros_ructures-lOOX an_ 10OOX






PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM,, i _. _'_
Material [nconelX.-7.50 . Lot Number . Heat 5013X .....
Form . 1/4" Plate VendorCode i
SpecificationAMS 5542F AGCCode LU-384
=l i
Condition Aqedat 1350°F for Vendor +PacificMetalsCo.20 Hours
. MICROSTRU_CTURE ,(Control)
%;.
,--. " ; . / W:-+.', MAG: IOOX
' +- , l - p ill- . , ( _ . '
• +++, . . , + , , ' -( _ +'. ,+l_I ""_,,, +_k.....
. _... _+_+e,,+ t+ t+ @ '
,',_ .. .- __- -.., . " .<,-, ._-.-+._..*r.+L+._) ,..):uV.,,, E,TCHANT:10% OxalicAcid
..... -,+... +,.• .... . _ "_. " _' -,'.',,. _.. +'i . ,,.,'-._
' _" : ," . ' " ' 'r t ,. . ,_. .
+--/,., q:>... • : , . ,_ +,, Area:
• ,,"_+ ._"....., . .7 , , •.. . .. ,, ,.e>.%-, /. _:_._ Generalstructure
• ._,-,.....,..,+,-.'..+,.:.:_..,,....., ,.;./+f._..
.,., +.. , ., .+ ." ,.+_, , _.. _ Microstructureshowstypical
-..,.,-... . _ >L_/ ,+. ,. ,.i , , , ,+. ,_ , "'+-...rff,,.- _-,.-. austeniticmatrix•
)" _- .%, + " • , . ,'_" •,, +,c ..,+-__C";, ++" "'_._ \ j '
• ..... +.. <:,!%: "
+.
• MAG: lO00X




.... , Microstructure showsaustenite
• matrix
Figure 219
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Material ... Inconel X-750 ...... Lot Number Heat _013 X ....
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
SpecificationAMS _542 F AGCCode -LU-384
Condition Aaedat 1350°F for Vendor Pacific Metals Co.
2_) Hours .........
• ,, MICROSTRUCTURE, (Controll
-i MAG: lOOX
I_ _ii!!_i_i El"CHANT: 10, 0xalic Acid
t,_ __ _ ;t;t_i_'_: Area: Strained,fracture
_ :_ " _'__ __'_ " Microstructumshowsaustenitic
matrix, fracturewas transgranular_ r
MAG: lOOX




1 Ft sure 220Rteros-_c--'_-lOOX
Inconel X-750-Longttudinal-OontrolABed-Strained R= (J_N;IITIIK.FII_,l
3T_
1966010846-400
I V • It.,%j.l%z_.l.J-,,',.L_IJ.,.._,...J.'u-,_UI.J
AND DISCUSSION.
i ii i
_NERVA - D. HIGHTEMP ALLOYSPROGRAM MATERIALSTEST PROGRAM i i
Material Incnna!X-7'_13 Lot Number H,_at_131"_4
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCodei
SpecificationAMS 5542F AGCCode LU-384i m





_. ,..,. ..,. MAG: IO00X
• • - ETCHANT: 10% Oxalic Acid
' / _ ',. _ , AREA: Strainedr
• "" ' '/ ' ' , , General structure
• • • _- . Microstructureshowsaustenib
• ": , _ "'_"..;_, matrixwith undissolvedcarbid_






V. EXPERIM_N_gAL ,_SLT'_TSAND DISCUSSION.
m .... i.....PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. ]_GE_EHP.M._0Ya
Material_ InconelX=750 Lot Number Heat 5013 X
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
i --- - , IL
Specification AMS 5542F AGCCode
i, O ii
Condition...... Agedat 1350, F for Vendor Pacific Metals Company
20 Hours
'*_ ELECTRON MICROSTPUCTURE (As received)
,,. I'
Magnification ', .*A
15000 X _ _ -
-4
| ",
.'. • ? .
I , ? _
_ : .. /
.°,
G
Ik • .2' D., .. _
o ,,t"
Description ElectronDhotomicmuranhshows=rainbondarvIntersectionof nickel_
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PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM "
Materiai InconelX-750 Lot Number Heat 5013 X
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
, = , i i
Specification AMS 5542F AGCCode LU 384
Condition Aqed at 1350°F for Vendor Pacific Metals Company
20 Hours




,t _ : :
Maanification -; " _" ,_
,,._,.. . . .,,.. : -. .._'_
L.: _" " "_2_5_
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Material InconelX-750 Lot Number Heat 5013 X
Form 1/4" Plote VendorCode
Specification AMS 5542F AGCCode,, , , , ,,,
Condition Agedat.1.350°F for Vendor Pacific MetalsCompany
20 Hours










i Description Electronp.hotomicrographs owsprecipitateaccruingin arainof _qlJd
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Material InconelX-750 Lot Number Heat 5013Y
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AMS 5542F AGCCode LU-384
Condition Agedat 1350°F for Vendor Pacific Metals Company
20 hours
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Fractograph)
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Material InconelX-750 LotNumber Heat5013Y
Form. 1/4" Plate VendorCode
SpecificationAMS 5542F AGCCode LU-384
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3. Inconel X750
i
The fractographs from both the edge and center showed the
dimple structure resulting from a ductile failure mode. Localized areas of deco-
hesion are present in the center zone. This is typical since it is the fracture
initiation zone.
d_ X-Ray Diffraction
' Table 47 presents the x-ray diffraction data. X-ray diffrac-
/ tion patterns from the as-received material showed the face-centered-cubic structure
of nickel. The lattice parameter was expanded as a result of solid solution alloying
effects. The microstress level was indicative of the wrought condition.
The diffractogram f;om the unstrained sample of a tensile
coupon tested at -423°F showed essentially the same characteristics as the as-
received. The microstress level was slightly higher. The diffraction pattern from
the strained area showed a change in orientation to the [ii0] direction. The micro-











Nickel As Received Strained Unstrained
0 0 0 0
hkl A(*) %(**) A(*) %(**) A(*) %(**) A(*) _(**)
111 2.034 100 2.06 100 2.06 80 2.06 100
200 1.762 42 1.78 60 1.78 30 1.79 30
220 1.246 21 1.26 60 1.26 i00 1.26 30




3.524 3.57 3-57 3-57
Microstress,i_6
0.65 1.69 0.96
._ (2e =13o°) (2 6 =.,.30") (2 6=13o")
,
(*) = "d" spacings
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AND DISCUSSION
INERVA ....PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HTaH_XZ'.ALLOYS
_., l-1-Hon,el
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4. H-Monel (Cast Alloy)
a. Mechanical Properties
Average values of mechanical properties obtained in this test
are presented in Table 48; the detailed results are shown in Table 49. No shear data
measurements were made in this alloy. Figure 227 sho_s stress-strain curves for the
, H-Monel tensile tests. Macro-photographs of a typical tensile fracture for an unnotche,
specimen are shown in Figure 228.
i Comparison room temperature properties with those obtained at
of
-423°F showed an increase in idtimate and yield strength, and a slight reduction in
elongation and reduction of area.
h
The ratio of the notched-ultimate/unnotched-ultimate was 0.87 for
room temperature and 0.99 for -_23°F when Kt = 6.3. The ratio of the notched-ultimate/
unnotched-yield was 1.70 fox.warm temperature and 1.74 for -423@F when Kt = 6.3.
Based on the criteria of notch sensitivity as indicated by the
ratio of notched-ultimate/unnotched-yield, this material sutffered no increase in notchsensitivity at -423°F and Kt = 6.3. These data showed that th material w satis-
factory for cryogenic applications.
b. Metallography
Metallographic examination was made on the stl'ained and unstraine
areas of a control specimen. Photomicrographs were taken at lOOX and lO00X to illu-
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4. H-Monel
TABLE 48
AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
H MONEL
Room Temperature Control -42_ °F
UNNOTCHED
Ultimate strength psi 85,200 103,600
/ 0 2% Yield strength psi 44,000 58,900
Elongation in 2" % 29.0 23.2
Reduction in Area % 31.0 28.1
Ultimate Shear Strength, psi ........
NOTCHED (Kt = 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 74,300 102,600
Ratio Notched Ult 0.87 0.99
Unnotched Ult
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&. H-Monel
TABLE 49
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
H MONEL
Ultimate Yield
Specimen Specimen Strength Strength % Reduction %
Condition Number (ksi) .2% Offset (ksi) of Area Elongatioi
Room Temperature Test Data
U 2-421 97.0 57.8 27.7 28.5
U 2-422 83.4 39.9 29.9 28.5
i U 2-423 81.5 43.1 34.5 31.0
U 2-424 78.9 35.2 31 8 28 0
" •
• N 2-433 69.3
i N 2-434 85.3
,_ N 2-435 71.4
N 2-436 71.4
i -423°F Control Test Data
U 2-425 97.7 56.1 32.7 31.5
U 2-427 105.3 60.6 26.8 19.5
U 2-429 104.3 58.4 24.5 22.5
U 2-431 107.I 60.6 28.3 19.5
N 2-437 93.4
1 N 2-439 108.I
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Figure 227
Stress-Strain Curves
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PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. _IrGHTEMP.ALLOYS
_. H-Monel
The microstructure of the control specimens strained and
unstrained areas, are shown in Figures 229, 230 and 231. Fracture was transgranular.
The structure shows the nickel matrix with a cored structure characteristic of the
cast conditions. Primary silicides can be seen at the center of cored regions and
particles of silicidec are dispersed in the matrix.
c. E___ctronMicrostructure
(I) Microscopy
Electron microscopic examinations were performed on the
as-received cast material and the strained-unstrained samples of a tensile ccupon
tested at -423°F. Representative micrographs are shown at 15,000X magnification.
Figure 232 shows the microstructure of the as-received
cast H-Monel material. The microstructure indicates the Ni-Cu solid solution matrix
with particles of silicide appearing as black circles. An apparent eutectic is shown
at a grain boundary.
Figures 233 and 234 show photo-micrographs of strained and
unst _ "ned areas of a tensile coupon tested at -423°F. The microstructure is the sam
as the as-received material. No changes were found in microstructure as a result of
cryogenic environment.
(2) Fractography
The electron fractrograph from the edge of the fracture
(Figure 235) shows a large ductile domain lapping into a brittle field. The fracto-
>





INERVAPROGRAM MATERIALSTEST PROGRAM D. _aH _a_e._JoYs
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
_.NERVA ......PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGH T]_4P.ALLOYSii
Material H-M0nel Lot Number 6192 , , = ,,
Form 1/4" Cast Plate VendorCode_ _
Specification00-N-288 Corns.B AGCCode C-431
Condition Annealed...... Vendor DameronAlloy Foundry
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
Figure 230
Mi cro structure- lO0X





'N NERVA ............PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGHT]IMP.ALLOYS
Material H-Monel Lot Number 6192
Form 1/4" Cast Plate VendorCode
Specification QQ,N-288 Comp.B AGCCode C-431
Condition Armealed Vendor DamercnAlloy Foundry
-! MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
;o
._ _,,_ _ _ MAG: lO00X
! : _ "'=!_"/'__" ETCHANT: Carapella's
°, ' '- !_: _;": ' c Area: Strained, fracture
:_, _ Microstructuresi,owsmatrixof
_'_ Ni-Cu solidsolution. Cored
_ _ "..... -_ areaconsistsof black silicides
_, _ "%_ b- ndwhiteprimarysil icides.
i
bQ
, -..,.,,.;_, ,< .........,,..,_, ,-_ ErCHANT: Carapella's
_ ; -".:-'_ "_'_.. Generalstructure
_ _'_k:_i."_ _ _ "_ Microstructureis sameas above
Figure 2_i
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Material H-Monel Lot Number 6192
Form i/4"Cast Plate VendorCode
Specification QQ-N-288 Cop, B AGCCode
Condition Annealed Vendor DameronAlloy Foundry
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Material., H;.Monel Lot Number 6192
Form 1/4" CastPlate VendorCode
SpecificationZZ-N-288 Cop. B AGCCode C-431
Condition Annealed Vendor DameronAlloy Foundry
!
























MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGHTI_P. ALLOYS
Material H-Monel Lot Number 6192
Form 1/4" CasLPlate VendorCode
Specification QQ-N-288 Cop. B' AGCCode C-431
Condition Annealed Vendor DameronAlloy Foun.d..ry
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- strained)
Description Electronphotomicronra_hshowedmatrixof Ni-Cu solidsolutionmaftix_
_" Bl_,ckparticlesare silicides. Noteareadevoidof silicides,
u
Figure 23_
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Material _ ..H-Monel Lot Number 6192
Form 1/.4," Cast Plate VendorCode
Specification QQ-N_.-288CoDB AGCCode C 431




brittle field. Whitecracksarereplica faults. .
Figure 235
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r llk_J_LTnt'llVg J
Material H- Monel Lot Number 6192
, =,,r,_ j
Form 1/4" Cast Plate VendorCode
Specification QQ-N-288 CopB AGCCode " C 431 "












from brittle failure, Jl i
l__gu.re 236
Electron Fractograph-150OOX _
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_. H-Monel
d. X-Ray Diffraction
The X-ray diffraction data are presented in Table 50. X-ray
diffraction patterns from the as-receivedmateri_.l showed the face-centered-cubic
structure of nickel. The microstress level was indicative of the cast structu_'e.
Diffractograms from the strained and unstrained areas of the
-9
tensile coupon tested at -_23°F showed the same structure as the as-received material













Pure Nickel As Received Strained Unstrained
O O C O
hkl A (*) % (**) A (*) % (*_) A (*) % (_*) A (*) % (_)|
j in 2.034 i00 2.05 zoo 2.05 lOO 2.o2 100
200 I.762 42
220 i.246 21 I.25 60 i.26 30
O
Lattice Parameter, A




( *) = "d" spacing
(_-_) = Relative intensity





NERVA .......PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGHTEMP.ALLOYS
5. HASTELOY C
5. Hastello_ C (Nickel Base Alloy)
a. Mechanical Properties
Average values of mechanlca± properties obtained _n this program
_, are presented in Table 51. The detailed results are shown in Table 52.
Macro-photographs of a :yplcal tensile fracture for an
i unnotched specimen are shown in Figure 237.
_ A comparison of room temperature properties with tho_e obtained
at -423°F showed an increase in ultimate and a decrease in ductility as indicated by
elongation and reduction in area. Because of the specimens elongating sufficiently
i to allow pickup of the notched specimens prior to failure, data was not available for
comparisons of yield strength or ultimate strength.
i The ratio of notched-ultlmate/unnotched-ulti_ate was found to be
i 0.84 for room temperature when Kt = 6.3. The ratio of notched-ultimat_/unnotched-
} yield was 1.68 when Kt = 6.3. Because of the severe elongation, data was not avallabl




,_ Photomicrographs at 100X and lO00X were made to illustrate the
pertinent features of the microstructure observed during examination of the strained
t and unstrained areas of the control specimen.
(i) As-Recelved
The microstructure of the as-received material is shown in






[_NERVA .....PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGHTEMP.ALLOYSi
5. HASTELOY C
TABLE 51
AVERAGE TENSILE AND SHF_R TEST DATA HASTELLOY C
Room Temperature Control -423°F
UNNOTCHED
Ultimate strength psi 118,700 185,700
0.2% Yield strength psi 59,300
Elongation in 2" % 50.4 39.2
I Reduction in Area % 41.6 32.6
Ultimate shear strength psi 92,600 170,800-
NOTCHED (Kt : 6.3)
Ultimate strength psi 99,700 No Data
Notched Ult
Ratio Unnotched Ult 0.84
Notched Ult
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5. HASTELOYC
TABLE52
DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA HASTELLOY C
YIELD
SPECIMEN SPECIMEN ULTIMATE STRENGTH % REDUCTION %
CONDITION NUMBER STRENGTH .2_ OFFSET GF AREA ELONGATION
Room Temperature Test Data
U 2- 349 n7.3 58.2 41.4 51.0
i U 2- 350 118.3 59.6 42.6 49.5
U 2- 351 120.9 59.1 42.6 41.5
U 2- 352 118.3 60.2 39.7 49.5
N 2-%1 109.3
N 2- %2 97-5
N 2-%3 94.6
N 2-%4 97.4
-423°F Control Test Data
U* 2- 355 31.0 37-5
U* 2-356 34.1 41.0
U 2-359 185.7 28.5 29.0
N*
_ *Specimens elongated enough to allow pick-up of the notched specimens prior to























About 10% too high.





















MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM m HIGT_,[r]_. ALLOYS,| ,
Material HastelloyC. Lot Number HeatC2-_278
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
SpecificationAMS 5530 C AGCCode As re(;eived
Condition...... Annealed ..... Vendor . HaynesStellite Co.
MICROSTRUCTURE (As received)
""'.,'-..' ,_"-'. .. ; .= V ., . _ .-"-'F_- " / / , _ %,,// _ ._._
I " ' _ . _"''t" - ' ,'/: '_-.,'.:',,_:.._'.,",_"_,-_'__,."_...,
-_, --.-"I<. =-.-_,,S_ __(_ ETCHANT:HCI+ H202
1/l/z_, . _ .,-.._/"-- "'" "_'_ _ "._.2"'_'<-t_%_ c4_'_,_.. _J]'_" -"_'_'_ ,_-: Area: Generalstructure
_..--.- '.,,_,,.,_ .,_..---_--.-,-,,_--._,,,,..<%.k_//_.<4-- _,.,---'c
.','_,':-_..f'i " l." '. ,-.- ,4, .., --. " "k Z '' . "
• • :...,. _..:- _.£3/_-.:,-..:_,._.'!--'_}. -_;_"]-\'_i:_i_ Microstructureshowsnickel-
..... _ " ," " _" "" " _,"_L;-_,>-->/
v - ../,_p ,_ :" ,, . . ._,.....__4. ,--.-%-_4": ,..,u.axe. or_..., containingrich n _lirl_
.-_ r ,,-;._ .(/ -,. ,, ..- _ =-,,-,,.--u;o._,,_,._.-._, twins characteristicnumerous as
.. ,_--,--- /_ W . ,_."-.,./' .. ,---L-- ._..,"-_..L:.<:I-.:_
_<.-,"_,, ._JI _ : .... ;i.--_-_.,.',-'__,._. ,/.\';-,... ._. of full annealing. The spherical
'?.L7._:_ _,'k<%'.>-_,_-_:,_,_,._ ...L/_.; _4.S,:,_I. inclusionsarecarbideparticles.
",<:._ "' - - - -,3"','_ ,"" "_':-."_."h_7/L " " _".' "":-,U -.
-_ '"'-..:,',_.-_. ._:...,:"_'_.'___ _-.'_".:_" :i:
1
:-,:_,_,,__... _., *L"k_ ¢_," .
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• _ ,_ 'i . ,;.: .' '_ " . .... ,_",k:, _o-- • _-,
__],_ _-......._I _:. . _--.:",:.,,_._,.=,:..,., :._ ,..,........ .,...,., ,, .... ETCHANT: HCI+ H202
_Wt_..I_ ,',_.,il,. ,_",'" _'--' : "-- '-_
• _:.:. '..... ; . . ." ..........,_....:, ' ,..... ,.._¢..-,-_. . .; .... _:._......_; . . . > .
_.-_,_,._: ,,-.:.._'_._. ..,
..... _._;..... :.., ..... •.......- ..... AREA: Microstructureshows
_:_ _ _::.,.__,_... :-. ,
__,,_ ,......_..,.,.,-,,_ .
;.". ;v.' • . • ,;......... _ ,i,,,,-_'.;'-.,,_,_,,..,..._"_ closeupof a single grain.
'" " a " " " " "'"_.":"%" _''
.,.,,_,, .,_. ,,,,,,,. _. .,..¥,..':,q, :.,:...:
" " , f ........ " ": i': .* • _ "" " "';.-_'_"_ _ " " _
• .: ,_,. ....., .... ... .. ,,. -?,:' .
_'_--_:, "" "; !__ , "' ;,,_-': ._ : ',,' ,3,_._"_,_._" .;._,:._
" v _ " _ ," • ,.J." ",.'_.,,_._.._-i,._,,-
",,, ..  I:Sl
• .. . . . . ,.._ V , ' ." '..,|4_ _ ' ,
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Figure 238
Microstru_ture - 100X and 1000X A
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,_ Figures 239 through 241 are representative photomicrographs
of the microst_cture from strained and unstrained samples.
The microstructure from the unstrained specimen shows
! equi-axed grains of nickel rich matrix. 'IN'inning is again prominent within the grains.
Carbide inclusions are evident. The IOOX photomicrograph shows _he existence of a
_ grain boundary precipitate of unknown nature.
The microstructure of the strained area shows transgranular
i fracture with normal _in elongation during straining. Spherical carbides _ud an
unknown grain boundary precipitate are also shown.
i Since limited mechanical property data is available, the
I importance of this grain boundary constituent is undeterminable.
c. Electron Microstructure
i (i) Microscopy
Electron microscopic examinations were performed on as-
received solution annealed material and strained-unstrainedareas of the control
specimen.
Figure 242 shows a typical microstructure at 15,000X of the







PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM, D. HIGH _. AT,T,OYS
Material .. HastelloyC Lot Number HeatC2'-3278
Form 1/'4" Plate VendorCode
SpecificationAMS $5,30 C AGCCode LU 2,359
Condition Annealed . Vendor HaynesStellite Company
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
• ,...L.., _.:...'i;'_,' .• ....:'/'"-;''_--.---_'.-'L{;", " "",• ,"'--_':_:_"__.'"'
} ' • ''.'.-'._'_!"" ..'.'".. -"__"*_:......L:'I" : " "" " " "*' " " '" "
--_.:,,' ./ '-, ..',, .. ' , - , ._, ', . :'.'. MAG: lOOX
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--- "- -- ,,, -. , ', _.- • -. . Microstructureshowsnickel-rich
•-..._ , - _." : • . • " ' .. t "..* .. v equi-axedgrainswith character-
.'. "' ;" _,1' ' ': ",' / ' ",,,' ::,.
,. ; .. ._ ,, - ' :_:;,_. " ,_ istic annealingtwinsandseveral
..... • • ," "." __ ,-'-_"'_, "'" dispersionsof sphericalcarbide, • ° • , • . ._ . , = _ . •
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' ETCHANT: HCI +H202i e %
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, : AREA: Unstrained,
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Microstructures - IOOX and 1000X _






Material_ HastelloyC ..... Lot Number HeatC2-3278
Form 1/4" Plate ....... VendorCode ....
SpecificationAMS 5530 C., AGCCode. LU,2-359 . ,,
Condition Annealeo., Vendor,,, HaynesStell!te Company
" ; MICROSTRUCTURE (Control.)_
ii i
i p,,
__,_,__.._:; ._! _/: MAG: lOOX
__ __-_);/:_r _ : El'CHANT:HCI+ H202
..- .-/.,_ - .,_;.. ,. ,i_{ _ _ ,
" Area Fracture
,,, _ , : ' - Microstructureshowsgrains
_ ,_ ' elongatedbystraining_
_ _ --- fracturestransgra_ular.
















_'___O.._G_R_AM, MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM , D. HIGH ri_. ALLOYS
Material _ HastelloyC Lot Number Heat C2-,3278
Form_ 1/4" Plate , VendorCode _
SpecificatiorAMS5530 C AGCCode LU 2"359
, m,=
Condition Annealed ., Vendor HaynesStellite Company
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
-t_ _
•,, * _/ ..'I
Y
,;%--_..,, _._=... ._..,_ .AG.zOOX• . _ ._'. -... ,=o-.=-,.a=. ETCHANT. HCl + H202
.- ., ...,.,..j
--_ _-" "- /_', "" , Area: Fracture
• % f
, Microstmctureshowsgrain
t" structureat the fracturewhich
was transgranular;notethe
•- "- _. "" strain lines ingrains.
i
, MAG: lO00X
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,; I.*.IPROGRAM TEST PROGRAM D, HIGH .
] Mater[jI. HastelloyC Lot Number HeatC2-327c_ _
Form. 1/4" plat_ VendorCode
SpeclficationAMs 5530C'' AGCCode _ ' . ---
. Condtin.. Annaled Vendor HaynesstelllteCompany












Electron Microstructure - 15000X _





NERVAPROG._I_I_RA_M_ MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HZ_H_. AT.TOYS
5. HASTELOY C
Representative electron photomicrographs from the strained
and unstrained areas of a tensile coupon tested at -423°F are shown in Figures 243
and 244. The microstructure of the unstrained area is similar to the as-received
sample: nickel rich matrix and spherical carbides. Fractured carbide inclusions in
a nickel rich matrix are shown in the strained sample.
(2) Fractography
Electron fractographs were taken from the edge and center
of _ tensile fracture tested at -423°F. Representative photomicrographs are shown
in 2igures 245 and 246. The fractograph from the center area showed a decohesion
patte_ indicative of a semi-brittle fracture mode. The structure of the edge area
was typically ductile. Micro-domains were oriented in a cleavage type pattern.
d. X-Ray Diffraction
The X-ray diffraction data are shown in Table 53. The X-ray
diffraction pattern from the solution annealed as-received material showed the face-
centered-cubic structure of nickel. The lattice parameter was greater than pure
nickel due to solid solution alloying effects. The microstress level was indicative
oi the plate condition.
Diffractograms from the strained and unstrained areas of a tens:
coupon tested at -423°F showed lattice parameters of both areas to be identical with
as-received material. Microstress level of the strained area increased due to the
















Nickel As Received Strained Unstrained
0 0 0 0
hkl A* %** A* %** A* %** A* %**
Ill 2.034 100 2.08 i00 2.09 85 2.09 lO0
i 200 1.762 42 1.80 40 1.81 30 1.81 65
220 1.246 21 1.28 30 1.28 i00 1.28 60
o
Lattice Parameter, A
3.524 3.61 3.61 3.61
Microstress,
O. 53° 1. l0 ° 0.64 °
i (2 = 129°) (2 = 129o) (2 = _9°)
i: . = "d" spacing












_NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGH_v_. ALLOYSI
Material Hastelloy C Lot Number HeatC2-3278
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AMS 5530C AGCCode LU-2-150
Condition Annealed Vendor HaynesStellite Company
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- Unstrained)
i i
J .I ..
Maclnification '_ ...... s
15000 X ' "_ " '"
L
"'C 4
; Description Electronphotomicrographs owsthe solid solutionnickelmatrixwith,
"-, sphericalcarbides.
Figure 243
Electron Microstructure - 15000X _







INERVA ........PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. EIGH_. ALLOYS
,i Hl
Material .... Hastelloy C Lot Number Heat C2-3278 i. i
Form 1/4" Plate . VendorCode
Specification AMS .5530C AGCCode_ LU-2-150
Condition Annealed Vendor.. HaynesStellite Company
" ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- strained)
i l IN I I II I
Description Electronp.hotomicrographs owssolidsolutionnickel matrix with, carbide
. particles, Notethe fragmentationof the carbidesdueto straining,
Figure 244
Electron Mlcrostructure - 15000X






_NERVA ......PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM O. EGH'rmm_. ALLOYSiii,
Material HastelloyC. Lot Number Heat C 2-3278
Form !/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AMS 5550C AGCCode LU-2-359
Condition Annealed Vendor HaynesStellite Company




> Description Fractographfromeddieshowsmicro-domainstructureorientedin a cleavable
_-. pattern, Structureis indicativeof a ductile failure.
i i
Figure 245
Electron Fractograph - 15000X





i iR NERVA ......'_ PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGHT]_. ALLOYS
fl
!
Material__ HastelloyC Lot Number HeatC 2-3278i i
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AMS 5530C , AGC Code, LU-2-357, _
Condition Annealed Vendor Haynes Stellite ComDany












HastelloyC- Longitudlnal R E_I_.Annealed- Cen er u=_:'_= •
1966010846-443
_[-'_NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM





INERVA ' 'PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM A. HIGHTEMP.ALLOYS
I 6. TZMMolybdenum Alloy
I 6. TS4Mol_bdenumAlloy
a. Mechanical Properties
I Average values of mechanical properties obtained in this program
" are presented in Table 54. Detailed results are shown in Table 55. Macro-photograph_
of a typical tensile fracture for an unnotched specimen are shown in Figure 247.
Comparisons of room temperature properties with those obtainedat -423@F showed an apparent decrease in s rength and ductility. The control specimen
broke in an extremely brittle manner and in some instances the specimen brok_ into
I several pieces. From the limited data available it appeared that this material became
exceptionally brittle. It is not acceptable for dynamic application at c_ogenic
I temperatures.
I b. Metallography
Photomicrographs at 100X and 1000X were made to illustrate the
I"'_ pertinent features of the microstructure observed during examination of the strained
fracture area and unstrained areas of the control specimen.
I
Figures 248, 249 and 250 are representative photomicrographs of
I the unstrained and strained areas from a tensile coupon tested at -423°F. The fracture
i was found to be transgr_mular. No differences in microstructure were noted between the





PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM, D. HIGH TEMP. ALLOYS
6. TZM Molybdenum Alloy
,i, i
TABLE_4
AVERAGE TENSILE TEST DATA
T_4 MOLYBDENUM ALLOY
Room Temperature Control -42_°F
UNNOTCHED
Ultimate strength psi 132,700 72,800
0.2% Yield strength psi 131,100
Elongation in 2" % 11.8






t OGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAIVl D. HIOH_P. AUO_i
'i ....
i O. TZM Molybdem_n Alloy _
i _ABLE 55
I
i DETAILED TENSILE TEST DATA
TS4 MOLYBDENUM ALLOY
Ultimate Yield
Specimen Specimen Strength Strength % Reduction %
Condition Number (ksi) .2% Offset (ksi) of Area Elongation
Room Temperature Test Data
U 2-446 132.0 ..... 30.0 9.5
U 2-447 134.1 131.7 i0.5 Ii. 5
U 2-_48 132.0 130.5 22.4 lb. 5




*Specimens broke in an extremely brittle manner, in some instances the specimen





LR__PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM o. HIGHTEMP.ALLOYSm_ ,|,
Figure 2_7







{I-_NERV A ' _ .P OGRAM MA1ERIALSTEST PROGRAI't D. ]_os___. ALLOYS
-- - i i
Material _ TZM Lot Number..._ Heat 5697B ..
• Form_ _./4" plate...... VendorCode
I Specification ,, AGCCode,,, LU-2-445 .,
Condition, StressReliev_l , Vendor .... ClimaxMolybdenumCo.
i
- ' MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)III I I
i ,.,III ' '; MAC: 11 X
._. _' ';i_ ETCHANT. Potassium
• Ferricyanide
" Area: UnsM,ljoed,
i , ,,_:t , -G-drieraCS[ructurei , _ Microstructureshowstypical
• ._ ,, wroughtstructureof Mu.
; .,!,_-,],,
_._..=_'u . ,_. . %-_-
==--,-.................................
:t-!
' . " . _, - ,,, ;-,_.¢,. -.• Ferrlcy_nlde
, _. - Typical microstructure
m _









NERVA MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM o ,'_GHTEMP.ALLOYSPROGRAM .... "
Material., TZM Alloy Lot Number Heat 6797B
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AGCCode LU-2-445
Condit;on StressRelieved Vendor ClimaxMolybdenumCo.
MICROSTRUCTURE (Control)
, :..... MAG: IOOX








I AND DISCUSSIONi flu , i , iii = i i i i ,
NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. _o_ _¢P. ALLOYSi
i TZM Alloy Lot Number Heat 6797BMaterial
Form 1/4"Plate VendorCode ,
I Specification AGCCode LU-2-44_Condition StressRelieved Vendor ClimaxMolybdenumCo.
_-,_;"-P_'_" ;_- - _ - ', MAG: ].O00X
i _ _}, , . ,._ , ,,.( ,.., _ ETCHANT: Potassium_;. ' . , " .... , ' " - Ferricyanide
_ .,,,._ , ; ; . , . . Area: Strained. fracture
_1__'C _ - " _o _ _ _". ° . Microstructureshowsthe
• ,. - , . . ._ transgranularfracture,
_._..o-_._:%:. _I_ ...-..(. .y"-"i.. :-.
.. \..%" \.
I "'" "_':&" ' • .. MAG: lO00X
- " " ETCHANT, Potassium
.-_- . .. , -. _...._.... Ferricyan,de
_",,_,>_,,-_-_ -._.. - :., • vJ ;_'__ Generalmicrostructurenear
. .. ; - . . .., . -L_,._;,, fracture.
F:I._,,,._e250
, Microstructure s-lO00, RE(N)NTZM Alloys -Longltudlnal -Control




__NERVA-,-,-,,--,--n,-,D_nn-D_MMATERIALS TEST, PROGRAM D. HIGHTt_.._LIOYS
6. TZM Molybdenum Allc
c. Electron Microstructure
(i) Electron Micrescopy
Electron microscopic examinations were performed on the
as-received and control specimens of T_. Strained and unstrained areas were examin
on a tensile specimen tested at -423°F. Photomicrographs are presented at 15,000X
magnification.
J
The as-received microstructure, as shown in Figure 251, i
typical of the wrought grain of a molybdenum rich alloy. The slight texture is a
result of crystallographic orientation.
Figures 252 and 253 are representative photomicrographs
of the strained and unstrained areas of a tensile specimen tested at -423°F. The
microstructure is identical with the as-received material.
(2) Electron Fractography
Fractographic examinations were performed on edge and cen
areas of a tensile fracture at -423°F. Representative photomicrographs are shown at
15,000X. Room temperature specimens were not examined.
Figures 254 and 255 show fractographs from the edge and





'_ NERVAL__JPROGI:ZAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGH_. ALLOYS
Material TZM Lot Number Heat 6797 B
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AGCCode
iii
Condition Stress Relieved Vendor Climax MolybdenumCo.
I ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (As received)
im
I,
; ,, [ ' " .
/ r v,=mllllll _
Maanification _,-r,_" " ""
15000X :. - " , " ' : '! _ o_ ,?./_;-_, ;; ._
" " Ir -." -- -;,, .,_l,i
. -" +!".lp - #. - _- _.,-7_ _.-i,_ ._111:..+-iil__r.,.li
. . . l ., " , i ei ' ." < "
-_ . , , - . , _. . P" . .if"._
17
[_ , . . ,._1, _lf ,=!', , -.;y;' _I"_'__..... _<*" _ +" _' 4t , , '- iml_l_r._, BIB.
Description Electronphotomicrographs owsgeneralstructureof wrouclht_11o)_.
Textureof wroughtgrainsindicateboundarythroughcenterof photograph,i i
Figure 251
Electron Microstructure s-15000X __ _TZM Alloy-as received FIE NStress Relieved .ma_:'--"-'_ill,'ll'
_27
1966010846-453
_ib " ql .... ,,
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION
_NERVA ....PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. EIGHTEMP. ALLOYS
Material TZM Lot Number Heat 6797B
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AGC Code 2-445
Condition Stress Relieved Vendor Climax MolybdenumCo.
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- strained)
; Description. Electronphotographshowstextureof ,(]rainof molybdenumsolid solution.
|1
i, i , i i| • i
Figure 252
Electron Microstructure-15OOOX
TZM Alloy-Control R E@ NStress Relieved-Strained '._.'_ _-__I:"
428
1966010846-454
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
_NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALSTEST PROGRAM D. HIGH___._.ALLOYS
ili ,,L
Material TZM Lot Number Heat 6797B
Form 1/4" Plate ... VendorCode
I Specification AGCCode 2-445
Condition StressRelieved ..... VendoL ClimaxMolybdenumCo,
/
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (Control- unstrained)
I
l i --"" ............ "-- - .......... " "_,, - p
M39nification . _ ' I"" _'_
, • . . ,%,.. ,%
,,.: 21#. , ? 1.;t
[ : :.;. +
k " .
I . , $ .
, ,_, .gt ., •
, • . , . •
I Description, Electronphotomicrographs owsstructureof grai,nof mol_,bdenumbase __
,; _ alloy. B!,ackdotsarereplicaartifacts.
Figure253
I Electron Microstructures-15OOOX







P_ROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. EIGH_,MP. ALLOYS
Material TZM Alloy Lot Number Heat 6797B
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
Specification AGCCode LU-2-445
Condit _n Stress Relieved Vendor ClimaxMolybdenumCo.
ELECTRON MICROSTRUCTURE (FractoaraDh)
, . , |
J
. _.. _. "_, "- q_
Maqnification ' _, " -
15000X , .. , \ ,.., "_-
: -%






• • i i
Figure 254





IRpN E RVA .......R_OG_.RAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. _aI-I_. ALT._S
Material TZM Alloy Lot Number Heat 6797B
Form 1/4" Plate VendorCode
=l
Specification AGCCode LU-2-445
! Condition StressRelieved Vendor ClimaxMolybdenumCo.




I Ma n cation _: ,
e /
15000X ,, / " J ",'" -!" ,,.
• " m t , ,4, .,' re'.#
4" _t/ ',,,6"_','i,
'i',_'#.'(Cl_'#_,'
il = ,_ --
(I if. 4_ li' ,
• ." ,,:,., ",._,_-.t_" t
__.t,_<l../__ i_7';_ I #_ ' ' -
, t ' e; :
t
2 " ,V,'; ') ,'
,l .... ! t,/' .. @
Description Fracto(jraphfromcentershowsbrittle failure, Brittl¢ decohesionooints








_1-'_NERVAPROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. HIGHTEMP.ALLOYS
6. TZM Molybdenum Alloy
i
d. X-Ray Diffraction
The X-ray diffraction data are shown in Table 56. The X-ray
diffraction pattern from the as received material showed the body-centered cubic
structure of molybdenum. The orientation was in the I00 direction. Microstress
was indicative of the stress-relieved wrought condition.
The diffractograms from the control specimen, strained and
I unstrained areas were essentially the same as the as received material. No crystal-






PROGRAM MATERIALS TEST PROGRAM D. _IOHT_. ALLOYSi ,,
6. TZM Molybdenum Alloy
TABLE 56
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA' TZM MOLYBDENUM ALLOY
_i_ Pure
*i Molybdenum As Rec eived Strained Unstrained
-'_ O O O O
II hlk A(*) %(**) A(*) _(**) A(*) _(**) A(*) %(**)ii0 2.22 i00 2.22 i00 2.22 50 2.22 50
200 i.57 4o i.57 9o i.57 i00 !.58 i00
211 1.28 30 1.28 70 1.28 95 1.28 75
220 1.115 40 1 .ii 50 ...... 1 .ii 5
310 O.9946 20 0.9953 15 0.995 30 0.995 20
222 0.9068 15 0.908 30 0.908 20 0.908 15








(20=1 o o33 ) (28 = 133@) (20 = 133 )
O
(*) = A "d" spacings
(**) = _ Relative intensities
r:j_{7,__
1966010846-459
